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the theory that suggestibility is a personality trait, and the 
evidence contrary to such a theory. Finally, a conclusion will 
tiP be'for.med by the writer, after a careful analysis of all the 
facts. If it seems feasible, ·the author of this study will sub-
stantiate his conclusions by experimentation. 
THE METHOD TO BE USED IN THIS STUDY • 
Research is the principal technique to be used in this stud~. 
The supplementary technique of experimentation may also be used. 
Diligent investigation discloses an enormous quantity of litera-
ture which may or may not have some bearing upon our subject. 
But research must be accomplished with intelligent discrimination 
and conscience. A mere quantity of facts may bewilder, impress; 
or appal the reader. However, it is our intention to decide 
whether or not suggestibility may be considered a personality 
trait, consequently material irrelevant to this question will l:(} 
rigorously excluded from this paper. 
We shall first consider the background of suggestibility -
before it had been named by psychologists. The phenomenon. we 
now know as suggestibility will be described in its early recor-
ded manifestations until its development as a current psycholo-
gical concept. Then the many modifcations of the psychological 
import of suggestibility will be considered as they are suppor-
ted by various psychologists. Finally we shall arrive at a sat· 
isfactory definition of suggestibility for the purpose of this 
paper. Wherever necessary, kindred psychological terms will be 
2 
efined. 
From consideration of exactly what this paper means by sugges-
jjr~ ~ibility we shall pass to a study of the psychological term ttrai~ 
)f personality'. Having established a satisfactory explanation af> 
'ersonality traits we shall next discuss methods of identifying 
~nd measuring them. After these preparatiomfor our actual in-
1 ~uiry - May Suggestibility Be Considered a Persunality Trait? -
~e shall refer to the various techniques for measuring suggestibi~­
ty and describe experiments that have already been·performed in 
~his connection. ,, " 
At this point sumrraries will be made of the studies of var-
ous experimenters in suggestibility and the reader,.will be in pes-
session of all the facts the author has deemed pertinent to the 
problem of suggestibility as a personality trait. Corroboratory 
~vidence in favour of suggestibility as a personality, trait will 
pe considered, and adverse evidence as well. If any other psych-
plogical interpretation of suggestibility should develop from the 
available data, it will be considered at this time., 
'i. 
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~~~ CHAPTER ONE. 
11· SUGGESTIBILITY AMONG THE ANCIENTS • I;A 
i 
.·~ 
Let us first consider evidences of suggestibility in the 
human race; long before suggestibility. had been named~ or even. 
recognized. Suggestibility is as old as.man himself. 
Dr. Bernheim writes: "Envisagee d'un point de vue general; la 
suggestion a domine toute l'histoire de 1 1humanite. Depuis le 
peche original suggere a Eve par le serpent.et a Adam par Eve; 
jusqu•aux grandes guerres engendrees .par le fanitisme religi-
! eux et politique; jusqu•aux horreurs sanglantes de la Revolu- ·. 
tion et de la Commune; la suggestion a joue un role."* 
Various types of religious manifestations. offer, throughout 
history' excellent examples of suggestibility. One of the most 
patent forms of suggestibility is demonstrated in legends of re-
ligious obsession.· . Tales of .werewolves have come to us from the 
earliest literature; and it was the suggestion embodied in old 
legends and superstitions that motivated the widespread epidem-
ics of lycanthropy~ The word lycanthropy is of Greek origin and 
' ,_ 
means wolf-madness.·. Early Greek mythology refers to lycanthrOPY!•' 
Inspired by their belief in the existence of werewolves or men-
wolves; human beings have fancied themselves to be dogs or 
wolves. These delusions were so powerful that. hundreds of per-
sons took.to the forests and roamed about on all-fours; howlingi 
* HYPNOTIStm ET SUGGESTION par Dr. Hippolyte .Bernheim; Doin 
'et Fils; Paris; 1910i P• 729. 
( 
; 
\ 
I 
; 
t 
~ 
~ne.rling, barking; bitingi . and .even. frothing at the mouth with .. 
~11 the symptoms of· hydrophobia.i * . Boettiger says: nNearly all 
I ,e, ~he barbaric tribes of· the Middle. Ages were afflicted at some - .. 
time or other by this obsession~~ -*?:· 
The.belief in.men-wolves was so persistent that it.developed 
~nto a general demonology and thence to the_ belief in witchcraft.· 
"Demonology was prevalent.throughout the inhabited places of 
~ope and even among. the Jews in India.".*~~ About 1600 a. 
~rench judge named Boguetdecreed.that 'ordinary' witches be 
!strangled as a. preliminary. to burning; . whereas. lycanthropic 
~itches were to .be .. burned alive. * . Witches were reputed .to. be 
possessed. of evil. spirits of'. one .. kind or.,anotheri and to .have 
supernatural powers~ ... Cuttenref'ers .to. the ... existence" •••• In the 
great cities. of Europe; of. •witch towers', where witches and 
demoniacs .. were~ tortured.' ••• 11 ~"~}* 
Throughout. ancient. his.tory . .up to. such. a comparatively modern 
period as that of. Colonial .. New.England; .. we have records of the 
. 1 
persecutions of' witchestoexorcise the demons possessing them. 
Judging. by contemporary. writings and ... paintings;. we. conclude. to-
* SUGGESTION AND PSYCHOTHERAPY ... by. George W. Jacoby, Scribner' !J 
Sons; New .York;.l912; -PP• .183~184.' · · · · . · · 
** . CONTRIBUTIONS TO .. TBE.. HISTORY. OF. MEDICINE .. by. Boettiger; 
Weimar, cited by Jacoby~ 
*-!:-* THREE. THOUSAND YEARS .OF MENTAL .. HEALING .. by .George. B. Cutten~ 
Scribner.•.s. Sons, NeW. .Y.ork;. 19ll; .... pp. 26-28.- . 
H·** Cutten; pp. 51~52~ 
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day that.many of those persecuted are wha~ we. diagnose as hyster-
ics. It the ignorance .of early t~es prevailed.today; many ec-
centric females who. keep a house full of cats, or indulge in othi-
er extraordinary behaviour; would be burned as witches: 
Lycanthropy; demonology, and witchcraft were not the only rell 
ligious obsessions in which suggestibility played its part in an-
cient times. Flagellation.was another morbid manifestation.of 
the potency of suggestion. This refers to.the self-abuse and 
scourging of the body to drive out evil spirits;. or as a relig-
ious penance~ By 1261 the .era. of flagellation.was at its hei~ht 
and self-whipping was practised throughoutitaly •. The.period.waJ 
one of intense religious. zeal ... as. a reaction to. the profligacy or! 
the times and flagellation was . encouraged. by the .. pr.ominent. churc -
man and popularized by wandering m~ndicant.friars. * 
Accounts of the. times present a gruesome picture~ Thousands 
of men and women, even some children.rumong them; marched naked 
through the tovms; scourging themselves •. Even .the. severe winter 
nights did not discourage them and th~re are awful tales of can-
dle-lighted processions staining. the snow with blood; as they 
marched~' Flagellation.. had .such. a hold upon. its victims .that pro· 
cessions even marched.from.Italy over the.Alps.and gathered re-
cruits in Austria; Bohemia; and Hungary. Scarcely had .this epi-
demic .. abated .than it was renevred. more furiously. than ever - nrous-
ed by the plague in.Europe. This 'black' plague was considered 
i~ . SUGGESTION AND PSYCHOTHERAPY .,by. George W. Jacoby, Scribner 1 s 
Sons; New York; 1912; .pp. 185-186. I 
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a divine visitation and hosts from Italy, Austrial Hungary, and 
Germany marched about; praying. and scourging themselves with 
4f: knotted ropes: 
At approximately this same period religion, by means of sugj 
gestibility; inspired ariother kind .of demonstration.· Children's 
crusades were.undertaken.by thousands of young people between 
the ages of twelve and eighteen. These children made pilgrim-
ages to the Holy Sepulchre,. hoping to deliver it from Turkish 
control~ Unhappily all. the pilgrimages were unsuccessful. The 
Chronica of Aventinus.describes the first crusade that set out 
in 1212 for the Adriatic Sea. The children were thoroughly en-
thusiastic; in spite or their leaderless and moneyless state~ 
Soon their troops were joined by men and women; among the~ rob-
bers who attacked. and plundered.the juvenile bands. Many chil-
dren turned back, while the. rest perished.on the way from hun-
! ger and exhaustion.'.. _These . processions recurred in 1237 and .up 
to 1453 and although hundreds participated, Aventinus records of~ 
the last one: 11 Not·one came back to its home." 
In.l374 a startling new manifestation of suggestibility oc-
curred. Dance madness; a morbid form of religious ecstasy, held 
II the imaginations of the people. In France hundreds. danced in tne 
streets and churches.until they became dizzy; their imaginationJ 
excited; and in their transports they saw religious visions: 
Dance madness pervaded.Belgiuml Holland; and.Germany. Thousands 
danced until seized by convulsions or until they collapsed from 
exhaustion. In 1418 the magistrate or Strasburg ordered the 
7 
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dancers to be brought in troops to the Chapel of St~ Vitus; ·' 
where they were restored to their senses by the suggestions em-
bodied in mass and prayers.~ · Our ainema news reels today show 
the annual commemoration. of. this . aeremony .. in the dance of 
st. Vitus with holiday dress and a special mass~ · Probably few 
of the participants .realize the event they are symbolizing. A 
current example of dance madness.flourishes.today in a modern: 
version which we call the dance marathon. 
Still another religious.~ield in which the ancients made· 
use of suggestibility oacurs through the medium of hypnosis: 
Hypnosis was wielded as a. religious instrument combined.with its 
therapeutic use in. the field of .medicine. The. old ·Egyptians 
made use of the hypnotic tecbnqlie in .. the temple sleep •. Cutten 
writes;· "Incubation was commonly.practised at the temple of Isis 
and Serapis as it was afterward. among the .. Greeks •. This temple· 
sleep was closely kin in its effects to hypnotism •• · •• "* ·. During 
this period priests were also healers or doators~· Patients·re-
paired to the temples; and bathed, fasted; and slept. While 
they slept they were questionned.by the. priests; and their re~ 
plies were considered oracular. Jacoby connnents .. that when the 
ancient priests questionned their patients.during the temple 
<sleep they employed what we call. today. the "hypno-analytic 
method .. of treating psychic . disorders." *"A-
* THREE THOUSAND YEARS OF MENTAL HEALING by George. B. Cutten, 
8 
Saribner.~s Sons, New:York; 1911; PP• .26-2'7. · . . II . 
~.t- SUGGESTION AND PSYCHOTHERAPY by George W. Ja.aoby, Saribner 1 s~~>. .. · , .. 
v . 1 . ====~~-Q_ns_; N~w York; 19121 • 193. (·l·· " 
\ 
\ 
~----,.-----------~ ~~-~-
1 
Among~. the. Levites the practise. of' medicine was accompanied . 
by suggestive prayers and sacrificia.l.of'f'erings. ~The ancient 
Greeks; too; used. hypnosis as a cure :for ~11 sorts of condition; ~· 
Like the Egyptians and the Romans; the Greek priests whispered j 
divine utterances to patients in hypnotic sltnnber .. in the templ 
sleeping houses~. This.method is similar to that.advocated by 
Coue in which the mother is advised to reiterate suggestions to 
her sleeping child~ * Of the Greeks; Cutten writes: "The priests 
of the temple·. of ./Esculapius practised. incantations; and cured 
diseases by leading .their patients to believe that the_ god.him-
self' delivered his prescriptions in dreams and.visions; f'or thi: 
imposture. they were roughly . satirized. by Aristophanes .. in his / -, 
play of 'Plutus' ." Ja Bernheim .. comments: "L'exercise. de la med• 
&cine dans. le temps d'Escau1ape n'etait que P~e suggestion.·•• 1" 
. Apropos of' the technique . of'. giving . suggestions during sleep J 
it is interesting to note: that the methods used. by ancient · 
priests are the same .. as .those outlined. by Aldous.Huxley in his 
novel, called 'Brave New World t. In this work an ultra-modern 
Utopian system of education is_described, in which the students 
sleep_with earphones, and listen to broadcasted suggestions. in 
their sleep.' 
·. 
* SUGGESTION AND AUTOSUGGESTION by Charles Baudouin,Dodd;' 
Mead and Company, New York; 1921; p.· 319. · 
iH~ THREE THOUSAND YEARS .OF MENTAL EEALING. by George B~' Cutten,. 
Scribner's Sons; New York;' 1911# P• 30~·-
*~~ HYPNOTIS~m ET SUGGESTiqN par Dr. Hippolyte Bernheim; Doin 
et Fils, Paris; 1910; P• 4. 
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Yet another way in which religion employed suggestion was by 
means of the oracles.·. 11 Pliny mentions that in the ancient tem-
ples of Hercules at Tyre there was a certain seat made of a con-
secrated stone froinwhich the gods arose. 11 * Worshippers repai~­
ed tp this sacred spot and listened to miraculous whi_spered ad-
monitions which.were contrived from behind the throne by the 
priests. The utterances of the Delphic oracle. and other oracles 
described in early classical history may undoubtedly be attribu-~ 
ted to the mysterious voices of the gods; personified by human 
beings concealed in strategic spots within the temples. 
Religion. combined with medicine very often practised.heali~ 
rites: in which. hypnotism was not involved. For example: 11We may 
cite the invocations of the Egyptian priests to obtain a cure 
from eaohgod for those submitted to his influence; the magic 
formulas~. which taught the .use of herbs against disease. •· •11 -t:-.r.· 
As an explanation of the quotation just given, it is interesting 
to note the ancient belief that there was a deity devoted to the 
health or ill-health of each separate part of the body. When a 
patient was ill; the priests·invoked the assistance of the god 
who was guardian over that particular afflicted part or organ. 
11 La suggestion appliquee a l'art de guerir remonte a l'enfance de 
* THE PS~CHOLOGY OF CONJURING DECEPTIONS by N. Triplett; Am-
erican Journal of Psychology; #2, 1900, PP• 439-510. _ 
** SUGGESTIVE THERAPEUTICS by Dr. Hippolyte Be~nheim; trans. 
by Herter; Putnam's Sons, New York; 1880;.p. 196. -
10 
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l'humanite. L-'J1onnne qui. souf.frait attribuait ses souf.frances a 
-la colere des dieux et cherchait a les apaiser par des sacrifi-
ces~'" * · Frequently the suggestions of the priests, embodied in 
prayers, sacrificial ceremonies, and invocations, resulted in 
the cure of ills. that were probably of mental rather.than physi~ 
cal persuasion; and these successes augmented the confidence of 
the people in such cures~· 
Perhaps more than any other medium, religion avails itself 
of suggestion.and the suggestibility of human beings leads them 
to almost incredible lengths;, For example 1 .Bechertew.writes of 
_the Russian religious cult DUkhobortsi which voluntarily incar-
cerated itself; and he comments: " ••• These martyrs, who could 
give themselves up to death •••• could do so only as a result of 
an irrefutable conviction, implanted .by means of suggestion. 11 i.Y~ 
In our._ own time we .. see paralleL evidences of. the power .. of su;-
gestion in religion. We recall the cult of Coue-ism that swept 
the world1 .especially at the time or the World War. Christian 
Science is a religion which.bases its main appeal upon sugges-
tion. _A few years ago we had close_ at hand an example. of the 
power of suggestion in.effecting a faith.cure. A. paralyzed 
girl was carried to the grave of a dead Catholic priest; Friar 
Powers, in Malden, Massachusetts. Although she had been.crip-
pled for several years; and her physician diagnosed her condi-
* HYPNOTISME ET SUGGESTION par Dr. Hippolyte Bernheim, Doin 
et Fils, Paris; 1910; P• 2~ 
** SUGGESTION UND IHRE SOZIALE BEDEUTUNG .by Dr. Bechertew; 
11 
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I 
lion as incurable, she found that miraculously she could walk anc 
run again. This cure,·through faith and suggestion, so affected 
·e-; 'he imaginations .of those who heard of it that hundreds flocked 
~o·the grave to witness or receive cures.· So great was the fur-
pr that the Catholic officials of this locality are contemplati~· 
~aking the spot into a religious shrine•· Of this .case, we shall 
speak . further~~ . ' 
' 
·. ·Religion was not the only domain, however, in \Vhich suggestion 
was demonstrated) if not·as a word, as a powerful force. ~n thej. 
·fifteenth century its ancient kin astrology exerted. a profound i -
. I 
*"luence and·. suggestibility. credited the celestial bodies with all 
us of Louis the Eleventh of sorts of powers. History tells ~ranee .. who depended~upon astral omens .before embarking. on any po -
I H ' I cy of state. is suggestibility was preyed upon by his adviser 
ho contrived.his.horoscopes to suit their designs;.and.read the 
tars to their own advantage: Other.instances; too numerous and 
lf'ell-lmown~to cite; conf'irm.the power of astrology. An outstand 
litng mode~n example of the use of .. suggestion in this connection i 
~ . he career of the. late· Evangeline Adams, who .made enorltf<rus ·':1 1:1·· inancial.profit from this phase of human suggestibility. 
Besides religious obsessions.and. superaitions, and their off 
j hoots - hypnotism. and·. astrology. - .. another.· field. demonstrates th . 
fficacy of suggestion upon.man. The history of fashion offers 
L outstanding example or the potency o~ .• s~gestion. We refer 
[
lspecially to fashion in dress. Elisabeth Hurlock; .in a skillful 
nalysis of the whys of.~fashion; attributes each important chang II 
12 
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-~n the mode of dress to.the influence of suggestion. She traces 
lhe first attire of ,the primitive savage to the desire to suggest ~rowess at hunting. --As. evidence of this she cites the.fact that 
Larly man· was wont to wear animal skins which served neither to 
Leap him warm nor modest •.. Later came the desire to suggest the 
lcars of: .warfare, so savages simulated wounds with stripes of 
bright clays and paints •. She.writes that often some physical dis-
~ . 
ability suggested to its owner a particular styles which might .. 
lonceal it. "Royal fash1ons, 11 .she writesi "were often originatea 
lo cover up some physical defect. of a member of the .royal house-
lold·or. to increase the.illusion of regality. A king was suppos-
1\ jd to look and act his. part."* Even in .savage tribes of primi-
~ive, times huge .. ru:rrs were ,worn by .tho tribal.leaders to awe , · 
~heir subjects •.. In Oriental .. countries subtle :fallhions were intrT 
tuced to distinguish the . ruling .. class. . Long fingernails and bourll 
teet precluded .their .. possessor .from doing. menial work; the sug-
~estion being. that .. such a. person had many __ servants.. The same id 
~ . 
ea is in use today .. by . a prominent . soap manufacturer . who sells 
line l~undry.soap .to the. suggestible by asking; "Have you.dish-
tan hands?11 ii-* An ostentatious display of jewelry serves to sug-
~est the immense wealth of the.wearer. Uni.forms, head-dress, an~ 
~. . . . . ' '. . . . . . . - ' 
masks.were often intended to impress or .frighten the beholder, 
lnd we read: " •••• The .uni.form o.f the. Hussars was originally de-l THE. PSYCHOLOGY OF DRESS by Elizabeth Hurlock; Ronald Press; 
New Yorkj 1929, p. 104~ ~·-!~ Current newspal'er and magazine advertisements o.f .. Proctor & ~amble SoaE_product. 
13 
rived from an attempt to imitate the ribs; being thus (when com-
pleted by a representation of a skull upon the head-dress) doubt 
4t; less intended.to strike'terror through the symbolization of 
death. The influence of this dress is still to be traced in the 
apparently harmless uniform of page boys •••• " •* 
Fashion in. dress is influenced frequently by the· prestige of' 
the person who makes the suggestion~' Of prestige we shall speak 
in more detail.· .Suffice. it to say that in the world of fashion 
it plays an important part. Queen Elizabeth of.England contrivec 
a thirteen inch waist by the use of a whalebone reinforced cor-
set and generations of women have acted upon her suggestion.' 
Beau Brummel initiated new.fashions for men and in this connec-
tion.~'the use of suggestion; in launching of a fashion; as in an~ 
other case, depends partly upon. the intrinsic prestige of the · Slll!-
gester ••• Beau Brummell·was such an. important figure in.the world 
ot fashion because he knew better.than any other.how to create 
the ideal of· unobtrusive elegance. and perfect taste: ••• "~- *•* 
Isabella of Bavaria; Queen. of Cb.arle s the Sixth of France~- intro~ 
Luced the medieval monstrosit;r known. as the hennin, . a st;v-19 of · · 
coiffeur in.the.:f'orm.o:f' protruding horns. "The hennin was quick-
f* THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CLOTBES by J. C.Flugel, Hogarth Press; 
~ondon; 1930, p. 31: 
Flugel; p. 152.~ 
• : '· ,..· 
14 
ly adopted ••••• and.each vied with the other to see which would 
wear.the.largest, handsomest, or .. most grotesque.n·* 
Recently .we ·have hadexamples o:f.the power.of suggestion in 
modifying :fashion •. Government pressure in France was largely.reJ 
sponsible :for the abandonment.of the short skirt.vogue in the ci'-
ilized world~ Not. on moral .grounds 1 :but.:for economic .reasons; 
fashionable Paris designers were askedto.suggestnew styles to 
replace .the.old ones;.styles.that.would use more yeards of materj 
ial and increase the market. for .French textiles,·. and ·.require morl 
. labour in manufacture •.... Short :skirts . were. so popular during the 
emancipated .war· and·.post-war: period· that, the. dress designers. . ... ·. 
made the suggestion. timidly when they., brought out unaesthetic · .. 
short skirted models with. •tails' or trains. Having gradually 
inculcated .. the .. idea.of .a .longer skirt .by lengthening.it. bit by_ 
bitl eventually-the suggestion.was fruitful •. Now the usual.gown 
takes several .yards. more of. materiaL than :formerly. · .. 
· To the direct suggesti.veexample of the popular,tepnis 
champion,:Helen .. Wills.Moody, belongs the modern :fashion for.:ab-. 
brevia ted tennis .dress •. · Greta Garbo's .haircut. has been.: imitated 
by. suggestible young. women all over. the .. world; these same. young 
women are now busily engaged in following the suggestion embod-
ied in Katherine Hepburn's.curls •. ** The Olympic.games recently 
', (' .. '; 
* THE PSYCHOLOGY OF .DRESS by Elizabeth Hurlock,; Ronald Press1 
New· York, 1929, p. 105.· , · 
~~~ Newspaper advertisements of new coiffeures: 
,·.··" ,·1 ,, 
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the United States brought out the patriotic red-white-and blue 
combination or colour which persisted for more than a year~· 
A brief consideration of the development of.fashion; and a 
rathermoredetailed study-of the history of religious supersti-
tions and obsessions; has shown us clearly that effective use wa~ 
made of suggestibility in olden t~es, although this use was. larle-
ly unconscious~ The reader's attention is called.to the fact 
that many of the. illustrations ·.cited have been of a. morbid. and 
spectacular. nature •.. We must not. be mislead and. conclude. from : · 
this that suggestibility can be put. to solely pernic1ous uses.· 
It merely happens that history deals .. on1y with. unusual. 1ncidents 
so we are unableto cite homely, every-day e.xamples.o:f suggesti-
bility in ancient times~· 
I 
We shall now continue our historical survey o:f suggestibility 
through the period when physicians and thinkers were groping forll 
a scientif'ic· ·explanation of. certain phenomena. which: we shall deS~ 
cribe ~· These events are the true :fore-runners. of the psychologi-
cal term •suggestibility' as it is used today: We shall describe 
therapeutic measures similar. to those which were used by the· 
Greeks and Romans. There w111 be an important.distinction.; how-
ever. The techniques to .be considered are used deliberately.; 
•• 
and not naively; as they were by the ancients. 
The first pseudo-scientific recognition of.the force of sug-
gestion developed from· astrology. The various planetary and as-
tral bodies were; as we have .already memtioned, attributed with 
all sorts of powers over human beings. Hence; when showers of 
16 
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meteorites were. observed .to .fall' upon. the earth, and some of . 
these particles were found.to contain iron and possess magnetic 
e· properties I a .theory of" a magnetic' fluid developed.' In the six-
teenth century Theopbras.tus Paracelsus founded the sympathetic · 
theory of medicine •.. 1ThiS .. theory held that •the stars and other 
bodies, particularly lodestones. and magnets; influenced men.by 
means· of a mysterious .emanation that ·.pervaded. all space.' • " ••• It 
was he (Paracelsus) .. who .. from .the analogies of. the natural mag-
net, would first appear to have endowed.it.with.the.dignities of 
·a ·magnetic hypothesi~ •\ .. ~- ·:. .. · .: 
"This remarkable thinker maintained •••• that the human body 
was endowed with.a double.magnetism;>that one. part attracted to 
itself the planets; and was nourished.by.them •••• ; that the oth· 
. er portion·. attracted .to itself . the. elements; and. disintegrated · 
them ••• ; that .. the .attractive and .. hidden .. virtue of. man. resembles 
.that of amber and of the magnet; ·.i;hat .. by this. virtue the. magnet· 
ic. virtue of healthy persons .. attracts the· enfeebled magnetism o:f 
those who. are sick.'" -!~ , .... 
t:+· : .. Later. in ·the same:.century; van Helmont extended this doc• 
trine by stating that a similar.magnetic.fluid.radiates from 
. men, and. that .it. can· be guided·. by their wills to. directly in-· 
fluence the minds.- and bodies. of .. others. 11 •••• Who has not heard 
of the doctrine of a universal magnetic fluid which is capable 
' ' < ' ' • ··' ' • ·' 
or receiving; propogating,.and communicating all the impressions 
'· .: ~ 
* ~-·· THE OCCULT SCIENCES. by Arthur Edward Waite; Paul, Trench; 
Trubner, and Company; London, 1891, 2nd impres. 1923; P• 230; 
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person.to dominate an animal or human by a process that resem-
bled .. hypnotism, but he was the .first to try to ascribe a scien-
tific explanation to .. the phemonenon. 
There is no doubt but tha~ a muscular rigidity or cataleps~ 
has been brought about in animals through human agency. From · 
demonstrations of ·this. sort, Mesmer developed his theory and:.:. 
claimed·he could. cure many human diseases through the induction 
of magnetic sleep. He believed that the magnetic power could be 
stored in. inert objects and the accumulation used to cure dis-
ease •. Apparently Mesmer the.physician.was sincere in his the-
ories but he developed into.Mesmer the.cha.rlatan. His.treat-
ments.beoame so popular that he devised what were known as 
'baquetst, where groups of patients joined hands about a pit. 
filled with 'mesmerized' .iron filings in. which. the magnetic en-
ergy presumably was stored •.. Contemporary writers tell us of the 
atmosphere he built up to heighten trance effects by means of iiJ-
cense and coloured lights. · Many of these baquets became scenes 
of hysteria, somnambulism, and convulsions~' As a result of com-
plaints (mainly on.the part of more.orthodoxphysioians) offici-
al investigations of mesmerism. were instituted at Paris~'.'. . . 
19 
:. ·.·In 1780 de Puyaegur, ·a .frind and. disciple o.f. Mesmer, elabor- ::r-j, 
a ted .. the latter.' s ·.doctrine by demonstrations ,that not only coulJ 
subjects' diseases be cured while they .. were in. the magnetic 
state but also their movements could.be.controlled by the magne-
tizer, and that after the magnetic sleep was over; most of the 
patients recalled nothing of what had occurred. Thus hypnotism 
______________________________________________________________________________ _L_ 
I 
I 
I 
appears, for the very first t~e, as a deliberate and would-be 
scientific procedure. Its manifestations, through de Puysegur;· 
e-: resembled more clairvoyance than what we now call. hypnotism. : 
In 1784 the connnission at Paris that had been investigating 
mesmerism for. many years finally reported that .it found no evi-
dence corroborating Mesmer's claims •. " ••• The doctrine of' a mag-
netic .fluid. regarded either.as.a universal fluid or as an emen-
. ation from the human organism, animal heat or electricity, was 
unable to bear the. test of' scientific. investigation. n -~~ 
:.. · · Nevertheless; work .in hypnotism .and.mesmerism still flour-
ished.' nin Germany.~.-.;Ozermak published his.·observations on 
the hypnotic condition induced in animals •••• A hen, placed with 
its f'eet ••• bef'ore a.line traced on the earth, remains. motion-
less~· •• Other animals; birds; salamanders,· .lobsters; pigeons; 
.rabbits; and sparrows were hypnotized; and some were made cata-
·. leptic. s~ply by fixation. upon. an .object, a finger; a match1 
etc~';. placed before their eyes. u {H:· Similar effects were repor-
ted wi~h.other animals; .especially horses.- In Austria the hyp-
. notizing of horses. before shoeing became a legal requirement· 
-that, .so ·far as .can be learned,· still exists. 11 In horses simi-
lar. hypnotic conditions. have been obser.ved.. In 1828 Oonstan-
. tine Balassa, a Hungarian, called attention to the method. of 
* SUGGESTIVE THERAPEUTICS by Dr. Hippolyte Bernheim, trans. 
by Herter, .Putnam's .Sons;. New York; 1880; P• 109. 
{He- Bernheim; pp. 118-119. 
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3hoeing horses without danger o~ violence. By looking him 
lquare in the eyes. the horse is induced to draw back, to 111't 
II -s " 
hi head; and stif~en the cervical column~ •• Gentle ~riction with 
~he hand across the forehead and eyes might be used as a valuable 
auxiliary means o~ calming and quieting the gentlest horse; as 
II . 
rell as the wildest." * 
· ·Following Mesmer came Abbe Faria_who completed the -discredit 
~~ the ~ormer' s theories. by denying the existence o~ a magnetic·-
11uid and stating mesmeristic_phenomena.canbe attributed to the 
II 
rill of the subject •. This. view was upheld by the Paris Academy-
r~ Medicine in 1826 when it completed its investigation o~ antmal 
~agnetism• · -·· 
--- i'he next important study of the phenomenon of suggestion (as 
yet un-named) was made by James Braid. In 1840. he devised the : ·-· 
lerm hypnosis to describe the sleep-like state he had witnessed· 
[nd himself induCed, Braid was.an English surgeon and used hyp-
e:: ::.a::::s::t::ei;i:: ::e::::::·hi:et:::::et:: ::::. 
1ent upon his patient's visual-concentration on a glittering ob-
~ect, . Having developed. this . theory of. fixation of attention,' it 
learn that in his _later. years Braid reverted to a·_ 
in.the older 'theories.o~ :Mesmer, and wrote a.defense o~ 
SUGGESTIVE THERAPEUTICS by Dr. Hippolyte Be~eim; trans.' 
Herter, Putnam's Sons;·. New York; -1880; P• 119.· 
' 
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animal magnetisml 
Liebault, a French physician, studied. Mesmer's and Faria's 
e· theories and writings and developed.the doctrine that.hypnosis 
could be induced by words alone, provided the suggestion were 
·acceptable .to the subject •. ·While Faria, Braid, and Liebault 
were working on the problem or hypnosis and how it was brought 
about, many contemporary physicians and scientists still inclined 
I to the . earlier theories of animaL mag~etism, although these had 
been.officially discredited. "Following Faria- Bertrand and 
Noizet paved the way for the.doctrine.of suggestion notwithstaru-
... 
ing their. inclination toward animal magnetism.'' * However; the 
credit probably.belongs to.Liebault, " ••• whose book 'Du Som-
:r:1~. -~ .. ' t .. :.r·-~ 1 ~· ' .., 
meil' wa·s published in. 1866; who. has been called. the founder of 
the therapeutics of suggestion. While suggestion in both waking 
and hypnotic states had been appl1~d long before Liebault•s day! 
it was he who.f'irst fully. and methodically recognized its val-
After Liebault, we find the use of the word. •suggestion' 
occurring freely in the writings of Sidis; Bernheim; Binet; 
Baudouin; and many others. The earliest reference to the ac-
•• ',., I 
tual term that can be.f'ound is in the writings of' George Berkeley; 
Bishop of Cloyne, in 1709 •. He used the ter.m.in explaining men-
* THREE THOUSAND YEARS OF MENTAL HEALING.by George B. Cutten, 
Scribner's Sons, New York; 1911, .p. 265. 
~- Cutten; p. 269. 
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al association." .• ' .~ \'•., 'I' ,',·e' 
We are now ready to consider the ni.eaniri.g assigned to sugges-
ibility by present day writers .. and nineteenth century thinkers. 
itherto we have confined our study to examples of suggestibilit 
courring throughout.history, before suggestibility had been 
e.med.v Our purpose in doing this was two-fold: · ··' '·· · · 
· ~. 1: .That we might clearly see from what sources the concept 
f suggestibility is derived.' 
.' ··' 
. " 
2. That we might see that suggestibility has existed as lo 
s the human · race 1 . and is no modern development 1. of. human behav-
ttour. 
l, We have pointed out that the: ·~·xrunples cited from histo~ are ·· peotaoul~r •.. In some oases they are frightful •. Let us explain 
' .;; ' . ' 
I hat history does not offe~ commonplace examples of suggestibili 
LY• We have also indicated that the theory of suggestibility 
lprings from hypnosis and that " •••• there was for some time a 
tendency to regard suggestibility as necessarily an abnormal con 
ition and suggestion as a psychological curiosity. 11 ** 
As we have traced the brief history of suggestibility throug 
~the ages; it is apparent that in every aspect of life human ba-ngs have displayed suggestibility. There can be no doubt bu~ hat many individuals are. subject to suggestion of some kind or 
It would.seem that suggestibility is a characteristic o 
uman beings~" 
l. ELEMENTS OF HUMAN PSYCHOLOGY by Howard . C • Warren and 
eonar~ Carmichael, Houghton Mifflin Company, Cambridge; 1930; 
• 374. . 
AN INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by William McDougall;· 
and Company, Boston, 19181 p.· lOO~v 
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Although we have inferred to suggestibility a prominent role 
n the evolution of man; we have not as yet defined the concept: 
e. So far we have 1:1sed the word suggestibility initsordinary; non 
specific import. Now it devolves upon the writer to arrive at 
suitable definitions of suggestibility· in order that later in .. t s 
aper the concept may. be studied experimentally; and with some eJ-
ctness: The next chapter, thererore, will be devoted. to. the an1 
lysis of various definitions of suggestibility in order to clarj 
ify the subject •. Having resolved these various definitions of . 
suggestibility into a satisfactory psychological concept; we. 
shall elsewhere in.this paper apply our definition to methods 
r studying the phenomenon'' experimentally.\' 
' ~ ._, ;, I ', 
,\ 
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CHAPTER TWO. 
'I 
SUGGESTIBILITY.AS A PSYCHOLOGICAL CONCEPT• 
',.,' ·' 
Let us now consider what· psychologists have meant when they · 
ve referred to suggestibility; keeping in mind that very many 
of their definitions may be derivatives·of mesmerism and hypno•: 
tism: · •' ' :. ,., ~ ' 
·McDougall writes: "Suggestion is a word that has. been taken. 
over from popular.speech and been specialised for psychological 
se. But even·among psychologists it has beenused in •••• rath-
er different senses.· . A· generation ago it was used in a sense . 
rather similar to that which it has in common speech; one idea 
was said· to SUggest another. ·But this purpose is adequately-. ser-
ed by the word 'reproduction' and there is agrowing tendency to 
use suggestion only in a still more technical and strict man-. " 
ner ·, " ,, • • • • • .r 
A difficult task now confronts the investigator; to deter-
mine exactly what is implied by the· concept o:f suggestibility·~· 
Each writer defines the term differently. Perhaps we shall find 
some elements of agreement among some of the definitions. 
Hollingworth summarizes.the difficulties:. "It is in a sense true 
that all conduct.is suggested by some factor in the envi:tionment 
* AN INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY bY. William McDougalli 
Luce and Company, Boston; 1916; PP• 99-100. 
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/ I 
rr by some representation •• "' Another says, "Je def'inis la sug~ I 
lgestion dans le sense le plus large; ctest l'acte par lequel unej 
I / "' .,. ,., jidee est eveille dans le cerveau et acceptee par lui." -~,~* j 
,Dubois says, "In its primitive acceptation, to suggest means to j 
!Lake something enter the mind, and as, in short; our whole mental 
1\ I i~ife is carried on by ideas tho. t have penetrated our understand~ I 
ling, we could say that suggestibility is the highest quality of 
1rhe human mind .... • **"' Bernheim says, "Not everything is aug~ 
,gestion in this world, as I have been told; but there is sugges .. 
tion in everything." But such definitions of suggestibility 
I 
of' an i .. , are too sweeping. If' suggestibility means the entrance 
~ea into the mind, why should we study itl or give it a special 
bame? Morgan advances a good reason. He writes; 11What strikes 
I 
u
1
. s partiuularly about suggestion is that the response is very 
llikely to be out of' all proportion to the strength of' the sttmu~l 
l
lating situation. If' the response were always directly propor-
lional to the stimulus, there would be no occas;ton for the term I 
I* TEE PSYCHOLOGY OF FUNCTIONAL NEUROSES by H. L. Hollingworth~ 
~~ppleton and Company, New York; 1920, p. 1?~ 
!?H:· HYPNOTISME ET SUGGESTIO,N par Dr • Hippolyte Bernheim; Do in 
l
rt Fils, Paris, 1910, P• 24. 
~H~~· THE PSYCHIC TREATMENT OF NERVOUS DISORDERS by Paul Dubois j 
/Funk and Wagnalls Company, New York; 1907, p. 107. 
~~~·IB:·* Quoted by Dubois, PP• 152-153.' 
I 
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1suggestion." * We must, therefore, consider more specific defin ,~tions of suggestibility in order to understand the phenomenon. I 
In considering psychologists• definitions of suggestibilit;r j 
and suggestion, we must bear in mind again that only recently haS 
II 
1suggestion been thought of as anything but hypnotism or autosug-
kestion. Consequently, when we consider definitions, we shall 
II · 1 find them frequently representing the particular phenomenon of 1· 
II 
rypnotizability rather than what we know as suggestibility. All I 
rhe earlier writers conceived suggestion solel;r in terms of 1 
hypnotism and their writings reflect the thought of their times~ J 
II 
re shall see that even now there are definitions which involve a I 
relief' in the occult power of' the h;ypnot1zer; an attitude shared i 
llike by physician and untutored layman. An example of this at- II 
litude is seen in the following quotation. " ••• Suggestion •••• i 
[s merely a narcisstic belief in the omnipotence of the operatori'~~-
11 . !i fhis curious definition was stated, as you will note, in 1923( I 
rranet shares an early point of view regarding suggestion as an in-
11 i 
a
1
' ication of hysteria and abnormality. He writes, "Suggestion is j 
I · i 
an eminently hysterical phenomena characteristic of infants, non1 
II · 
'civilized persons; and of mentally weak persons." il--1:-n· I 
I In 1895 Kulpa wrote: " •••• The efficacy of suggestion is prac~ 
h THE NATURE OF SUGGESTIBILITY.b;r John J. B. Morgan, Psycholo·~~ 
gical Review, #31, 1924; pp. 463-477. ~r* SUGGESTION AS A FORM OF MEDICAL MAGIC by Isadore H. Coriat; \1 
~r.; Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, #l81 1923; I pp. 258-268. I 
'I 'I !. I, f** SUGGESTION AS INDIRECTION b~ Paul Campbell Young, Journal of: 
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rically unlimited. Every organic function, motor and sensory 
!alike, is subjected to its influence; and the personal resistance 
'which would be offered in the waking life by character, judgment 
)
1
or will gives place to an unconditional subservience to the invad-
1 II 1[ng power. The wildest illusions of sense and the most absurd 
rations are evoked with equal ease, and the whole individual 
Leems reduced to a machine, which can only be set in motion I 
i[rom outside, i. e. at the c011m1and oi: another." * Very much the I 
same interpretation appears in Bernheim's statement - 11 Tge doc- I 
l
1 
rine of suggestion was created at least as an explanation of thJ 
I II 
rmechanism for the production of sleep, if not as an interpretation 
llf the so-called clairvoyant phenomena, which are manifested in 
1
1 
il jthe sleep." i:-;:-
1 It is readily seen how involved is the problem oi:· i:inding a I 
!\satisfactory definition of suggestibility. Not only do some of jl 
lhe definitions represent the essence of hypnotism or clairvoy-
'ince but others are too vague to be useful. Therefore; in sue- I 
reeding paragraphs we shall consider more specific definitions ol 
!!suggestibility in groupings under headings representing several I 
~popular versions. The first heading we shall consider in this I 
II ~anner is the theory which explains suggestibility. in terms of 
~~eceptivity. 
I! ~~ OUTLINES OF PSYCHOLOGY by Oswald Kulpe; Macmillan Company; 
rew York, 1895, p. 453. 
~:~ SUGGESTIVE THERAPEUTICS by Hippolyte Bernheim, trans. by 
:nerter, G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 1880, P• 110. 
II 
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RECEPTIVITY I 
I 
! 
I 
A very popular doctrine relating to suggestibility states I 
I 
jhat the organism of a suggestible person is in a special state I 
of receptivitz. Floyd Allport, ~or example, in his textbook en- I 
1titled 11 Social Psychology" refers to suggestibility as necessitai 
l 
ting an 'open-ness' o~ the organism to suggestion. He believes I 
that this 'open-nesst is based upon submissiveness; a theory I 
hich will receive attention elsewhere in this paper; particular-~!, 
ly with re~erence to the work of McDougall.· 
Woodworth qualifies the same thought: " •••• The main element I 
1in the conception of suggestion was the passivity of the recip- ! 
lient. The absence of normal resistance is, I think, the distin-j 
l
guishing mark of suggestion •••• Now it is true that beliefs are j 
,frequently adopted from other persons without much resistance orj 
examination; but it is not true that the recipient is purely past 
sive, for •••• we can detect the presence of a social motive. W~ 
II 
like to agree with the views expressed by another person, and esL 
jpecially by a group of persons." * Another writer subscribes 
WoodwoDth's theory of receptivity by stating; "Suggestibility 
i 
to! 
I 
I 
••• I 
I 
represents the receptive, plastic side of consciousness •••• 11 -lBZ. ' 
I 
Still another author agrees that suggestibility is equivalent 
II 
DYNAMIC PSYCHOLOGY by Robert S. Woodworth; Columbia Universi-
New York; 1918, p. 187. 11 
,I 
A. Ellwood,li 
II 
I' ,I 
c==~=== --·--- - -- --- - ------ _ L=~c-~,; ,;. 
ty, 
I 
1 ~H:· AN INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by Charles 
I Appleton and Company, New York, 1920, p. 230.' 
I 
I 
~ i 
I 
\ 
I 
. \ ! . 
to receptivity by stating, "Suggestibility may be defined as the 
readiness to receive and adopt as part of the mental contents 
e'! 1 suggestions of all sorts, whether arising from within the mind 
or from outside source. 11* Another says, "Some who separate the 
term suggestion from all reference to hypnotism, reduce all sug-
gestion to autosuggestion, then use 'suggestibility', a state to 
be fostered because people are still in the emotional state of 
religion. "iB~ In his writings Binet refers to the term docility, 
and Woodrow· writes in this connection: "Docility is a suggesti-
lbility which shows itself simply in acts, words, attitudes •••• 
lit is not the reason of the agent which bends, it is his will; 
his character11 ?HH~ It is noteworthy that the two just preceding) 
definitions infer that suggestibility represents an abnormal re-
ceptivity - a weakness in a human being. Definitions which des-
cribe suggestibility in terms of weakness of 'will' arise from 
the old belief that suggestion represents hypnotism, and the dom• 
II inance of a superior will over an inferior will. 
Morgan continues our discussion of receptivity by stating; 
1 Suggestibility is an attitude or set which makes a person rumen-
able to a wide range of stimulus situations." J,HH'.-aJ. This idea of 
i~ THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY AND ITS RELATION TO LIFE by A. G. Tans-
ley, Dodd, Mead and Company, 1920, PP• 86-87. 
iH:· PSYCHOLOGY Ill THEORY AND APPLICATION by Horatio W • Dresser, 
Crowell Company, New York, 1924, p. 175. 
i 
-lHPrl- BRIGHTNESS AND DULLNESS IN CHILDREN by Herbert Woodrow 
Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, 1919, pp. 210-211. ' I 
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receptivity has also been referred to by some writers as accep-
l
tivity. Baudouin describes suggestibility as depending upon ac- I 
I I 
captivity, and says, "Suggestibility, in the sense we give to the~ 
II : 
Jterm, is unquestionably related to the sensitiveness and to the i ~lasticity of the nervous system. 11 ~~- He writes further: "The 
~erm acceptation connotes the notion that the idea penetrates t~ 
bind in virtue of a consent wnich in other cases might be with- · 
leld; that the will and intelligence are in abeyance; •••• 11 -:t-~z. 
~ . . 
~his concludes our discussion of definitions of suggestibility in 
~erms of receptivity - sometimes called acceptivity. Let us now~ 
fonsider another interpretation which is closely related to the I 
doctrine of receptivity. / 
CREDULITY. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Credulity is the explanation of suggestibility which many i 
psychologists prefer. McDougall writes: 11 Suggestion is a procesJ. 
I' I! 
tf communication resulting in the acceptance with conviction of Jl 
IJhe communicated proposition in the absence _of logically adequat .; 
grounds for it~cceptance. "~:.-::-i:· In other words, McDougall holds 
r 
rhat suggestibility means the non-logical acceptance of an idea. ~ SUGGESTION AND AUTOSUGGESTION by Charles Baudouin, trans., 
vodd, Mead and Company, New York, 1921, p. 292. 
~:.::-'.!- Baudouin, p. 288. 
~· . .. AN INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by William McDougall, 
Luce and Company, Boston, 1918, p. 100. 
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But he goes on to say, "It is difficult to find a definition ••• J 
which will include all varieties and will yet mark it off clear 
ly from other processes of communication; and there is no sharp I 
line to be drawn for in many processes by which conviction is 
produced there is a more or less strong element of suggestion co-
operating with logical processes." * He says also that the 
least suggestible person is the one who is alert, with rather 
settled convictions, and a large store of systematic informa-
tion which he uses in criticizing all statements made to him. 
Certainly McDougall's definitions seem contradictory, but we 
think he means that suggestibility is strongly related to~-~ 
ulity or even gullibility. These in turn are the outcome of ig-j 
norance, or stupidity, or both; and according to McDougall sub-/ 
I missiveness plays an important part in this acceptance. We 
shall allude later to submissiveness. In another work, McDoug-
all extends this idea of credulity. "There are vast regions of 
human affairs where the knowledge and logic and the powers of ob-
servation of the best of us are very inadequate as guides to be~ 
lief and action and in these regions we are inevitably liable to 
suggestion." ,Jo-1:· Other authors besides McDougall believe that I 
credulity is the basis of suggestion. Dresser refers to it as 
I 
Luce 
AN INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by William McDougall,! 
and Company, Boston, 1918, P• 100.· "' 'I 
ENERGIES OF MAN by William McDougall, \ '--) I 
J 
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"the process whereby an idea of mode of action is presented to 
the mind and accepted more or less uncritically." ;z. He elabor-
ates this statement; "Suggestion in all its forms is accepted 
I in an uncritical way and carried out almost mechanically by men- 1 
tal and motor automatisms. 11 * This reference to credulity plus 
automatism appears also in the following quotation: "By sugges-
tion is meant the process of communicating an idea •• •1 which ideal 
is accepted uncritically without rational ground for its accept-! 
ance. The state of mind which is necessary in order that a sug-1 
gestion may work is called suggestibility. It is the tendency / 
I to believe without proof and act without sufficient reason. Itll 
is a state in which an idea or image, particularly one that is I 
associated with some original tendency of human nature, becomes j 
more or less isolated in the mind from inhibiting or controlling1j 
processes and tends to work itself out automatically. tti:·;:·Let us ' 
note in the definition just cited, the reference to automatic 
I fulfillment of the idea. This is just another way of explaining) 
the process in terms of ideomotor activity. We shall see that I 
this idea has place in several theories of suggestibility which 
will receive attention further in this paper. 
1 -lB~ AN Ih"TRODUCTION TO SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by Charles A.Ellwood, 
Appleton and Company, New York, 1920, p. 229. 
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I 
says, "By suggestion is meant the intrusion into the mind of an 
I 
I 
I 
idea; met with more or less opposition by the person; accepted urt-
I, 
critically at last; and realized unreflectively; almost automat-! 
ically.·" ~- Dubois attrillruted suggestibility to credulity when 
he states: "As soon as we leave the firm ground of mathematical I 
!reasoning we experience an incredible difficulty in resisting sul-
gestion. When we formulate an opinion, or when we allow oursel-11 
ves to be persuaded, it is very rare that logic is the only 
!
cause. Affection, esteem, the fear which those we are talking to 
II inspire in us surreptitiously prepare the paths of our understand-
ing, and our reason is often taken in a trap. Our sensibility I 
intervenes, our feelings and our secret desires mingle with the 
cold conception of reason, and, without being conscious of it~ 
we are led into error. 11 ~H!- This doctrine is corroborated by 
I 
~~ I jJacoby who defines " •••• suggestion as a special kind of influ- I 
:ence exerted by one individual upon another, and without the prey-
ious knowledge or positive concurrence or the latter. The rorcel 
of suggestion is based on the arousal of a conviction, unopposed!/ 
by any contrary idea •••• It involves not so much a logical con- I 
~~- THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SUGGESTION by Boris Sidis, 
lversity Press, 1897, P• 15. . 
I ~~* THE PSYCHIC TREATMENT OF NERVOUS DISORDERS by Funk and Wagnalls Company, New York, 19071 P• 108. 
Harvard Uni- j 
Paul Dubois, 
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lj viction founded upon reason as that credulity which springs from~ 
II, ,I the emotions ••••• n -1~ 
It is noticeable that in all definitions attributing sugges-
tibility to credulity, investigators lay stress upon the extreme 
suggestibility of children. Their suggestibility is due to two 
causes; only one of which we shall discuss at this point. This 
is the ignorance and unsophistication of childhood, when the dis~ 
criminatory powers have but a small store of information and ex-
perience with which to work. Jacoby confirms this view when he 
states, " •••• The successes of suggestion are most marked where 
a l~1er degree of mental development is encountered - in child-
ren and people. of the lower classes 1 for instance." iH:- And I 
McDougall also writes, "Children are inevitably suggestible... \ 
because of their lack of knowledge and lack of systematic organ-1 
I 
I 
ed:.. 
isation of such knowledge as they have ••• "-lH:--1:- He illustrates 
this statement by a hypothetical situation in which a mature, 
I 
ucated person is confronted with the suggestion that the dead I 
I 
will one day rise from their graves and live again. The person 11 
to whom such a suggestion might be made, would reject it quickl~ 
II 
and thoroughly. But, McDougall points out, the same proposition 
II I * SUGGESTION AND PSYCHOTHERAPY by George 
Sons, New. York, 1912 1 PP• 131-132. 
** Jacoby, p. 134. 
w. Jacoby, Scribner's 
I 
-lHHr INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by William McDougall, Luce.i 
and Company, Boston, 1918, P• 103. 
-----·--~-~--~~-------··-----------~- -~-~----~-~--------~--~---------------
if made to an ignorant negro or a young child would probably be 
accepted; for lack of refutory experience o~ information. Up-
holding this same point of view is this quotation: 11 Suggestion 
implies a lack of the intellectual basis of dissent. The negro 
is probably not more or less suggestible than the white except 
in so far as deficiency of culture renders him more susceptible 
to suggestions of certain kinds, or from certain sources." * 
Bruce refers to "the habit of •••• suggestibility, by which is 
meant the habit of accepting and acting on ideas without stoppi~ 
to examine their truth or falsity, their helpfulness or harmful-~ 
ness. All children are by nature exceedingly suggestible ••• " iH~I 
The suggestibility of children; attributable to their greater I 
credulity, is again referred to by Horne. He says, "Individu-
als differ widely in suggestibility, some believing and acting 
on most they hear, others rejecting any foreign suggestion what-
soever. But of practically all children is it true that they 
are characteristically responsive to suggestions. Indeed, when, 
we speak of the impressionable age, this means the suggestible 
That ignorance and inexperience contribute to the 
suggestibility of children is exemplified by Bogardus who write ,, 
·U· APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY by Bernard C • Ewer, Macmillan Company, 
New York; 1925, p. 82. 
~H~ NERVE CONTROL AND HOW TO GAIN IT by H. Addington Bruce, 
Funk and Wagnalls Company, New York, 1919, P• 16. I 
~HH~· THE PSYCHOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATION by Herman Harrel]' 
Horne, Macmillan Company, New York, 1911, p, 285, I 
I 
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I ~~Suggestibility depends on lack of organized knovrledge •••• Sugges'r-
tibility decreases in proportion to the increase of organized I 
knowledge. The least degree of suggestibility is found in the per-
~on of well-organized habits, of a vast range of organized experJ
1
1 
II iences and systematized knowledge which he habitually turns upon I 
~he given suggestion." ~~ 
We have considered many definitions of suggestibility which 
explain the phenomenon in terms of credulity. These definitions 
have frequently stressed the extreme suggestibility of children. 
II 
In this connection we have seen that 
II ience upon the part of the child may 
ignorance and lack of experJi 
largely contribute to his I 
II 
rxtreme suggestibility. Some of the definitions have intimated 
II ~hat the credulity or suggestibility of individuals may be due t , 
anrerior intelligence as distinguished from the ignorance of the 1
1 ll 
child, who has not had opportunity to learn. This interesting 
II problem has been dealt with experimentally, and we shall conside 
II ~t again further in this paper. Let us now consider an interes-
ling, but rather complex interpretation of suggestibility. 
ASSOCIATIOn. 
The theory of association has many adherents, not only in 
jjxplaining suggestibility but as an explanation for almost any 
~uman behavior. We shall find that association as an explanation 
I I 
rf suggestibility involves many other names. Association has I 
37 
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leen described variously in this connection as partial identity, 
~bituation, indirection; and attention. Association has been 
defined as a process which involves facilitation on one hand and 
lnhibition on the other. Association has also been explained as 
rissociation in order to strengthen a new association. This 
jjhows us how complex is the treatment of the theory of associa-
rion related to suggestibility. Let us; then, consider the ter.m 
association per se, and then develop the definition through rela 
I . 
ted media.· 
I We have already considered suggestibility as credulity - the 
uncritical acceptance of an idea. The thought immediately oc- I ~urs: Why are ideas accepted uncritically without a logical bas-I 
J I j·~s? Does ignorance,or inexperience;or unintelligence sufficienti :~Y explain this phenomenon? Some writers have already given us I 
ll hint of a possible solution when they have referred to automa-
'1 fism while others have explained the phenomenon in terms of asso l 
biation. 
l Let us first consider what is meant by association and then j pply the term to suggestibility. "That ideas tend to lead to I 
~~otion is simply a restatement of the law of association so faro-~~ 
llliar, 11 writes Poffenberger; "that if two objects are associated 
fn the mind at any time and later one of them appears, the other I 
rill tend to appear also. One of the items so associated in the 
rind may be the thought of a movement and the other may be the 
~ovement itself or the motor discharge necessary to bring about 1: 
II 'I 
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'~he movement. Any object may be bonded to any other provided th~ I laws for the formation of associative connections are complied I 1iith." -It The preceding quotation clearly explains that sugges-
f1on may be termed an associative process for a suggestible per-
1son is one who malces rather prompt associations. But suggesti- 11 
I I bility is dependent upon unhampered associations, and 11 ••• The sig-
lificant point in the definition of suggestion is that the idea I 
II 
'which is to lead to action must be free from conflicting ideas. 
ft is a well-known characteristic of the associative mechanisms 
lthat they are subject to inhibitions and interferences.n {B~ In 
ljline with this idea that associations must be free of inhibiting 
liideas 1 Allport quotes Baldwin, "Suggestibility is the mechanism ~~or attention which narrows the consciousness and motor impulses I 
Ito restricted lines, and inhibits attitudes of discrimination I 
and selection. 11 -lHHt Much the same thought is contained in the j ~ollowing lines: "• ... The snggestibility of an individual de- ~ 
l
llpends upon the ease with which such transmission (stimulus trans-~11 
'(erred from a receptor center by means of an association center 
Ito a motor center) takes place within the central nervous sys-
11* APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY by Arthur T • Poffenberger 1 Appleton and 
1
company1 Ne\v York, 1932; p. 94. 
l
i:··:r Poffenberger 1 p. 96. 
I*~Hr SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by Floyd Allport; Houghton Mifflin 
rl924, P· 
I 
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Item." -~~ When we speak of association we are likely to presuppose 
the complementary processes of facilitation and inhibition. "To 
.say a person is suggestible is only another way of saying that he 
is tuned to respond to some external situation; facilitation •••• 
Suggestibility is an attitude or set on the part of the individ-. 
ual which may be a temporary or chronic attitude, which may in-
volve the whole organism and thus be what we call an expressive 
attitude or it may involve only a part of the individual's per-
sonality, and involve dissociation •••• "~, writes Morgan. 
This theory of association as the basis of suggestibility 
has many ramifications. Some writers expound the interpretation! 
that suggestibility is an associative process which may be cal- I 
led habituation. By this is meant that one is suggestible only 
\ 
to ideas that bear resemblance to habitual modes of conduct. 
James refers to: " •••• That mental susceptibility, which we all 
to some degree possess, of yielding assent to outward suggestionl 
I 
of affirming what we strongly conceive and of actirig in accord- I 
ance with what we are made to expect." <~HHl- Butler writes: 11 Su5-1 
1gestion ••• has two separate functions. First the introduction 
lor factors tending to elicit a desired habitual response; secon~1 
'I 
-!l- THE SCIENCE OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR by Maurice F. Parmalee; 
Macmillan Company; New York, 1913, p. 247. 
~H~ THE NATURE OF SUGGESTIBILITY by John J • 
logical Review, #31, 1924; PP• 463-477. 
jo~HH~ PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGY by William IP· 588. 
B. Morgan, Psychol-j 
I 
James, Volume II, 1890;\l 
II 
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the elimination of factors tendinfi to call forth an a~tasonistict-~~-~-~ --~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
!response." * In experiment::t:l.ai regarding hypnosis as habitua-
ltion, Hull states, "Such a remarkable and detailed conformity of! I 
I 
the phenomena or hypnosis to the known experimental characteris-1 
I 
tics of ordinary habituation can hardly be accidental and without 
I 
significance. The indication would seem to be that it is - to at 
i 
considerable extent, at least - a habit phenomenon and that quite 
I 
I possibly this hypothesis may furnish the basis for an ultimate .. I 
iunderstanding and explanation or its hitherto largely enexplica-, 
. ble characteristics." ~H~ Since Hull regards hypnotizability as , 
I heightened suggestibility, we may conclude that he considers sug~ 
I gestibility to involve habituation. 
Let us at this point remind the reader that in the defini- I 
tions by Butler and Morgan of suggestibility in terms of associ-
ation-habituation; there is allusion to dissociation. It may I 
I 
possibly be difficult to conceive the antithetical terms of assor 
! 
ciation and dissociation as explaining the phenomenon of sugges-1 
tibility. Gardner Murphy.considers this very problem: "There I 
is a dissociation; in other words, some activities to which we 
I 
are not attending are free to run automatically. There are prob-
ably other factors involved; but the fact of dissociation is it-11 
self of crucial importance. Though there are •••• many for.ms of I 
i~ Hm~N NATURE by Judson Butler, Greenberg Company, New York; 
11933; P• 113. I 
1 ** HYPNOSIS AND SUGGESTIBILITY by Clark L. Hull, Appleton-Gen-II 
'tury Company, New York, 1933; p. 347. · 
simple suggestibility which involve nothing more than associa-
tion, it has now been recognized, and, after much labor, clear-~ 
ly shown that there is a distinction not only o£ degree but of 
kind between these simple acts of suggestibility and the suggesr 
tibility which depends upon a dissociation. Dissociation is the 
breaking up of a total pattern into its parts. Whether disso-
ciation is merely an entering wedge which makes increased sug-
gestibility possiblel or whether increased suggestibility leads 
to further dissociation, is a hard question." i~ The reader wil!il.. 
note that this work o£ Murphy's ante-dates that of Hull. Prob_ll 
ably Murphy would £ind the experimental evidence o£ Hull satis-~ 
factory proof that increased suggestibility is a result of fur.~ 
ther dissociation. 
This problem of dissociation has been attacked from many 
angles by psychologists who seek an explanation of suggestibil-
ity. Hollingwort~ writes: "Suggestibility may be said to rep- I 
resent a partial dissociation. And since suggestibility is an I 
aspect o£ dissociation, we might expect differences in sugges- I 
I 
tibility at different times of day. Theoretically an individu / 
al should become more suggestible as he became more sleepy." *·Jf: 
* EXPERIMENTAL SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by Gardner Murphy, Harper 
And Brothers, New York, 1931, P• 153. 
-!~* DIURNAL VARIATIONS IN SUGGESTIBILITY by H. L. HollingwortH· 
Journal of Applied Psychology; #15, 1931, PP• 431-435~ 1' 
I 
I 
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We shall postpone further discussion of Hollingworth's 
until we deal with his experiment in a later chapter. 
-~------J ~ -~~==~o~o·c-~ 
statement'' 
The achievement of this dissociation, or the inhibition of 
possible conflicting ideas; in the suggestion process has been 
explained as dependant upon the focus o~ attention. In other 
words, suggestibility is strengthened by the limiting of atten-
tion to the idea proposed, and the inhibition of distracting in 
fluences. This is a phase in the definition of suggestibility 
to which Paul Campbell Young subscribes. He has ::coined' the 
term 'indirection' to explain suggestibility. He writes, "Sug-
gestion seeks to induce - or to take advantage of an already ex 
isting - inhibition of all tendencies opposed or irrelevant to II 
that about to be aroused, allowing thereupon for uncritical re-
sponse, either to the ideas contained in the technique bringing 
on the partial inhibition or to tendencies so deeply ingrained 
in the organism that they arise to dominate the behavior in the 
state of induced •••• immobility.... Otherwise said; a sugges- l1 
tion is an indirect appeal to strong trends within the personall 
ity, its indirection consisting either in the sly, insinuating I 
I 
character of the expression or in the preoccupied, or inhibited, 
condition o~ the person who receives the communication." -!Eo To 
Mr. Young's theory we must give particular attention for he has 
arrived at this concept after a study of several other theories• 
I' 
* SUGGESTION AS INDIRECTION by Paul Campbell Young; Journal 
of Abnormal Psychology, #26 1 1931, pp. 69-90. I
I 
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Young substantiates his views by selecting definitions from j 
leading writers on the subject of suggestibility in which, he j 
I 
says, ttindirection may be predicated": I 
"Suggestibility is: 
I 
"The induction of an impulse in place of reflection; a state 
of dissociation in which only a part of the mind is acting. lj 
- Janet i 
I 
"The abrupt entrance .from without into consciousness o.f an 
idea. - Baldwin 
"Conviction without adequate grounds. -McDougall 
"The imitative assumption of a mental attitude under the il..: 
lusion of assuming it spontaneously. - Stern ~~~ 
"An ef.fect produced by means of passing by the intellect of I 
the subject.. - Binet 11 
"A state in which the more complicated .forms of normal acti~ 
vity are excluded and replaced by responsiveness to immediate 
stimuli; partial i~ibition. - Pavlov 
"Expectation; infl:ibition, limitation o.f consciousness. 
- Sidia." , 
Continuing his argument in favor o.f indirection, Young saysJI 
"Surely, the gist of all these characterizations is that in sugJ, 
gestion there is no direct, frontal attack on the person as a I 
unified whole; but rather; an attack from behind or from the \ 
side; insinuating the stimulus that is to result in some desir-1 
ed response ••• so that it comes out spontaneously in this state 1
1
1 
I 
of partial inhibition." ~:- Certainly the definitions which Young 
II has cited by other authors tend to corroborate his theory o.f ini 
direction, but unfortunately the writer of this paper has found\ 
I ~:- SUGGESTION AS INDIRECTION by Paul Campbell Young, I Abnormal and Social Psychology, #26 1 1931, pp. 76-77. 
I 
Journal o~ 
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no reference's in Mr. Young's work as to the source of these 
definitions which he offers. In his own researches through the 
work of Janet, Baldwin, McDougall, Binet, Sidis, and others; 
the writer of this paper has not come across any of these def-
initions and he is forced to conclude that Young has taken the 
liberty of paraphrasing the statements of others. Since these 
definitions were cited to corroborate a theory; there is always! 
the possibility that their wording has been unconsciously dis-
torted, hence we give less weight to Young's conclusions. 
Nevertheless we must not discount too much Young's 'indirec~ 
tion'. For example, he writes, " ••• Suggestion in its nonprof-
essional uses often depends on chance inhibition of the reflec-
tive habits, for exrumple, that brought about by emotional state 1 
ignorance, illness, fatigue, a good dinner, the all-effacing al~ 
coholic drink. Any appeal to one in these states will be, as 
regards the whole personality, an indirect appeal." -!~ When la-
ter in this paper we review briefly some of the special condi-
tions favorable to suggestion, we shall find that those just 
listed are important factors, and it seems reasonable to agree 
with Young that under some or all of these conditions only an 
indirect appeal can be made to the whole personality. The read~ 
er will recall in our chapter on the history of suggestibility 
we cited the cures of the priests. Young remarks, "This tech-
~: SUGGESTION AS INDIRECTION by Paul Campbell Young; Journal 
of Abnormal and Social Psychology, #26, 1931, p. 75. 
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nique is that of indirection. The cures of the shwmrums exempli-
fy mainly the inhibited aspect of suggestion; the treatment of-~ 
ten consisting of complicated ceremonies of exorcism, by means 
of which the senses are fatigued, the symptom-consciousness neg-
ated, and the primordial wish for health becomes predominant. 
In these cases the more fantastic and outlandish the ceremony 
the greater the chance of a cure, because of the wonder, shock; 
or great interest which serves to bring on a state of partial 
inhibition. 11 * 
The theory of suggestibility as association 
receives further corroboration from Forel, whom 
I 
and dissociation 
Jacoby quotes: I 
"Suggestion represents an inroad upon the association of ideas; 
it disassociates that which has been associated and associates 1 
that which has not been associated. 11 J.!-J.:· This point of view is 
an old one for the volume in German from which Jacoby quotes was 
II published in 1902. The srume attitude is embodied in a quotation 
from a work published in 1915. "It is anatter of common exper-
ience that suggestion may arouse, deflect, or inhibit movement; I 
it is equally clear that suggestion may change the meaning of a 
perception or idea by shifting its context, that is, by giving 
it a new as so cia tion setting. 11 ~~~-
~~ SUGGESTION AS INDIRECTION by Paul Campbell Young; Journal o 
Abnormal and Social Psychology, #26, 1931, P• 75. I\ 
*~'" SUGGESTION AND PSYCHOTHERAPY by George W. Jacoby, Scribner 1 s 
Sons, New York, 1912, P• 133. ,, 
ii-J.:-* AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF SENSORY SUGGESTION by A. s. Edward~; 
American Journal of Psychology, #26, 1915; PP• 99-129. j 
I 
We have given considerable space to the consideration that 
suggestibility may be defined as involving association. Follow-
• ing this, consideration has been given to further developments ofJI 
this theory, and partial identity or habituation has been consid~ 
ered; association in terms of facilitation-inhibition; and fin- I 
ally the theory of indirection has been rather lengthily treate~l; 
Sometimes suggestibility has been described as involving anothe~/ 
psychological phenomenon closely related to association. We 
shall next, therefore, consider the doctrine of automatism or 
ideo-motor activity. 
IDEO•MOTOR ACTIVITY 
Bernheim wrote in 1910 or suggestibility in terms or ideo-
; .,. ... ""' 
motor activity. He said, "Toute idee suggeree et acceptee tend 
\ 
a se faire·acte; c'est la loi psychologique fondamentale qui 
; 
domine toute la doctrine de la suggestion, loi de l'ideo-dynrum-
; 
isme. Le medecin utilise la suggestion •••• Il peut; par des 
~ ' - , phenomenes de dynamogenie ou d'inhibition, exalter ou moderer 
les fonctions organiques •••• 11 -~~ Note how much this quotation 
resembles our reference to Young on page forty-six. 
In another volume by Bernheim he says, " •••• There exists 
in our cerebro-spinal nervous apparatus an automatism by which 
we accomplish certain highly intricate acts, unconsciously and 
involuntarily, and through which we submit to a certain extent 
* HYPNOTIS1ill ET SUGGESTION par Dr. Hippolyte Bernheim, Doin eJ 
Fils, Paris, 1910 1 p. 730. I I 
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to orders which are 
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given us, to movements which are communicated 
I 
to us 1 and to sensory illusions which are suggested to us." -~~ 
Dresser also says, " ••• Suggestion in all its forms is accep-
ted in an uncritical way and carried out almost mechanically by 
mental and motor automat isms." -lH:· Regarding this version of 
suggestibility as automatism, Murphy writes: "The laws of ideo-
motor action are simply the ordinary laws of learned; or, if 
preferred, of associated response. Another set of laws# parti-
cularly important for social psychology, has to do with the 
emotional factors which facilitate, on the one hand, the accept II 
ance and, on the other hand, the rejection of such ideo-motor o~ 
., 
associated act. The continuance of the use of the term 'suggesjj 
tion', in view of the mass of experimental material pointing to f 
I 
its vagueness, is rather remarkable ••• The coining of new terms !j 
! 
is; however, entirely unnooessary. The chief processes seem ade- I 
quately described by the existing terms, 'ideomotor action', I 
and 'negativism' • 11 ·:BB~ 
In his volume of experimentation, Hull considers ideomotor 
action. He writes, ''A continuous stimulation by words associa-j 
ted with a particular act will bring about the act, whether j 
* SUGGESTIVE THERAPEUTICS by Dr. Hippolyte Bernheim, Putnwm'sll 
Sons, New York; 1880, p. 134. 
-lH:- PSYCHOLOGY IN THEORY AND APPLICATION by Horatio W.Dresser; 
Crowell Company, New York, 1924, P• 422. 
*·:Hf EXPERIMENTAL SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by Gardner Murphy; Harper & I/ 
Brothers; New York, 1931, P• 161. 
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these words are those of the subject himself or of some other 
person. Perhaps the most critical evidence of all indicating the 
reality or ideomotor activity is the fact that when a subject I 
,merely observes an action, he tends automatically to execute it.! 
A I 
11 The present hypothesis recognizes fiery i'ully the role played 
I by ideomotor action in the field of hypnosis and suggestibility.! 
11 In much of the literature on the subject •••• the concept of 1 
ideomotor action is associated with that of attention." * 
The automatic transferance of an idea into action is further! 
described by Bernheim. 
~ , / 
"Nous avons decrit les divers procedes 
; ~ 
employees pour actionner cette suggestibilite. Impressioner le 
sujet par la parole, le geste, ltemotion, une pratique quelcon- I 
" ,, , I que, de fa~on a faire penetrer dans le cerveau l'idee qu'on veutl 
~ , I 
realiser et apprendre, par 1 1education ou entrainement suggestif~ 
au sujeet, B. transformer eette id6e en aete, ~ faire 1 1 id;o-dJP1-I 
ami sme • " *J.:· I 
We have concluded our study o:r suggestibility interpreted asl 
the ideomotor process. Let us consider next the study of sugges+ 
tibility defined in terms of instincts or motives. I 
INSTINCTS OR MOTIVES. 
I 
The reader may have noted in earlier definitions or suggestir 
* HYPNOSIS AND SUGGESTIBILITY by Clark L. Hull, Appleton-Cen-1
1
1 
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I I ility that emphasis was laid upon compliance; suggestibility was 
relieved to represent a deference to the will of another. From 
Lhe early belief that suggestibility implied a Trilby-like yield• 
rng to a Svengali-like eye or will has developed the doctrine 
Lhat submission and other primordial instincts attend suggestibil-
·rty. McDougall is probably the most important representative of 
t~his school of thought. In his system of social psychology he ays enormous strees upon a theory of drives; motives, or in-stincts.· In fact McDougall attributes almost any and every psych-
.blogical phenomenon to instincts, and Murphy comments: " •••• The 
1 
lra inaugurated by the publication of William McDougall's INTRO-
bucTION TO SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY in 1908 was dominated by the concep 
lor instinct. McDougall; to be sure, utilized the concepts of I 
!suggestion and imitation; in fact, his own theory of suggestion 
Las widely influential. For McDougall; however, the interaction 
1
Lr indi vidual• was to be understood primarily in terms of the 
latnsprings to action - in other words, motives; and these mo- I 
kives were reduced to a very limited number of specific instinct~.~~~-~ 
In quoting from McDougall on page thirty-five of this paper; 
1 efereence was made to his belief that suggestibility involves 
he uncritical acceptance of an idea, caused by ignorance or in-
experience. M6Dougall adds another factor to this description 
~~} EXPERIMENTAL SOCIAL PSYCH()LOGY by Gardner Murphy, Harper & 
1• rothers, New York, 1931, p. 6.· 
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:hich he terr.1s, "peculiarities of the character and native dispoj 
I 
•ti n n_,, These peculiarities of character and native dispos -I ~ o • • • • . .. 
ion reveal themselves, he tells us, under tho names of instinct 
f self-assertion and subjection. In the presence of those to 
rhom v1o feel superior, \'Te are not suggestible. But, in the pres 
nee of those who impress us with pov;er, superiority, strength, 
restige of any sort that wins our respect, " •••• The impulse of 
1 ubmission is brought :tnto play, and we are thrown into a submi s · 
In so far as the in1FtJse 
I 
·ivo, receptive attitude towards them; •••• 
f subreission dominates we are suggestible towards the person 
•rhose presence evokes it."·:H:· 
V.'hen wo spoke of tbe sugeestibility of children elsev;hel"O in 
I 
I 
his paper, we explained that one reason for eenerally acknow- I 
r~edged juvenile sug~;estibility derives from childish ignorance 1 
~nd inexperience. McDougall offers a second reason for such sue) ~estibility in children. He says, " •••• The ouperior size, stren1 
~th, knowledge, and reputation of their elders tend to evoke t~ 
~mpulse of submission and to throw them into the receptive atti-
tude. And it is in virtue largely of their suggestibility that ~ 
[hey so rupidly absorb the knov,ledge, be lief s, and e s pee ially th~ 
r .. 'ent iment s of their social enviromnen t • "lHH> T·,!cDour:. all , Luc ' ~ INTROWCTIOII TO SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by William . ~ .~. J 
~:d c:::::::1::·;:~· 1~:~:~ 3:. 101. 
1::-::-:;. McDougall, p. 103. 
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In defining suggestibility as representing submissiveness, 
cDougall makes a distinction which others; writing in a similar 
I Jtrend, fail to make. "Suggestion, "writes McDoug~l1, "is the 
-hame given to any process by which a subject is induced ••• to 
lelieve or to obey without any such motive as fear of consequen-
res or desire of: reward of: any kind; and without any rational I 
kround of belief or obedience such as we commonly have when vol-
~tarily taking a part in same experiment, when we accept and ca -r out instructions'!~• The render will learn how important this 
I istinction is when we consider other definitions of suggestibil~JI 
ty which term it based on the instinct of submissiveness carrie 
ut through the agency of obedience. 
Any definition that involves the instinct of submission is 
likely to refer to pres.tige suggestion. Very often allusion is 
ade to prestige at the source of suggestion in reference to 
ypnotism. For instance, let us consider what Coriat has to say 
~n this connection. "~he dynamic basis of suggestion consists of 
kn unconscious sexual attraction between patient and physician •• ., 
uccess is more likely to take place if the operator and subject I 
re of the opposite sex, or if there exists an unconscious homo-
l•exual transference or if the personality or the operator arouses 
llnconscious feelings of a friendly relationship which have their ~ ENERGIES OF MAN by William McDougall; Sc~ibner's, 1932, New York, p. 25. 
I 
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origin in childhood.· 11 -l~ Such a definition tends to arouse a frivl 
I II jolous attitude on the part of a sophisticated reader, but it rep~ 
,resents the sincere opinion of a Boston physician and was written 
II 
little more than ten years ago. jl 
Floyd Allport lays stress upon prestige at the source of sug~ 
gestion in arousing the subject's suggestibility. He says that j 
the 'open-ness• of the organism to suggestion is based upon sub- I 
I imissiveness towards the suggester and cites the following factors 
as contributory to an attitude of submissiveness and consequent / 
suggestibility:-
Physical strength on the part of the suggester. 
Superior social position on the part of the suggester. 
Prestige through power or lmowledge on the part of the sug- lj 
gester. II 
High expression in personality traits on the part of the sugll.
1
; 
gester~ j 
The will of the majority confirming the suggestion. I 
Age - the child is more submissive towards adults because he 
is dependent upon them. 
Sex - women are usually submissive towards males.' -lH~ 
Regarding the last two factors listed by Allport, McDougallJ 
also; expresses himself somewhat in the same manner, He says; I 
11 Children are suggestible •••• because the superio:v'size, strength~ 
knowledge, and reputation of their elders tend to evoke the im- I 
pulse of submission and to throw them into the receptive atti-
-::- SUGGESTION AS A FORM OF MEDICAL MAGIC 
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 
268. 
I 
by Isadore H, Coriat;,l 
#18, 1923, PP• 258- I 
li SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by Floyd Allport; Houghton Mifflin, 1924 1 ij 
II p. 
II 
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tude."* The same basis might be applied to the feminine atti-
tude o~ submission to males. The economic and social dependenc 
of women upon men and the superior stature and strength of men 
may perhaps produce an attitude of submission on the part of wom-
en. 
Bogardus also alludes to prestige and says, "Suggestibility 
depends upon prestige or the sources or suggestion. 11 He says 
rurther, "Suggestibility depends on the degree or crowd or group 
emotion that prevails. In a large crowd it is natural to feel I 
insignificant and to act with the crowd rather than to rollow t~e 
mandate of cognition." ~H~ We see here that the idea of the in- I 
stinct of submission develops into the instinct for gregarious- I 
I I 
ness as a basis of suggestibility. Many writers on social psych-
11 
ology, in discussing suggestibility, give examples or group phen-
omena that demonstrate gregariousness. 
" ••• suggestibility is a normal and necessary accompaniement 
of gregarious, or group, life. The social animal must be ready 
at all times to respond to the ideas communicated to him by the 
fellow members or his group, and he usually does so more or les ' 
uncr~:i::l::;~:::t suggestibility is proportionate to gre- I 
~~ INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by William McDougall; 
Luce and Company, Boston, 1918; P• 103. I 
~H~ ESSENTIALS OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by Emory s. Bogardus; Miller 
Company; Los Angeles; 1923, P• 115. I 
I 
*-:H( AN INTRODUCTION TO SOJ IAL PSYCHOLOGY by Charles A. EllwoodJ 
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gariousness, Bogardus writes: "Suggestibility depends upon the 
degree of gregariousness •••• compare the suggestibility of the 
. e sheep with the tiger.~~~~ Of course we all knO\v that the flock of 
sheep tends to follow-the-leader while the tiger roams alone1 
but one wonders whether Bogardus is right in calling the sheep 
suggestible. One is inclined to consider the sheep imitative J 
rather than suggestible, and we shall speak further in the paper 
of imitation, in order to make the distinction. 
Sidis also refers to suggestibility as exemplified by the 
herd-behavior of animals. He says, "When animals, on account 
of the great dangers that threaten them, begin to rove about in 
groups, in herds; and thus become social, such animals, on pai II 
of extinction, must vary in the direction of suggestibility •••• 
A delicate suggestibility to the movements of his fellows is a 
question of life and death to the individual in the herd. Sug I 
gestibility is of vital importance in the group; to society, fo~ 
it is the only way of rapid communication social brutes can poJ~ 
sibly develop." ** ji 
This concludes a brief survey of suggestibility in terms o 'I 
instinct or motive. We have considered the definition which rJ-
lates suggestibility to the instinct of submission. In considi 
* ESSENTIALS OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by Em~ry S. Bogardus, MilJI 
ler and Company, Los Angeles, 1923 1 p. 113. 
-sH~ THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SUGGESTION by Boris Sidis, Harvard Uni-1 
varsity, 1897, p. 309. ~~· 
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daring submission, we found that prestige at the source of sugge -
tion was an important factor. As an outcome of the instinct of I 
I 
submission, we .the'development of group phenomena through there' 
lated instinct of gregariousness. In our review of various ex-
planations of suggestibility as resulting from the instinct of 
submission, it was evident that such submission is subject to 
variation. For example, the child was found to be submissive beji 
cause the superior physique and knowledge of the adult impressa~ 
him. Whereas the submissiveness which results in suggestibilitJ 
may have an entirely different source in adult relationships. 
It seems possible that the theory of submission may be related 
to association. For example, even a mature person tends to be 
submissive and suggestible to the ideas presented by a parent 
as a result of childhood associations; and an employee may defe~ 
II 
socially to his employer as a result of the associative relatiort-
ship of business hours •. Let us however defer this question to 'j 
succeeding paragraphs; where we shall formulate a definition saJ-
isfactory for the needs of this paper. The basis of this definll! 
ition will be a brief, searching analysis of the various theor~ 
ies which we have already expounded. I 
Let us review briefly the outstanding factors of these var-
ious definitions and see wherein they appear 
in they appear to be pertinent and valuable. 
defective, or wher -
The first defini~J 
! 
tion which we discussed dealt with acceptivity: Baudouin takes I 
exception to this theory. "Binet , 
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of suggestion, tends to identify suggestibility with what we 
(Baudouin) have termed acceptivity. The experiments whereby 
he measures suggestibility, serve rather to measure acceptivityJ 
to measure mental passivity."" Baudouin, thus, makes a distinc~ 
tion between acceptivity and suggestibility, and states that sug-
gestion consists of "two phases: I 
"(~) Acceptation. 
11 (2) The ideoreflex process (which is for us suggestion.)" 
This later phase - the ideoreflex process - is what Baudouin 
considers represents the state of suggestibility. Baudouin 
states further: "The term acceptation connotes the notion that 
the idea penetrates the mind in virtue of a consent which in 
other cases might be withheld; that the will and intelligence 
are in abeyance." But surely Baudouin is only quarreling with 
Binet's work on the grounds of terminology, for as we shall see 
::s:::e:::ao:: ::::::::eh::.::b~::::;d:h::r:c::::1;1:::l::: :~; 
act upon the suggestion. It seems to us that Baudouin fails t:! 
substantiate his criticism of acceptivity as a theory of sugges~ 
tibility. But to the writer occurs a weakness in this theory;' I 
Does the theory always hold? Vfhat causes this state of acceptiQI 
i 
vity that is peculiarly helpful to suggestion; and is it always! 
present when a suggestion is realized? Woodworth gave us a clU:e 
I 
I 
~l- SUGGESTION AND AUTOSUGGESTION by Charles Baudouin, Trans. ,I 
Dodd, Mead and Company, New York, 1921, pp. 287-290. 
57 
when he said that it is not true that the recipient of a sugges I 
tion is always passiv~ for the presence of a social motive mighti-
• be detected. Dresser, too, referred to a special reason for ac~~ 
captivity - a particular state of emotion. Thus we can see tha~j 
the acceptivity conducive to successful suggestion may be brougJt 
'I 
about through some emotional state. But even in acceptive statJ 
I produced by emotion, drugs, fatigue, or hypnosis, a suggestion ' 
does not always 'work' although it may encounter no resistance. 
For example, there is the co~~on example under hypnosis of the 
patient who obeys the suggestion to stab an associate with a 
"' / paper-mache dagger, but who does not comply when a real dagger 
is substituted for the property one. Acceptivity is present, su -
gestion is there, but suggestibility is apparently lacking, for 
the ideoreflex process does not ensue. It would seem that ac-
captivity may be an explanation of successful suggestion in som 
cases, but it does not by any means explain suggestibility. 
Let us next consider the theory of suggestibility explained / 
in terms of credulity. In the course of our treatment of that 
topic we have already pointed out that credulity frequently is 
due to ignorance. But if ignorance is supplanted by knowledge, 
suggestions nevertheless take effect. For example, as we shall 
see when we consider Binet's tests, subjects in a progressive-
weights tests were found to underestimate the weight of the first 
block. Although they were corrected in their errors, they nev-
I 
58 
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ertheless continued to be suggestible in their judgments. Othe]' 
experimenters have noted the same thing. Negatavistic subjects 1 t 
l ~~ 
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who were entirely aware of the purposes of certain experiments 
in suggestibility succumbed unexpectedly to the suggestions. A 
I 
lack of critical faculty tends to accompany neurasthenia, but 
this group of abnormals does not show greater suggestibility 
than other groups; or than a normal group, as we should expect I 
if credulity were the key-note to suggestibility.-l~ Further, if I 
I 
credulity were a fool-proof explanation of suggestibility, we I 
might expect to find overwhelmingly greater suggestibility among 
backward and not very intelligent children. But, as we shall 
1
, 
see, when we consider tests of suggestibility, the reverse has 
been found in many studies. If there is any correlation whatso~ 
ever, it seems to be in favour of a relation between intelli-
I 
I 
I 
I 
gence and suggestibility, rather than stupidity and suggestibilJ I 
ity. So much for credulity - the_ evidence in favour of this I ! 
I 
theory does not seem to be corroborated. It consists merely inl 
the statements of their opinions by a number of psychologists I I 
who have not sought to establish their theories scientifically. I 
In the theory of association related to suggestibility we I 
do seem to find a more substantial basis for explaining the 
phenomenon of suggestibility. It is for that reason that we dei 
voted so much space to consideration of that topic, for it II 
seemed to offer the most reasonable explanation of suggestlbili~ 
'I -l~ THE vVILL-TEMPERAME11T AND ITS TESTING by June Dovmey, Uni ver4 
sity of Wyoming and World Book Company, 1923, P• 116. i 
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Y• Baldwin helps us when he ·writes, "Association brings differ~ 
ent reactions together as wholes; it links together the elements 
of copy at the centre, so that a stimulus may produce, not only 
its own associated reaction, but, by its association with anothe 
stimulus, or with the memory of that other, it may suffice to 
produce the reaction associated with the second stimulus, or a 
third, fourth, etc."~:-
Jacoby also discusses what he calls "the laws governing assoj 
ciative combination of concepts". He says, "Every concept calls/ 
up as its successor either a concept which is similar in content I 
or sound of words, or a concept with which it has simultaneously/ 
arisen. Similarity and simultaneity of impressions, therefore, I 
are the basis of so-called association, association of ideas •••• ! 
Quite as common and just as important in our conscious mental I 
life are associations based on the simultaneity of sensory im-
press ions." -lH~ 
The scheme of association to explain suggestibility furnish-! 
es what the preceding theories have lacked, which is an explana 
tion of why, the suggestion having been received, reaction take 
place. The theories of' receptivity and credulity lay all their 
stress upon the suggestion given and none upon the suggest_ion r ~-
-::- MENTAL DEVELOPMENT by James M. Baldwin, Macmillan Company, J 
New York, 1906, PP• 269-270. 
-lH:- SUGGESTION AND PSYCHOTHERAPY by George W. Jacoby, Scribner' 
Sons, 1912, pp. 59-60. ~ 
I 
I 
I 
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ceived and translated into appropriate behaviour. But the the-
ory of association seems to supply this deficiency for it ex-
plains how action is brought about. It is strange that we \ 
should have to go back to the work of Baldwin, who published in! 
1906 1 to receive a fitting explanation of this phenomenon. He 
writes, "Nervous association does two things. ·First, it does 
here what it has been seen to do in the lower organisms: 
sense of stimulus and sense of movement together. The child wh 
has learned to make a sound, then makes it by association when-
ever he hears it. 
comes in the very 
describing by the 
But second, association does more, - and here 
great influence of the fact which we have bee1l 
phrase 'central conspiracy', association brinJs 
different reactions together as wholes •••• 11 ~~ Surely 1 there is II 
an implication of the Gestalt point of view in the quotation 
just given; a prophecy, perhaps we should call it, because 
Baldwin wrote before configurational theories were actually es-
tablished. We shall consider this theory again. 
How does Baldwin substantiate what he said about associatio ? 
I Let us consider this statement: "The facts of suggestion nov1 se · 
forth may be taken as, in so far; an array of evidence in sup-
port of what we may call, once for all, dJnamogenesis .;_r;·. that 
every sensation or incoming process tends _to bring about action 
-l!- MENTAL DEVELOPMENT by James M. Baldwin, Macmillan Company, 
New York, 1906, p. 69. 
~~~~.. Bald\7in, p. 157. 
I 
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or outgoing process." Let us turn from our consideration of asf 
sociation, which represents thus far our most plausible theory I 
for suggestibility, to consideration of ideo-motor activity. 
Hull, in a section of his book headed Unconscious Mimicry, 
discusses the i~voluntary attempt on the part of the individual 
to take postures similar to those of the person whom we are 
watching. We shall see in the chapter on experiments on sugges~ 
tibility exactly how he made this study. He says, "The phenom-
enon has been called unconscious imitation, ideomotor action, 
and empathy. 11 ~r0n the basis of this definition of Hull, and the 
generally accepted meaning of the term 'ideo-motor action' we 
feel justified in restricting its use to an attempt to carry ou~ 
I 
an example or idea that has beon perceived. It would seem, then, 
thatBernheim and others who have used the term in regard to sug~ 
gestibility have used it loosely, for often a suggestion is mad! 
::~::c: ::b::::sm:;rr::::::~ni:b:::a:: :::::::::n ::i::~:y bl 
acted upon in one of several possible ways, depending upon his IJ 
individual habits, and associations •. Thus it would seem that 
to use ideo-motor activity in connection with a theory of sug-
gestion would be to use the term very loosely, and that one 
might more happily express the process in terms of dynamogenesis. 
II 
·:r HYPNOSIS AND SUGGESTIBILITY by Clark L. Hull, Appleton-Centu ~y 
Company, New York, 1933, p. 41. 
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In our previous consideration of ideo-motor activity, we inclu-
ded a brief discussion of the theory of -automatism in connectio' 
with suggestibility. The same c1•iticism which has .been made ofiJ 
other theories applies here: a doctrine of automatism is too re~ 
stricted to explain all the cases of suggestibility which one 
might encounter. It can explain simple habits which may be calf 
led upon in the suggestive process; but it can not adequately 
explain those forms of behaviour which involve the integration 
of many forms of response, and which result from suggestion. 
Let us next consider the evidence in favour o1• opposed to in-
stincts as an explanation of suggestibility. 
Paul Campbell joung cites an example to illustrate his ref-
utation of McDougall's theory of submission as suggestibility. 
He writes, "Let us take an example, that on the face of it, 
seems to lend itself to an explanation 
I 
on the basis of prestige~ 
A mother tells her son to take a bath. If he obeys, he does sol 
through the habit of submissiveness, or fear - but not through 
suggestion. If, on the other hand, the mother wel'e to say, "I 
can get through dressing before you finish your bath11 , she woulf 
be using suggestion, whether the boy is for the moment suggestit
1
, 
ble or not, because she would be coming at him indirectly, not I 
appealing, •• to his submissiveness,"* Janet makes a s;imilar dist 
-!:· SUGGESTION 1\.S INDIRECTION by Paul Campbell Young, Journal I 
of Abnormal and Social Psychology, #26, 1931 1 pp. 72-73. 
i 
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tween acquiescence to a suggestion or to a command. We may take 
it as an example that deference on the part of an office clerk 
to his superior indicates submission and obedience; whereas def-
erence to the same individual after office hours may indicate 
submission and st~gestibility - that is, unless it be guile on 
the part of the employee who wishes to suggest his great respect/ 
for his employer in order that he may receive an increase in sal~ 
ary at some future date1 I 
There is no doubt but that the effect of prestige upon a subL 
missive person often explains that individual's suggestibility, 'I 
but it does not explain all individuals' suggestibility. Our 
requirement is for a definition that will be broad enough to sajL 
isfy all categories of subjects; but narrow enough to serve as ~! 
It seems that wdl basis for experimentation or subjective study. 
shall have to satisfy our needs in that direction by concocting 
a definition that will meet our requirements, and at the srume 
II 
o~z. PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALING by Pierre Janet 1 Vol. I. 1 Macmillan, I 
1925, P. 216. I 
l 
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be invulnerable to attack on the part of those who hold favorite 
opinions. l 
The sum total of definitions already cited from various au- I 
thorities, plus the writer's own conclusions, yield the follow-
ing thoughts. A suggestion represents some external stimulation. 
I In order that a reaction follow, attention must be given to thi 
stimulation. The recipient of the stimulation may not be con- I 
i 
sciously aware that a suggestion has been made, but he ~ at-/ 
I 
tend the stimulus. If a suggestion is to be realized, there muse 
be no interference from other sources. I 
The subject attends the stimulus. The stimulus awakens a J 
chain of associations which continue along to a closure, due toj 
past experience, which may be either habituation or learning. 
The associative process has followed a definite course that had 
already been set up. • This process required the facilitation due 
I 
to past experience, and it also included the inhibition of con-
flicting processes. 
In other words, there tends to be a barrier set up to allow 
the flow of association to continue along without interference, 
unless that interference is. sufficiently strong to break throug. 
! 
the barrier, in which event, of course, the suggestion will not I 
be realized. 1 
This theory of suggestion fulfills all the qualities set 
I 
forth in the numerous definitions which have already been dis- I 
cussed. There is receptivity, for the human 
i 
II 
organism is always~~ 
ready to receive stimulations that will cause the flow of asso-t 
II ====-=--~=-==!!======~~~=-==-=-=·=·-=--=-========-=-=·· =-=-=--=--··· -· .... ~===~c.,j·=-----····'""'"·~~-~-
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tent ion. 
is not. By indirection is meant the fact that the stimulus wil 
eventually bring about a form of closure vri thout the recipient 
of the suggestion being aware that such a closure will take pla 
It means the representation of the stimulus in such a way that 
the habitual path will be taken and followed without any·inter-
ference. The suggestion is so initiated that it will follow a 
path so deep as to prevent interference (inhibition) and cause 
the closure to come about in the most rapid and satisfactory wa I• 
The element of attention is very important. Attention must 
be favourable to the bringing about of the desired rapid closure. 
I 
The suggestion which is made must be dynamic enough to initiate 
--· 
the proper association. The suggestion then receives a favour-J 
able reception in the organism and starts the desired associati.
1
e 
process. While this is going on, every precaution must be take~ 
to prevent interference with this associative process, Attentiolp 
must be kept constantly upon the suggestion, even if it has to I 
be reinforced by secondary suggestions in a similar vein. 
As we have pointed out already, there are many factors that 
favour the acceptance of a suggestion. Among these is the feel-1 
ing tone or emotional state of the recipient. Here prestige, 
I fear, fatigue, etc. play their parts. Furthermore, experience 11s 
a factor. For example, the very stupid or inexperienced person I 
has set up such definite forms of association that it is almost !
I 
impossible to create new ones. Thus, once the association is \ 
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I started, practically nothing can interfere with its flow. I 
Already reference has been made to the fact that the sugges-, 
tion must be dynamic. It must have the power to arouse some pre-
cess in the recipient. \Vhen considered in terms of dynamogene-
sis, it is seen that the suggestion acts as a st~ulus and accJ 
ording to this theory each stimulus tends to complete itself in 
some form of activity. In other words, the suggestion sets up 
a reaction pattern that continued until completion in the form 
of activity has tal\:en place. This is somewhat similar to ideo-
motor activity, in which an idea resolves itself by some overt 
act. 
A suggestion is received, accepted, starts on its course, atid 
I 
resolves itself into an act. In this way we see that all activ-~ 
ity must reach a definite end. Vfuen a suggestion is given, the 
suggester has the end to be reached by the suggestion in mind. 
He endeavors to couch the suggestion in such a way that it will 
reach this end, and he may try to enhance it by further sugges-
tion. Part of a pattern is given in the suggestion and the sub-
ject fills in the rest to make a complete closure at the end sitl 
uation. The attempt to make some kind of closure is natural. 
It seems to be a given fact in h1unans. It may be due to train-
ing or it may be inherited, but certainly the Gestalt psychologJ\ 
has proved its existence. The fact that human beings adapt them-
selves to a somewhat harmonious life in a cow~on environment 
shows that it is natural for them to conform to certain situa-
tions. 
-- -----~---------------------~----
Let us recapitulate, and surrnnarize what has just been writ-
ten explaining the writer's view of suggestibility. Suggestibil-
ity is the condition within an mndividual which directs favo~-~ 
able attention to a stimulus or stimuli (the suggestion); which!, 
when received arouses a chain of association habitually aroused\ 
by such and similar stimuli; and which associations follow a .,, 
fixed pathway to an end situation, unless interfered with (inhit-
ition) thus briXW.ng about closure of a pattern ·which was in par! 
originated by the stimuluation. 
OTHER DEFINITIONS. 
Negatavism, for the purposes of this paper, represents a 
psychological concept which is the exact opposite of suggesti-
bility. It represents an antagonism on the part of the indivi-
idual to ideas that are suggested to him. Such an individual 
tends to do exactly the opposite of what is suggested, although 
he may ne:>ely be unaffected by suggestion. If he is, however, 
extremely negatavistic, he may be influenced by counter-sugges-
tion. 
-
Counter-suggestion repl"esents a suggestion presented in 
exactly opposite the way the suggester wishes his suggestion to 
take effect. Imitation represents the attempt on the part of a 
I 
individual to duplicate overt behaviour. Imitativeness is often 
confused with suggestibility; it may accompany it, but it is no~ 
I 
the same. Autosuggestion refers to the process of giving one- 1 
/ ~ 
self suggestions. An example of it is Coueism or Christian 'I 
68 
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Science, as it is often practised. 
Vie have completed at this point our study of various defin-
itions of suggestibility, and related processes. A definition 
has been derived from this material, and the writer's ovm concluii-
1 
sions;' which we feel is workable for the purposes of this paper. 
It describes suggestibility as a state within the individual 
which results in favourable attention towards the stimulus-sugge~-
tion, which in turn arouses a chain of association, and brings 
about closure, unless interfered with. The whoJ.e process, we 
have pointed out, makes a complete pattern, and bears consider-
able relation to the theories of the configurational school. 
Now let us, in the succeeding chapter, turn to a considera-
tion of what is meant by the concept of personality trait, and 
the consideration of some techniques for measuring such traits. 
\ { 
li I 
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CHAPTER THREE 
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1 
I 
I 
PERSONALITY TRAITS. 
I 
This chapter will be divided into two main sections; the 
rirst dealing with the derinition or a trait of personality, 
the second dealing with methods of measuring such traits. Even 
in every-day speech the word personality eludes definition, so 
that the task of defining the term scientifically and psycholo-
gically is a difficult one. Again, in every-day life we find it 
difficult to resolve a personality, even in the broad terms at j 
I 
our command. Likewise, psychologically the measurement of traits 
or personality presents many problems. 
Let us first consider what is meant by a trait of personalit ·• 
Edna Heidbreder 
gether - verbal, visceral, and manual, actual and potential -
which constitute the personality. 11 ~l- She continues, "There is, 
course, nothing mysterious about the personality. Personality i~ 
not an 'indefinable something', but a system of responses, the j 
sum total of the individual's reactions and tendencies to reac-
tion." This is a very broad view. Let us consider a definition 
more restrictive: "We may define a personality trait as a 
tent habit system. A trait also may either have a social 
~} SEVEN PSYCHOLOGIES by Edna Heidbreder, Century Company, 
New York, 1933, p. 253. 
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I us value or be merely an index to the personality from the reac I 
ion side."* Bridges defines trait in terms of temperament and i 
ays, "It has been shown in a very general •my without considera~ 
_ ion of finer details that the various theories o:f temperament a!1
1
e 
tundamentally harmonious and emphasize different aspects of a 
arge and difficult topic. ~Vhether they may all be reduced to 
ne theory, and, if so, what the final theory may be, are ques-
ions that can not readily be answered •••• , The present indica-
!lions are that temperament is at bottom a matter of autonomic se~­
!ental cravings and their relationship, and of the original and 
~onditioned responses of the propcient apparatus in order to re- j 
tieve tensions and cravings. 11 -lH:· Charters defines traits as 11 usul 
'1 modes of behaviour". ~H:-~: But none of these definitions are 
ery helpful to us, for we must find one which will serve as a I 
-asis for criticism of experimental procedure upon traits. 
In terms more appropriate to experimental and observational I 
reatment, Vernon defines our concept. He writes, " A temperameJL 
al or personality trait differs in many respects from an apti-
tude or ability. It cannot be defined solely in terms of object~ 
lve behaviour, but it is dependent upon the observation and inte+ 
retation of human minds. Furthermore, it is impossible to find i 
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY by Floyd C. Dockeray, 
ew York, 1932, pp. 539-540. 
30, 1923, pp. 36-44. 
I 
Prentice-Hall, IncJ, 
II P:sycholo0n'ical Review 
II , 
--::--:~ A TECHNIQUE FOR TRAIT 
ducational Research, #10, 
.I ANALYSIS by W. W. Chax•ters, Journal ofii 
1924, pp. 95-100. ~ 
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distinct dividing lines between different traits, or to isolate 
any one trait as more fundamental than another. A single test, 
or set of ratings, cannot give an adequate measure of a trait; 
instead, a variety of diverse tests should be combined into a 
composite score. In personality tasting no objective criterion 
of validity is available, but the intercorrelations within such 
a composite indicate its theoretical validity. Elaborate stat-
istical treatment, however, is unjustifiable owing to the inher-
ent subjectivity of the trait concept." ~~ The inclusion of the 
just-cited definition in this section may seem premature, ovdng 
to the allusions to testing, etc. Hovrever, we have purposely inf 
serted it at this point for we are seeking a concept that may bell 
sed as a basis for measurements, and Vernon points out that pert 
sonality traits are subjective, not objective. Later in the saml 
I 
article he refers to "traits as abstractions". This same diffi-
culty in defining traits exactly is evidenced in the work of 
Gordon w. Allport, who is today considered a prime authority on 
the subject of traits. 
Dr.Allport, in an article devoted entirely to the definition 
of tr~its of personality, tends to explain traits as abstraction 1 1 
as did Vernon. He writes: "A trait has more than nominal exist-
ence. A trait is more generalized than a habit. A trait is dynJ 
-:; THE MEASUHEMENT OF PERSONALITY AND TE:MIE RAMENT by Philip E./ 
ernon, The Human Factor, Vol. VIII, 113, March, 1934, pp. 87-95.;
1 
amic, or at least determinative. A trait is a generalized neurj 
al set. 11 ~~ He further eA.1Jlains, 11 Trai ts are only relatively in~ 
dpendent of each other. A trait of personality psychologically 
considered, is not the same as a moral quality. Acts, and even 
habits, that are inconsistent with a trait are not proof of the 
non-existence of the trait ••••• There may be •••• contradictory 
traits in a single personality. The smae individual may have a 
trait both of ••• ascendance and submission, although frequently 
of unequal strength." 
Before we discuss Allport's concept of traits, let _us con- 1 
sider another article by the same author. In a published studyl 
he writes: "A trait is: I 
11 (1) An independent statistical variable. A trait is a tenl 
dency to reaction which when measured with reliability demon- l. 
strates an independence of this variable. 
11 (2) As a contingent higher unit -A trait is a dynamic tre 1d 
of behaviour which results from the integration of nu..merous spec-
ific habits of adjustment, and which expresses a characteristic[ 
mode of the individual's reaction to his surroundings. 
I 
11 (3) As a non-contingent higher unit -A trait then might I 
I be defined as a general and habitual mode of adjustment which e -
erts a directive effect upon the specific response."~H:-
Some writers restrict traits to those that seem to be gen-
eralized and fundamental, but Allport says that a trait may be I 
viewed in the light of the personality which contains it, as I 
li ~r vVHAT IS A TRAIT OF PERSONALITY? by Gordon W. Allport, Jourh-
al of Abnormal and Social Psychology, #25, 1931, pp. 368-372. 
~H~ CONCEPrrs OF TRAIT AI\TD PERSONALITY by Gordon W. Allport, 
Psychological Bulletin, #18, 1927, PP• 441-455. I 
I 
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well as in the light of its distribution in the population at 
large. And he says further, "There may be relatively few trait::,, 
a few hundred, perhaps, that are universal enough to be scaled 
in the population at large, whereas there may be in a single perj 
sonality a thousand traits distinguishable to a discerning obserr 
ver." -!:· 
From the foregoing quotations from Dr. Allport's vrorks, let 
us endeavor to extract an explanation which will be useful in 
this paper. He says that a trait is more generalized than a hac~ 
it. Husband defines personality as "The sum of our habits. 11 ~H:­
But Allport explains that a trait is more generalized than a hat~ 
t 
it because it represents a generalized neural set. We knovt now 
that a habit represents a specific neural set; hence we see tha~, 
Husband's definition is faulty. To reassure ourselves that a 
personality trait really .:.represents a generalized neural set, 
let us consider some generally recognized trait of personality, 
such as ascendance, and its opposite trait, submission. Consid-
er the schocikboy. He is submissive to the headmaster; usually 
submissive to his teachers; but see how his ascendancy displays l 
itself in his contacts with his companions, and his behaviour tal 
wards his small sister. We could not label such a boy 'submis• 
sive I by habit because often we should find him 1 ascendant'. We/ ~r WHAT IS A TRAIT OF IE RSONALITY? by Gordon W. Allport, Jour1l
1 
al of Abnormal and Social Psychology, #25, 1931, pp. 368-372. 
•I 
1934, p. 50. 
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I 
~ight, however, describe him as exhibiting an average amount of 
the trait ascendance-submission, or we. might say that he had bot· 
I f) traits in varying degrees. 
In this matter of distinguishing habits from traits, Allport 
assists us when he says that a trait is a dynamic trend of behav-
iour which results from the integration of nQ~erous specific hab~ 
its of adjustment, and which expresses a characteristic mode of 
the individual's reaction to his surroundings. In notes taken 
by the writer during the course by Dr. Allport at Harvard Univerj 
sity which deals with "Personality", occurs the :following quota-! 
tion: "Habit is a specific and constant manner of behaviour in I 
the face of recurrent situations of a restricted type but a trai~ 
is a determinative disposition which results in part from the in~ 
tegration of numerous habits and in part from an individual's col-
stitution or temperament and expresses a characteristic of tem-1 ·'! 
perrunent. 11 
Barry, Murray, and MacKinnon define traits of' personality in! 
I 
a manner that approaches the Gestalt school interpretation. Thew 
write: 11 •••• A trait - or in our nomenclature· a minor dispositionl 
II 
when the word is used conceptually to denote a particular or more 
1
.11 
or less constant configuration of the personality which is ob-
jectif'ied or manifested by l'eaction patterns of a limited type. 
1
1 
A trait, or minor disposition, is in turn the manifeotation of' 
i 
a functioning major disposition or of' a number of conf'luent maj-! 
I 
i 
or dispositions. VIe should consider that a trait was a habitu- i 
! 
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be modified within certain limits by experience and training."·:~ 
In the definition by Barry, Murr.~J, and MacKinnon which has I 
just been cited, we note a reference to the constancy of the con~ 
figuration, manifested by limited type of reaction patterns. In 
this definition there is no hint regarding the consistency of 
I traits, which we must distinguish from their constancy. However~ 
Allport illuminates this point in one of his lectures on "Personl 
ality11 in which he says, 11 Just because all people have not these 
same traits does not mean they do not exist. Neatness in all 
things is a trait, but some people may be inconsistent in neat-
ness, but this does not mean that the trait does not exist. 
Strain of the moment may shatter determining traits for the mo~ 
ment. People can have contradictory traits - anyone may be dom-
1 inant in some ways and submissive in others. 11 1 
We are giving in this section a great deal. of consideration 
person-to the pronouncements of Dr. Allport regarding traits of 
ality. This is done for two reasons: 
1. There is a paucity of material in explanation of the COJ 
cept of trait although there is an abundance of material deal-
ing with measurement of traits. 
2. Dr. Allport has made the subject of traits a very parti-
cular and special interest and is probably the foremost author-
I 
-l~ STUDIES IN PERSONALITY by Herbert Barry, Jr. , Donald W. Mac I 
Kinnon, and Henry A. Mua•ray, Jr., Human Biology, Vol. III, #1; I 
====ji=P=• =2.= ... ~~~~!~~··· 
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ity today in this particular phase of personality study. 
Let us, then, continue with Dr. Allport's definitions of 
~ traits of personality. In the lectures referred to, he also 11 
stated that traits are not totally variable, and they must be in• 
ferred, because for at one moment only one thing is being done. 
He said further that traits are not assumed and then looked for 
but must be set up on experimental research and empirical meth-
I 
I 
ods. The quest for traits is also 
writes: "Personality is so complex 
referred to by Dockenw who I 
and variable that no work with 
it is to undertake problems that present enormous difficulties. 
Therefore, it is only reasonable that the first attempts to inve$-
tigate personality should deal with the more qualitative aspects 
of the problem."~:-
Not only have we the problem of defining traits of personal-
ity, the difficulties of which have been referred to in the pre-
ceding quotation, but also a further problem. This is the prob-
lem of distinguishing between theories of general and specific / 
traits. "American psychologists usually argue from ••• experimen ... 
tal fact that general traits do not exist, and that their sub-
jects' reactivities are determined by a large number of indepen-
dent habits, specific to each particular situation. "o~H:-
1 
·::- GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY by Floyd C.Dockeray, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
New York, 1932, p. 541. 1 
~H:- THE MEASUREME11T OF PERSONALITY AND TEMPERAMENT by PhilipE, 
Vernon, The Human Factor, Vol. VIII, #3, March, 1934, pp.87-95~ I 
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We found in Dr. Allport ts v1ritings a refutation of Vernon's 
ss~~ption that American psychologists do not acknowledge the ex~ ~ istence of general traits as well as specific. Allport himself IJ 
' as said quite definitely, "There may be relatively few traits •• ~ 
that are universal enough to be scaled in the population at largi; 
whereas there may be in a single personality a thousand traits •• [". 
This quotation has already been cited on a preceding page. It 
interprets itself quite obviously into the theory that there are 
general traits which are observable in the bulk of human person-
! 
alities, and specific traits which are peculiar to an individual's 
own personality. Murphy implies the existence of both specific 
and general traits of personality when he writes: "A long-since 
forgotten, but nevertheless interesting piece of work raises the 
question whether suggestibility and negativism are fixed attri-
butes of personality, or whether they are mere aspects of the da 1 
and mood."~~ I 
I 
Traits of personality have been defined according to several I 
I 
1
authors, and we have learned that they may be general in the 
blation or specific in the individual. It is also important 
popij 
that 
! 
e distinguish between these traits of personality and those of I 
char~cter. Psychologically speaking, character traits are now 1 
o)r EXPERIMENTAL SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by Gardner Murphy, Harper & 
Brothers, New York, 1931, p. 165. 
I 
~~ . 
~" . 
i' 
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~ereas personality traits refer to dispositions of the 1nd1v1dut 
al not related to moral qualities or aptitudes, which distinguish 
him from his fellows. Personality traits usually include factor~ 
of temperament, or emotionality. Perhaps the inclusion of a se-
lected list of generally accepted traits of personality will 
the concept of trait clear to the reader. A partial group of 
those mentioned by Husband -!!- includes: 
make 
"Accuracy 
Aggressiveness 
Ascendance 
Conformity 
Deception 
Emotional control 
Enthusiasm 
Expansiveness 
Industry 
Introversion 
Leadership 
Neatness 
Originality 
Patience 
Persistence 
Self-assertion 
Social adaptability 
Submission 
Suggestibility 
Sympathy 
Tact 
Vivacity " 
Let us briefly summarize our findings in seeking a definitio 
of traits of personality that will render the concept suitable 
I 
I 
as a basis for experimentation in suggestibility. We have found 
that a trait of personality is a generalized dynamic neural set 
which represents the integration of habits of adjustment. This 
g~neralized neural set results in the specific response of the 
organism and expresses a chara.ctertistic mode of the individual'~ 
reaction to his environment. Traits may be general (present in 
-!!- APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY by Richard Wellington Husband, Harper & 
Brothers, New York, 1934, p. 54. 
·..:e5 
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most people) or they may be specific (peculiar to the individuallt'). 
Traits of personality are to be distinguished from traits of cha -
I 
acter (moral qualities). This definition seems to adequately co-
er the contingencies of the section to follow, which will deal 
with methods of measuring or establishing traits of personality. 
81 
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Part Two - Chapter III. 
THE MEASUREMENT OF PERSONALITY TRAITS. 
There has been an enormous amount of material written about 
~raits and also in regard to their measurement. Many forms of 
·luman behaviour have been called traits and some technique devis] 
~d for measuring these traits quantitatively, It would seem tha1' 
tn order to be truly scientific in this field of personality a 
ruantitative approach is essential. Gordon Allport, to whom we I 
have already referred in the preceding section as an authority i, 
~he field of personality, holds that there are two ways of meas~-
1ng personality traits. He writes, "The existence of a trait ma~ 
•
1
be established empirically or statistically..... In order to kno~ 
., 
1that an individual has a trait it is necessary to have evidence I 
~f repeated reactions which, though not necessarily constant in 
ype, seem none the less to be consistently a function of the 
arne underlying determinant. If this evidence is gathered casu-
lly by mere observation of the subject or through the reading o 
case-history, or biography, it may be called empirical evidenc ,• 
ore exactly, of course, the existence of a trait may be estab-
Jlished with the aid of statistical techniques that determine the 
egree of coherence among the separate responses." ~~ 
Kimball Young subscribes to very much the same point of view I 
or he concludes in his article on "The Measurement of Personal J 
WHAT IS A TRAIT OF PERSONALITY? by Gordon W. Allport, Jour 
11 
al of Abnormal and Social Psychology, #25, 1931, P• 369. Ji 
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and Social Traits" that there are two ways of studying such 
traits - "in the social milieu and by tests" .-l~o However, the stud-
~ ying of a trait in the social milieu, or by means o~ a case his-
tory, or by observation on the part of the trained observer, is 
absolutely out of the question where one wishes to do more than 
to establish the existence of a trait - one wants to measure itl 
• 
Furthermore, the quantitative results of such methods might not 
be as exact as when a well esta~lished test is used. 
In the preceding section we quoted Allport when we pointed 
out that there are many traits. There are not, however, many 
ways of measuring these traits. For our purpose it will probab-
ly be best to select several traits that are generally accepted,j 
and to discuss the way in which particular measures of these I 
traits have been devised. These techniques may not be ideal, bu~ 
they are generally conceded to be the best methods that have bee~ 
I 
I 
devised up to the present time. We shall select for our consid-J 
eration traits which seem to be similar to what a trait of sug- I 
I gestibility might be; and that are similar in methods of measure• 
ment to methods that might be applied to suggestibility. Let us 
make the reservation at this point, however, that a test devised!! 
in this way might not necessarily measure a trait of suggestibil~ 
ity, but the attempt to contrive a test by one of these proced-
ures would, we believe, give concrete evidence regarding the ex-1 
-I 
-l~ THE MEASUREMENT OF PERSONAL Al\TD SOCIAL TRAITS by Kimball 
.. 
<. 
(' 
Young, Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, #22, 1928 1 
pp. 431-442. I 1 : 
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1 
istence or such a trait. Let us, then, select some well-knovm 
tests and describe how they were made. 
!iz; 
A generally-recognised test that has been rather•extensively 
used is the "Personality Inventory" by Robert G. Bernreuter. 
"This questionaire of one hundred and twenty-five questions may 
be answered by encircling one or three responses, yes, no, and 
an interrogation mark, is scored in four ways to yield: 
11 (1) e. measure of neurotic tendency. 
(2) a measure of self-sufficiency. 
(3) a measure of introversion-extroversion. 
(4) a measure of dominance-submission. 
"Reliability coefficients are reported for college psychology 
I 
classes all of which are over .85. The various scores have been 
validated by correlating them against: 
"(a) The Thurstone Neurotic Inventory. 
(b) The Bernreuter Self-Sufficiency Test. 
(c) The Laird C-2 Introversion Test. 
{d) The Allport Ascendance-Submission Reaction Study."~:-
An examination of the questions contained in this Personalit~ 
Inventory shows them to be borrowed ror the most part from the 
four tests with which they were correlated. I 
Let us next consider how tesm like these ~our which are lisJr 
ed above were contrived. I have been unable to find any public]-
tion giving information regarding the origin of the Bernreuter I 
Self-Sufficiency Test, and there seems a similar lack of infor I 
mation regarding the combined Personality Inventory. But infor-
~~ DIAGNOSING PERSONALITY A1TD CONDUCT by Percival M. Symonds 1 
Century Company, 1931 1p. 208. 
{::::a : C::!4 
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ation is available regarding the Thurstone Neurotic Inventory. 
he first questionaire of this type was the one devised by Wood-
:vorth to be used with army recruits.' ~!- This test was composed o. 
ne hundred and sixteen questions to be answered in the affirma-
~ive or negative. The Thurstones took this questionaire and add! 
ld to it until there were about six hundred questions. The ques• 
ions were then arranged in groups according to the central idea 
licited by the questions. In cases where two or more questions 
seemed to ask for the same information, only the best question 
as retained. These questions were then presented to a large 
umber of students who were asked to place a circle around one ol·~ 
he three answers - yes, no, or ?. The test was next scored by 
oting what the neurotic answers should be.-:~-::- The fifty tests I) 
giving the greatest number of neurotic answers and the fifty givL 
ing the least were then analyzed. 11 'Yaking the fifty most neuro-
tic (per this test) of six hundred and ninety-four students tes-
ted, they found that they gave a higher percentage of unfavour- I 
able answers than did the fifty least neurotic. 11 ~HH:- Thus it wa~ 
found that the test appeared to definitely measure neurotic trail. 
Symonds writes of the Personality Schedule developed by the 
Thurstones, "This extensive inventory of two hundred and twenty-
:r HANDBOOK OF MENTAL EXAMINATION METHODS 
ed., Macmillan Company, New York, 1919 and 
FUNCTIONAL NEUROSES by H. L. Hollingworth, 
New York, 1920. 
by s. I. Franz, 2nd 
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF 
Appleton and Company, 
I 
-:H:- A NEUROTIC INVENTORY by L. L. and T. G.Thurstone, Journal of/) 
Social Psychology, #1, 1930, pp. 3-30. 1 · 
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hree questions is drawn from the work of Woodworth, House, Freyd,-
. II 
nd Allport." ~;. Allport has found that eleven items measured by 
The vo.lue of the Personality Schedule and its 
ctness has been questioned, 
ethod at this point, rather than the accuracy of the results. 
~ DIAGNOSING PERSONALITY AND CONDUCT by Percival M. Symonds, 
fentury Company, New York, 1931, p. 183. 
~H:- EXPERII'vlENTAL SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by Gardner Murphy, Harper an 
rothers, New York, 1931, p. 289. 
It is interesting that this test which v1e 
ed is the only one we have found in which the 
have just considerL 
validity was chec l 
~ ed in a careful manner. Chester w. Darrow presented a paper to 
the thirty-eighth annual meeting of the American Psychological I 
Association entitled 11 Physioloe;ical Correlates of the Thurstone 
1 and Gilliland-Neymann Personality Inventories" in which he reporr 
ted investigations in the laboratory to checlc these tests. He 
used as emotional stimuli on fifty-one college freshmen threat-
ened and actual electrical shock, and measured their emotionali-~ 
ty by means of the galvanic skin reflex, pulse rate, blood pres-
sure, breathing, and a:r.m movement. He concluded: "In general, J 
it would appear that individuals making high neurotic scores te d 
I 
I 
to be physiologically more reactive in the experimental situa-
tion and that introverts ar~ more sensitive to electric shocks 
than extroverts."* 
As a further check, Darrow tested twenty-one abnormal cases 
with the questionaires and " •••• since this latter test was stan· 
dardized by using dementia praecox and maniac depressive pat-
ients to represent respectively the two extremes of extroversion 
I 
and introversion •••• " emotional or neurotic tests seem to read-
ily adapt themselves to such a check. 
This leads us to a discussion of tests of extroversion and 
~i- PHYSIOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF THE TIWRSTONE AND GILLILAND-
NEYMAN PERSONALITY INVENTORIES 11 by Chester W. Darrow, Psycholo-
gical Bulletin, #28, 1931, p. 243. 
! 
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I 
introversion. Folsom gives four possible ways of measuring thisl 
trait: -l~ 
1. Questionaire tests. 
2. Word association tests. 
3. Studies of abnormal cases (it is interesting to note he 
that we find listed the two experiments by Lee Travis and 
Roland c. Travis, the conclusions of which in neither case is e -
pressed in terms of extroversion-introversion but in one case 
suggestibility). 
4. Tests similar to that devised by Leslie Marston when 
working with children. -lH·.-
Our interest is of course limited to the first method. Let 
us consider three examples of this test. First - the work of 
Neymann and Kohlstedt, who devised a list of fifty questions to 
be answered yes or no. They tried the test out originally on a 
number of abnormal cases and found that in 93% of the cases the 
maniac-depressives scored as extroverts and the schizophrenic 
patients as introverts. They also tested three hundred college 
students and the same number of tubercular patients and 
results tended to a normal curve of distribution. 
Heidbreder took Freyd' s list -lHH~ of specific characteristic 
of introverts and put them into a questionaire to be answered 
-lr - ? • The questionaires were given to nine hundred persons 
each of whom rated himself, and was also rated by two other per 
sons. Miss Heidbreder then chose at random one hundred male ca-
1 
ses and one hundred female cases, giving a total of six hundred 
-l~ SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by Joseph K. Folsom, Harper and Brothers, 
New York, 1931, pp. 252-258. 
-lH:- EMOTIONS OF YOUNG CHILDREN by Leslie Marston, University o 
Iowa Studies: Studies in Child Welfare, #3, 1925, p. 1. 
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scores in all. Results were found to conform to the normal 
curve of distribution, showing the traits measured were not clean-
cut but were like intelligence, the extremes of which are found 
at either end of the curve, with the normal population falling 
in the middle.<~l-
Laird approached this problem with a technique different 
from either of the foregoing. He first devised a comprehensive 
test called the Colgate Personal Inventory, which consisted of 
material borrowed fvom the Woodworth Psychoneurotic Inventory. 
In this inventory were some fifty questions on extroversion andj 
introversion. His test differed from the others which have al-l 
ready been mentioned in that it was set up in the form of a I 
graphic rating scale. Finding the extrovert-introvert part of 
the scale the most valuable, Laird carefully revised it, and 
standardized it by meticulous study. He eventua~ly reduced the 
number of questions on this trait from the original number of 
one hundred to only forty-one. He further refined the test by 
having the line on which the rater was to do the rating broken 
up into ten segments, in order to facilitate the rating. 
rating by another person. 
Next let us consider the work of the Allport brothers, 
Gordon w. Allport and Floyd H. Allport. They devised the Ascen-
~l- MEASURING INTROVERSION 'AND EXTROVERSION by E. Heidbreder 1 
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, #21, 192B, p. 121 1 
and #22, 1927, p. 52. 
. :0 - -~ 
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dance-Submission Reaction Study. There is another method of 
studying these traits which has been devised by H. T. Moore 
and A. P. Gilliland. The latter method is a laboratory techni-
que and not a questionaire .-::- This latter study may be consider. 
ed a very accurate measure of aggressiveness, which is held to 
be a factor in ascendance. There are three steps to the test-
ing. One is the requirement on the part of the subject to do 
mental arithmetic while returning the fixed gaze of the experi-J 
menter. In the second part the subject again does mental arith• 
metic while fear reactions are produced by electric shocks, 
snakes, etc. Thirdly, the subject is given a word-association 
test, and reaction times to particular stimulus words are the 
indication of the trait. Without a doubt it was this work which 
inspired the Allports to try to originate a test for Ascendance~ 
Submission. As far as may be leam·ed, the results of the ques-
tionaire have never been checked with tl1e Moore-Gilliland pro-
cedure. In the Moore and Gilliland tests the subjects were al-
so rated as a check on the results; but in the Allports' ques-
tionaire they were not also tested, as a check on the results. 
The first step in the formation of the A-S Reaction Study ~ 
the Allports was the determination of the trait to be measured~~~ 
Gordon w. Allport writes: 11 ••••• A trait of personality is a chaJ;"-
-:.r MOORE-GILLILAND TEST by H. T. Moore and A. P. Gilliland; 
Journal of Applied Psychology, #5, 1921, p. 97 and #10, 1926 1 
p. 143. 
1 
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acteristic form of behavior more generalized th~n a single reacj 
tion or a simple ha:t'it. u~!- Having defined the concept to be mea -
4t ured, the next step was a series of situations that would tend 
to show the presence of the trait. These were chosen on a prioli 
grounds •. Inasmuch as in this particular case the two sexes would 
probably react differently due to social custom and training, J 
two forms of the test were devised. In the test, a situation i 
described, and then the question asked regarding the subject's 
behavior in such a situation. There are two, and in some cases 
three, answers that the subject may consider before the selec-
tion and checking of the reply that appropriately describes the 
reaction he would make. In order to check the validity of the 
test, four hundred Dartmouth students were asked to rate them-
selves on a seven point scale with extreme ascendance at the up· 
per end of the scale, and extreme submissiveness at the lower 
end of the scale. They were also asked to have four of their 
associates rate them on a scale of the same sort. Four hundred 
Radcliffe and Wellesley students were asked to do likewise. No 
age score. Some of the questions were slightly revised. Final. 
J.:- A TEST OF ASCENDANCE-SUBMlSSION by Gordon W • Allport and 1 
Floyd H. Allport, Journal of Abnormal and Social Psycholoey, #2~, 
pp. 118-136, esp. p. 119. 1,. ,-,' 
I 
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'Y there were thirty-three situations described for the test for I 
omen, and thirty-five situations for the test for men. The rel1-
bility was established by correlating the scores of the odd page's 
l,ith those of the even pages. In the case of the test for men I 
I his correlation was made and resulted in .58. With the other I 
orm of test the questionaire was repeated, and the correlation I 
II I 
of the two scores taken. This correlation was • 78. The validi t'Yil ~f the test on new groups of subjects after its final revision / 
lnd the previous scores correlated with ratings .33. 
In making some general comments upon this material, it may be,) 
noted that all the tests, except perhaps the first type which 
'I I, 
measured neurotic traits, may be answered by the subject being 
~tudied, or by an associate of the subject. None of the traits 
!f these tests have actually been studied in the laboratory ex-
~ept those in which abnormal cases were being tested, or where 
lmotionality was under consideration. For example, there are no 
iaboratory techniques which we have found that have been devised 
jo give quantitative results on extroversion-introversion. In 
he case of ascendance-submission we have the Moore and Gilliland 
I 
ests, which we have pointed out are not on record as having been1 
Jsed as a check. If we turn to suggestibility, we shall see that
1 
Jhe approach has been quite the reverse. There have been many I 
laboratory tests, but no ratings or questionaire methods at all. 
I 
In discussing methods of determining quantitatively in regard\! 
suggestibility, it is interesting to note that some of the prev-0 
I ~ous methods involve the factor of suggestibility. The work of 
=--======~=~========================~===~==;======,==~=====~~=::====~======··? 
Travis is cited especially in this connection. He classified 
suggestibility with abnormal types and tests have shown inter-
4t' esting results. Allport has also included a factor of suggesti 
bility in his study. But, regardless of this, no one has yet 
actually pursued a comrrehensive study of suggestibility as a 
trait. Therefore, let us consider a procedure that might be ad 
opted. 
Certainly, if the three methods - testing, rating, and ques 
tionaires - were followed out, and the results all correlated, 
there would be ample reason for maintaining that there is a tra ~t 
of personality called suggestibility. The questionaire method 
advocated by Allport approximates as nearly as is possible the 
study of a human being in the social milieu. Of course, the us 
ual simple type of rating could augment this questionaire study, 
as a further check. Then laboratory tests would give one an opi 
portunity to find in just which specific ways an individual tends 
to be suggestible. The battery of laboratory tests should cov-
er as many phases of suggestibility as is possible. The first 
the questionaire method - is the simplest and most usual way of 
getting quantitative results. Suggestibility being what it is, 
the experimenter must, however, guard to some extent against hi 
subject knowing exactly what is to be expected. 
In the appendix to this paper will be found the results of 
studies similar to these outlined, and suggestions for furtl1er 
investigation. The most difficult task involved is that of de-
ter.mining adequate situations either within or without the labo r 
92 
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atory for actually measuring suggestibility in its many ramifica 
tions. There are so many tests that involve other factors, as 
4t we have already pointed out, that only careful technique of ex-
perimentation, and a critical attitude, may give accurate re-
sults. 
The first step in making a scale for suggestibility would be 
the rating of a number of people. I would suggest the most ad-
equate method of rating that is possible be used. Much depends 
upon the individuals taking part in the rating. As a first at-
tempt the writer would advocate that a group of individuals be 
used of which the members know one another sufficiently well to 
rate on the man-to-man rating scale. Each rater should be given 
1 
a list of those to be rated. The trait to be rated should be 
defined in a simple, but thorough way. The rater should use a 
scale of five points because more than five points is difficult I 
for a novice-rater. The rater should be asked to go over the I' 
list carefully, and select five subjects whom he thinks would 
fit the five points on the scale. He would then rate the remaij-
ing names according to a comparison with these five. If the ra; 
tar did not thoroughly understand the technique, or find the di1 
rections sufficiently explicit, he should be given more infor.mall 
tion. 
Not only should each man be rated for one trait, but others!! 
·~ should be included that might be measured by some test. In thi~ 
I 
way it would be possible to obviate the difficulty encountered I 
93 
in the Allport study in which the ratings did not seem to con- ~ 
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form. By such a method the ability of the rater to judge trait~ 
of personality might be checked. This procedure would also al-
4t low the investigator to conceal from the subjects what he is 
studying. It is important that the investigator should not be 
obliged to divulge the purpose of the ratings because if the su -
jects knew that he was trying to test suggestibility, their knol-
ledge might interfere with with natural responses to other test 
which he might give. 
• 
The next step would be to arrange a battery of tests for thl 
trait of suggestibility. In this case, the investigator might 
select the very best methods so far devised for measuring sug-
gestibility. To tests already established, which have been 
judged to be adequate, others might well be added. Particularl 
needed are tests that approximate daily experience which may 
be duplicated in the laboratory without artificiality. 
The final step would be the development of a questionaire orl 
paper and pencil test that would measure suggestibility. It 
might be a straight questionaire, or one giving hypothetical 
situations, as in Allport's Ascendance-Submission Reaction Stud~; 
or a test similar to the Otis test for suggestibility might be 
used. A combination of all three might be worked into one scale: 
I 
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_ ·~ . CHAPTER FOUR" 
EXPERIMENTS IN SUGGESTIBILITY • 
In considering, as we propose to do here, the history of ex~ 
perimentation in the field of suggestibility, we are confronted 
I by the necessity again of defining our concept. Until the con-
cept to be measured is definitely in mind, one can not be sure I 
that the experiments are what they purport to be. One can not; I 
in the case of suggestibility, do what has been done in measur-
ing intelligence. In tests devised to measure intelligence, ari 
bitrary qualifications were set up and intelligence was said to 
represent those factors. In the case of suggestibility we can 
not do this. Our analysis of the phenomenon of suggestibility 
has resulted in certain very definite conclusions; hence when 
we consider experimentation on these lines we must be sure that 
the factors~making up suggestibility are actually being measur-
ed; I 
To do this we shall again pursue the technique used earlier[ 
in this paper in defining our concept. We shall present a his-
torical arrangement of the various methods for studying sugges-
tibility, with their results. This will be followed by a sec-! 
tion criticizing these techniques. If the result of our anal-
• ys1s reveals deficiencies in the past and present mode of testjl 
ing suggestibility, other methods for further future testing 1 
will be advocated and outlined. I 
I 
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'suggestion' and II 
I 
'suggestibility' have already been traced. Suggestibility as 
4t- exempli£ied in abnormal states, such as hysteria, and under 
hypnosis, will not receive particular attention. Simple labor-
us at this point make 
Let I 
certain an important distinction between 
1 
atory procedures will be discussed in chronological order. 
I 
suggestion and suggestibility, £or we shall find both terms use • 
The psychological term suggestion r6rers to both the method andl 
the content. In other words, suggestion is a noun which denotes 
the stimulus or stimuli. Suggestion is also used in a sub stan- 'I 
tive fashion to denote the method or process through which the 
stimulus takes effect upon the individual and brings about a 
I closure~ Suggestibility denotes the attitude or set on the par 
of the individual which is essential if the suggestion is to be., 
effective. Let us visualize the arrival at closure in three 
I 
separate steps: ! 
1. Presentation of the stimulus or stimuli (the suggestion'. 
2. The associative process commences (suggestion). 1/ 
3. Special receptive state in recipient (suggestibility) 
brings about closure. 
I 
Now let us proceed to the consideration of actual studies in 
II 
li On the contrary they developed 
I 
suggestibility. It is interesting to note that these did not 
originate in the abnormal £ield. 
I £rom the work in psycho-physics by Weber and Fechner. The ear-/ 
ly experiments in suggestibility dealt mainly with the medium ji 
, of weight-lifting, although it happens that the rirst scientif-1 
- -~====------'==~=,~-=~~=c=-.! ~;•·=--- ,,,--;·'".~-===-=•· 
I. 
ic experiment of which we find record makes use of heat.· This 
was a study performed by Scripture in 1893. This experiment was 
4t carried on at Yale University. Children were used as subjects. 
• 
They were presented with a heated electric wire. After several 
trials with the use of heat, the current was turned off. The 
resulting continuing sensations of heat which the subjects repor-
ted indicated their suggestibility. 
The following year; 1894; Yale was the scene of another ex-
periment, carried on by Gilbert. He tested school children for 
several factors, among them one which he called 11 The Force of 
Suggestionn. In technique it was a size-weight illusion, The 
children were first presented with a group of rounded black 
blocks of uniform size but of various weights and also a large 
and a small block which were of identical weight. They were 
I asked to try the series and find equal weights for the large 
and small blocks• Many were deceived by the size of the blocks 
' into misjudging the weights. Gilbert found that at six years o£t
1 
age the girls were less suggestible than the boys; that at sev- I 
en years the sexes were of equal suggestibility; and from seven 
years on the girls were more suggestible. He also concluded 
1 that suggestibility increased between the years of six and nine; 
and decreased between the years of nine and seventeen. He at- I 
tributes this decrease to the fact that "the muscle sense is I 
I learning". Of course this theory regarding muscle sense is per-i 
tinent in a size-weight illusion but might be of no significancJ 
in another sort of test: Jl ·~. 
9'7 
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At Clark University in the same period Dresslar was carrying11 
on a series of studies in touch. He published his findings in i 
i 
1894. His experiment also dealt with objects of differing siz-1 
es but all of uniform weight. He concluded that 11 the more intel~ 
ligent child is more sug,.gestible because he has built up stron&,l 
II 
er associations." He also found adults more suggestible than 
I 
children. This is especially interesting because we shall note.l 
I 
I 
a reverse conclusion in many other experiments. With adults 
Dressler also made a study using objects of varying sizes but 
uniform weight. 
compact objects 
I 
He found that adults tended to judge the more j 
as heavier. Scripture 'vrote an article comment~ 
It I ing upon this study by Dresslar and also that of Gilbert. 
was called "Remarks on Dr. Gilbert's Article". 
I 
The next important work is a comprehensive investigation li 
undertaken at Yale by Seashore in 1895. Seashore has been verii 
prolific in this field which we are considering, and this is 
the first of his many experiments. He published his results 
I 
I 
I 
under the title: "The Measurement of Illusion and Halluc ina-
1
1 
tions in N·ormal Life". His study is the first dealing with su~:­
gestibility in normal life that has treated the topic thoroughJI 
I 
ly. Seashore began his work with a number of tests using j 
blocks. He offered two sets - one series was uniform in weight! 
and varying in size; the other series was uniform in size but 11 
varying in weight. Subjects were asked to pair the two series [ 
I 
for weight.' This experiment he called the "Illusion of Weight'~!. II 
I! Others were described as 11 The Knowledge of Size on the Judg- !i 
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laws from these investi~ 
of similar materials thal 
ment of Weight". He formulated several 
gations. Among these laws are: "Bodies 
4t have the same weight, but differ in size, appear to differ in 
weight when compared. The larger is underestimated and the sma~~~­
er body is overestimated in weight. The intensity of this illu•J 
sion varies directly with the perceived amount of difference in 
size between the bodies compared." The illusion of weight per-
sists, he found, even when the subject knows its nature, extent; 
and cause. The greatest illusion occurs when the observer sees 
I 
II 
the object, and may compare it with other objects. When there 
is no comparison possible, the intensity of the illusion is les-J 
sened. It is diminished even more when the observer judges on I 
memory image basis. Size has no influence upon ~he perception I 
of weight when the subject has no knowledge of it. 
Having evolved these laws regarding the illusion of weights;\ 
Seashore did a second series of experiments which he called: jl 
"Experimental Application of the Principle of Suggestion in Nor Ji 
mal Presentation to the Senses." The first three experiments o:Dj 
this series he classified as illusion. The first uses warmth 
and this method is still employed;with various modifications; 
in studying suggestibility. Another experiment considered the 
illusion of photometric change of gray. This method was found 
to be unsatisfactory.· 
Seashore then embarked upon two experiments of hallucina-
tion; one using a bead as the stimulus, and the other sound. 
I 
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e studied touch by the use of pithballs and this is similar to 
a subsequent method of using pieces of cork as stimuli. These 
4t· l:bjects were placed on the fingertip of the subject, to learn ifi 
be could detect them. They were often so light that they could 
!not 9e felt; nevertheless subjects frequently reported them,due 
to suggestion. 
For taste Seashore used an electrical stimulation. For ol-
factory suggestion he used varying strengths of a particular od-j 
our, varying from the concentrated solution to plain water. He 
was the first experimenter to use the electric shock technique 
for studying suggestibility. This method has since become very 
popular. Seashore made some valuable innovations in this exper-
1 
imental field and many of his methods have been frequently used, I 
but others have never again been attempted. Margaret Otis has 
'made the comment that Seashore's tests are more suitable for labl 
oratory experimentation than as standardized tests. But many 
have used his techniques 6 such as his illusion of perception, in 
which a bead is to be perceived from a distance which is to be 
!measured when the subject reports success. The bead is removed 
by means of a concealed silk thread, but the suggestible report 
that they see it. 
A year later Scripture formulated a law for the Size-Weight I 
illusion in which he had worked out a technique for measuring the 
!intensity of the illusion by considering the various dimensions I 
I . l 
land weight of the object, and finding a relationship~ j 
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That srume year Small tested school children. This was basel 
upon tests originated by Scripture and perfected by Seashore. 
4t· Small made various tests; embodying two simple heat tests. The 
'heat box 1 for illusory warmth was the apparatus used. He tes-
ted boys and girls from the seventh grade and high school. In 
twenty-one trials, five reported heat with no contact at all; 
nineteen reported heat from the wooden point, and innineteen 
trials with heat waves, seventeen proved suggestible. 
In 189'7 Scripture published his "The New Psychologyu, in 
which he devotes a chapter to the subject of weights. In this 
work Scripture discusses not only his own experimentation but 
also that of Weber and Fechner, Gilbert, and Seashore. 
That same year Rice worked among the blind with the size-
weight illusion. The blocks used were like those of Gilbert. 
He found that the illusion existed among the blind, but to a 
I
I 
lesser extent, owing to the necessity of lifting or touching 
the weights without actually seeing them. Rice attributes the ~ 
illusion obtained in the blind to the cutaneous sensations thei1 
received.· I 
II In 1898 Wolfe published the results of a comprehensive stud~ 
y entitled "Some Effects of Size on .Judgments of Weight". His 
methods included the use of various weights such as paper bags 
of different size but constant weight.;, and others of constant 
size but varying weight. In the comparison of inflated paper 
bags with others with a gram or so of lead within, he found 
~~- --------------------~------- ----- - .. 
that women are especially susceptible to deception and that in 
comparing wooden with leaden weights "the women overestimate the, 
lead nearly twice as much as the men." From his investigations 
Wolfe concluded: "The comparison of weights is a complex process!.· 
. . I 
Experience has not enabled us to accurately estimate weights~ 1 
Sight and touch determine a weight, rather than the sense of 
weight. Illusions of weight increase with differences of exper-
ience if a variety of substances is compared. Women are more 
liable to illusions of weight than are men. .Judgments of indi v-
1
1 
iduals may vary enormously, but as a rule the average of ten 
persons chosen at random is constant. The size of the error in 
the case of any individual seems to be a function of his person-j 
l
ality. It may often be foretold approximately and is not much 
diminished by practise. Even knowledge of the true relation does 
not remove the error of the sense judgment though a person may 
learn from appropriate experience to make suitable allowances 
for the errors of his senses." 
In the work of Wolfe which we have just discussed we find a 
I 
splendid contribution to the field of suggestibility. Unfortun-J 
ately, the author does not in this article go into detail regard~ 
ling the relationship of judgments to personality. But the fact I 
that he does find a relation to personality gives us encourage-
ment for further work. 
I As Wolfe leads us to our goal - which is the relation of sug~ 
I I 
lgestibility to personality- so the next investigator holds us I 
102 
llback. In 1898 Boris Sidis published his book called "The Psych-~~ 
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ology of Suggestion". Unfortunately, in his experiments Sidis 
did not measure what is predicated by the term suggestion. vVhat 
4t he actually measured was memory. It can not be denied but that 
memory bears some relation to suggestibility. The function of 
association plays a part in both memory and suggestibility. 
However, in his experiments Sidis inferred laws which today are 
known as the Secondary Laws of Association. According to 
Boring's "History of Experimental Psychology11 these secondary 
lsws are derived from the primary laws which were fathered by 
Aristotle. So it happens that experimentally Sidis has contrib~ 
uted nothing new to our field, although he did make some obser-
vations which have already been discussed in this paper under 
the heading of definitions.· 
In 1898 Bolton published an article entitled "A Contributio 
to the Study of Illusions11 • Here again we find the use of I 
weights as originated by Gilbert~· The only novelty in his metht 
od is the use of a new technique for lifting weights - the use 
of a lever. Bolton found the results to be more satisfactory 
when the weights were lifted by the finger than when the lever 
was used. He attributes the illusion to an 'innervation-sense'! 
or inborn nervous connection, which is similar to comments made 
by Seashore regarding the same technique. 
At Iowa in 1894 Seashore carried on some studies published 
under the title: 11 The Material Weight Illusion". He used var-
ious materials such as cork, lead, wood, and iron constructed 
in such a fashion as to have the same dimensions and the same 
·--------=== - --- -'~~'- =-====== 
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weight. The knowledge of the actual differences in the weight 
of the two, three, or four materials of construction produced 
an illusion similar to the size-weight illusion. Seashore test-
ed school children with this material-weight illusion; and foun! 
that the overestimation of the metal blocks amounted from 13% 
to 20% of their actual weight. He found virtually no variation 
with age, sex, or intellectual ability. He also tried nega-
tive illusions by means of a display of glass flasks filled with 
ordinary beans and with coffee, and asked the subjects which 
was the heavier. \Vhen the flasks were large enough in size; it 
was found that an illusion existed that the beans were heavier. 
Seashore also used coloured blocks of uniform weight and found 
that there was no illusion through the use of the colour. 
In 1900 Triplett published a fascinating study called nThe 
Psychology of Conjuring Deceptions". He discussed many illu-
sions performed by famous prestidigitators and explained brief-
ly how they were done, and the particular technique of the de-
ception used. He also discussed experiments in deception'and 
gave the reports of observers of conjuring; showing from these 
reports wherein and how the observers were deceived. Triplett 
stresses the popular finding that females tend to be more sug-
gestible. The function of deception he explains in terms of 
habits of action and focus of attention. j 
The same year saw the publication of Binet's work in French! 
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One of Binet's tests described in "La Suggestibilite" consists 
of a report-test with a card of objects, all of which were frum-
iliar to the subjects - French school children. The experiment 
were carried out on three successive afternoons; the first day 
the subjects were first grade students; the second day the sub-
jects were second-grade pupils; and the third day the subjects 
were members of the third and fourth classes. Binet took thor-
ough precautions that the first-day group should not warn its 
A 
successors of the study by admonishing them: "Pour empecher des 
indescretions, nous avons done pris toutes les mesures qu'il 
, , 
nous etait possible de prendre, et nous semmes persuades que 
I 
les enfants; craignant une punition 
• 
\ 
a leurs camarades." He displayed a 
ed two photographs, a label or tag, 
du Directeur, n'ont rien di 
card upon which were attacht 
a button, a sous, and a post-
age stamp. All these objects were familiar to the subjects.' 
Time was given that the display might be observed and the sub-
jects were asked to enumerate as many of the objects as possi-
ble and describe them. This was followed by an interrogation 
which contained suggestions. In comparing the results of dif-
ferent types of questions, Binet found 26% error for indiffer-
ent suggestion; 38% for moderately suggestive questions; and 
61% error for strongly suggestive questions." 
In this; as well as others of his experiments mentioned in 
the same work, Binet stresses the fact that, "on peut faire de 
" la suggestion sans hypnotisme, par des methodes absolument in- I 
~ ~ 
offensives, des methodes scolaires, vraiment pedagogiques." 
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Another interesting test described by Binet in the same work 
is one dealing with suggestibility demonstrated by the progres-
sive weights test. This test is designed for objective condi-
tions, in which the subject is deceived without special sugges-
tive attitude on the part of the experimenter. The method con- 1 
sists of fifteen weights of identical size and appearance, num-l 
bared conspicuously from one to fifteen. They differ in weight/\ 
They are to be compared in order as heavier, lighter, or the 
same as the one preceding. In another series of this same test 
Binet aslced the subject to hold both the weights he was compar~ 
ing. In still another series the subject was asked to estimate 
what the first block weighs. He usually underestimates it. He 
is then told the cor>rect weight and asked to make the series of 
comparisons. Practise was found to have little effect. The 
judgments were heavier in varying degrees.' 
A third test described in Binet's book deals with progres-
sive lines. A continuous sheet of lines is displayed on a kym-
ograph drum which is made to revolve slovlly before a shield 
which permits but one line to be shown at a time. Twenty lines 
are shown, the first_four of different length, the last sixteen 
longer, but all the same. The first four lines represent a reg1 
ular proportionate increase in length, the fifth maintain~ the 
same proportional increase, but the rest are identical with the 
fifth. Subjects are asked to reproduce the lines. He found 
that very suggestible children tended to repvoduce the 
creasingly proportionately larger without even looking 
lines in~ 
at the 1, ~ ~. 
'l • =======!!=======--=~-=--=~-=~=--=--~~===========~~=--=-=-=--=-· 
examples. Maximal suggestion was usually reached between the 
nineteenth and the twenty-fifth line although it did show greatl 
er extremes at either end. Increased age diminished the effect~ 
I 
of this test. I 
The test just described was objective. Binet performed an-/ 
other line test which involved personal influence on the part 
1 
of the experimenter. Twenty-four numbered parallel lines with 
regular proportionate increase in length are shown. Three 
pieces of cardboard are sho\T.n upon which are drawn three lines 
equivalent .in length to numbers 6, 12, and 18 of the series of 
twenty-four. The subject is shown the series; then it is re-
placed by the first card and he is asked to give the equivalent j 
number. , At the moment the subject is replying, the experimental 
interrupts with a suggestion, "Are you sure? 11 , or "Isn't it -?tt 1 
I 
If the subject answers 11 No 11 the suggestion is repeated. If he 'j 
is still adamant, he is recorded as resisting the suggestion. j 
I 
In the case of those who acquiesce to the first suggestion, tril 
li 
als are made with the other two cards. In a group of twenty-fi~e 
children Binet found six who resisted the suggestion' six who 
I yielded one, five who yielded twice, two who yielded three times, 
J! 
two who yielded four times, and one each who yielded six, sevenJ 
I or more times. ~ I 
This concludes our study of Binet's "La Suggestibilite". 1t 
Since these experiments are classic and have often been repeated 
we take the trouble to describe them very- thoroughly-. They- are I! 
particularly designed for the study of suggestibility in chil- ji 
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I e' by Pear·ce when he published the results of a study entitled ' 
"Normal Motor Suggestibil1 ty", He carried on his investigation•[! 
in the modalities .o:f audition, vision, and somesthesia. He presl I· 
ented :first one stimulus, then a second. After this the obser- I 
ver was asked to locate the first. He found that the second stifu-
i 
I 
ulus tended to distort the judgment of the first stimulus. He I 
I, 
I . 
concludes that the second stimulus was suggestion, since it a:f- 1 
fected the first. He also reports, u ••• No exact correspondence ! 
among the several :forms o:f tests ·in the case of any of th~ per- -~ 
sons who served as subjects. Nevertheless, the correspondence ,/ 
is close •••• enough to show homogeneity in the nervous system.u I 
t3ne of his methods for .,_vision required the subject to sit in 
a chair with a circle of 3~ :foot radius. drawn about it. 'The,suJ-
. li ject fixated a small bit of paper in front of him. A test squa:de 
was exposed briefly at points beyond the fixation-point. For /J 
! 
suggestion a third bit of paper nearer or further than the test j 
square was introduced. At first there was a tendency to resist I 
this suggestion, when 1ocatlng the test squar·e, but eventua.lly \ 
there developed a tendency to locate the test square in a direc I 
tion which corresponded to the location of the third - sugges-
tive - piece of paper. 
"Suggestion effects vary according to the individual to whom 
made and circumstances." This was the conclusion arrived at by 
Brand in his article published in 1905 entitled "The Effect of 
Verbal Suggestion upon the Estimation of Linear Magnitude". He 
used the objective progressive-lines test of Binet. He also mod• 
i.fied this procedure and showed the subject a distance between 
two pegs, then a printed motto that might be totally irelevant, 
or might be·a suggestion. The subject was aware of the purpose 
of the experiment and was instructed that he need not look at the 
motto in .forming the reproduction of the distance between the 
two pegs. The suggestions had some effect upon the work of the 
subjects, but not upon all of them, nor always in the direction 
in which they were anticipated. If the subject paid attention t,) 
the mottoes, it seem as if ideo-motor activity were represented. 
Another new technique, undoubtedly based upon Binet's work, 
was developed in Great Britain in 1907 by Smith and Sowton. It 
was called "Observations on Spatial Contrast and Confluence in 
Visual Perception". Two parallel lines were presented in three 
combinations, and the subjects were required to report which was 
the longer. First, the lines were presented parallel, then they 
were shown as a continuation with one length cross-hatched, and 
then one line was shown and then the other. This last step re-
sembles the method used by Pearce in so far as two stimuli were 
used. It differs radically from the progressive line method. 
The experimenters found that there was a certain effect in one 
direction or the other within a limit. Here we find the length 
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o~ one line acting as a suggestion that the other line is of 
a length other than it actually is. 
Also in 1907 another new method o~ studying suggestibility 
appeared. The author was J. C. Bell and the work was called 
"The Ef~ect of Suggestion upon the Reproduction o~ Triangles 
and o~ Point Distances". He displayed triangles of di~ferent 
shapes and heights, also vertical distances between points, or 
between a point and a line. Subjects reproduced the distances 
and were given verbal or visual suggestions. In general, the 
suggestions did affect the reproduction of the triangles but 
there were very great individual differences. The constant er-
rors were greater in many cases than the errors induced by sug-
gestion. 
Whipple's "Manual o~ Mental and Physical Tests11 appeared in 
' 1910 and contained, among tests f~r memory, word-building, fi-
delity of report, and association, a section dealing with tests 
in suggestibility. Whipple's study of suggestibility tests led 
him believe 11 that suggestibility is specific, not general, in 
character. For this Deason suggestibility must be tested by 
more than one method." Consequently, Whipple repeats and revi-
ses many of the methods of testing for suggestibility to which 
reference has already been made. He modified Gilbert's size-
weight illusion test; duplicated Binettg progressive weights J 
test; Binet's progressive lines test; Binet•s line-lengths sub-
ject to personal influence, and Seashore's illusion of warmth 
test. He gives elaborate and exact reports of his conclusions 
I 
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~) 
and they represent substantially those of the originators. 
reader is referred to his manual for a thorough analysis of 
methods. 
I 
The J 
thes~ 
1910 seems to have been a prolific year for the measurement 
of suggestibility. Poffenberger wrote his Master's Essay on 
"Individual Differences in Suggestibility \vith the Use of the 
Electric Shock11 • This thesis contains an exposition of a meth-
od already referred to and the results are indicated in the ti-
tle. 
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tion involves the muscular ability of the subject. However, in 
Strong's work, instead of reproducing geometric figures, the ob-
servers were given a dynanometer to squeeze and the suggestion 
was made that they could or would decrease or increase their ab-
ility with the instrument. As in an experiment cited earlier, 
the suggestions were found to be a disturbing factor. No sugges-
tion at all resulted in the most powerful grip. Subjects were 
instructed not to voluntarily interfere with the suggestion but 
dissatisfaction with suggestion may have influenced the directio 
of the grip. Autosuggestion was found to be very effect. Againll 
however, but three subjects were used so the study is probably o~ 
small value. · jj 
In 1910 Giroud carried out studies under the direction of hi~ 
master and colleague Binet. Many of Giroud 1 s tests were performl 
ed under Binet's personal supervision. In carrying out the ob-
jective progressive weights test Giroud found a distinct lessen-
ing of suggestibility after nine years. He also tested 1;thirty-
l 
eight children by the progressive lines objective test which in-
volves the use of a revolving drum for display of the stimuli. 
He found that suggestibility in this test diminished regularly 
with increase in age from seven to twelve. 
This same year Walter Scott published an article called 
"Personal Differences in Suggestibility". He used one old and 
lone new method. The original method consisted is using six ool-
ours on a wheel so that when mixed they showed gray. The obser-1 
Ivers were instructed what after-images they should normally see. 
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Although false after-:llnages we~: suggested, observers reported t~~~~~o 
them. Scott also produced suggestion with some success by indue+ 
1ing subjects to believe that the flight of colours following an 1 
!exposure to white light corresponded in order to the arrangement! 
of the colours in the spectrum. He made a test with heat illu- I 
sion in which he used lighted electric bulbs to enhance the illui 
sion. He drew the conclusion that " •••• Intimation from the testi 
is that the suggestion tested by one experiment was different ~ 
from that tested by the other." This tends again to confirm th~ 
!theory of individual differences in suggestibility. 
I 
Another study Vlhich occu.rred at this same period bears indi-
, 
1 
ect relation to our discussion. It is called "Abstracts of Lecl 
,~ures on the Psychology of Testimony and on the Study of Indivi- \ I I j uality11 and was written by Stern and published in 1910. Stern ! 
E
used a quantitative method for showing suggestibility in testi- ~ 
ny by the increase or decrease of the number of items which the 
bjects were to report after observation. He found a tendency I 
II 
to less accurate reports as time elapsed. ~~en we come to consid-
' 
eration of the writings of Muscio, which belong to a later per-
iod, we shall find further allusion to suggestibility manifested I 
I in this manner. I 
In 1911 came a study by Keatinge entitled "Suggestion in Ed- I 
I 
cation". Unfortunately, this study can not be located as yet in 
. I 
!:any of the 
llperimenta.l 
local libraries, so we do not know what, if any, ex- I 
! 
,. 
l technique was used. I 
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The subject of weight-testing reappears in a publication by 
Doll in 1913 entitled "The Demoor Size-Weight Illusion11 • This 
4t experiment was carried on at the Training School of Vineland, 
New Jersey. The technique is similar to that of the Gilbert · 
suggestion-block method but has been simplified by the use of 
'Demoor blocks' of poplar wood. ~vo blocks are used;both weigh-
ing 1.5 lbs; bUt differently sized. Subjects are simply asked: 
11 Tell me'which block seems the heavier. 11 
Also in 1913 Powelson and Washburn published an article cal-
led: "The Effect or Verbal Suggestion on Judgment of the Af:f'ectl 
ive Value of Colors". Subjects were asked to rate their pref-
erence for each colour in the Bradley series on a basis of 1-7. 
The colours were presented in random order, but the order was 
constant for each main part of the experiment. The eighteen 
middle colours of the series were the ones upon which sugges-
tion was used. The colour suggestion was in the form of, 11 This 
is a delicate colour", or "This is a crude colour", or "This 
is a washed out colour". A week after the groups were shifted 
and the same adjectives applied. There was an average shift 
of from 1 -.5 in the ratings. Of tht~ty-five subjects, nine-
teen were affected by the suggestions. 
A rather different type of experiment upon suggestibility 
was devised by Feingold and described in 1915 as "The Effect o 
Sugges~ion on Imagination". He used the classical ink blots 
for stimuli, and also cards to suggest what the observer would 
see in the blot. He controlled the experiment by first 
--------------------------- ---·-·· ~·-. -- --- _._... 
ing the ink blots and recording the reports; then the postcards; 
then the ink blots. After the second presentation of the blots 
- he classified the results with those first obtained and in rela 
tion to the postcards. He found the cards had some effect. 
value of such an experiment, in which imagination plays an impo 
tant part, seems dangerous - even with the attempted control •.. 
There is the further difficult problem of scoring and classify-
ing the results. 
Included in the enormous amount of experimentation regard-
ing the suggestibility of children is another study carried on 
in France by Giroud. He used progressive lines and progressive 
I weights for tvto tests. For~.liis third test he presented his sub 
jects with a number of coloured cards and directed that the nam 
of each colour be written immediately. At intervals during thiJ 
test the experimenter, while the child is in the act of callingj 
the name or writing the name of the colour, in~errupts and says· 
"No, that colour is ••• ", naming another colour other than that 
which the child is naming and at which he is looking. The ob-
ject of this experiment is to induce the child to react to the 
suggestion and write the colour named by the exper_imenter rath-
er than that which he actually sees. 
In 1915 Edwards published a comprehensive study called: I 
,• An Experimental Study of Sensory Suggestion". The first of the I 
series of tests deo.lt with colour mixing, Edvmrds introduced i 
I yellow by continuous change into red. A second test involved I 
115 
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the mixing of black and white with a change from light to dark 
or the reverse. The observers soon understood this test· and he 
was forced to abandon it. The third test was similar to one al 
ready mentioned, in which the brilliance of a light is changed.j 
The next test dealt with vision, and used a rectangle. She sub 
ject was to judge whether it had been shortened or lengthened. 
In audition·Edwards used thqFechner pendulum in one case, a 
Stern variator in another, and in the third he used a noise 
acoumeter in which he substituted a cotton ball. Olfactory aug 
gestion was tested by having two funnels from which odours were 
supposed to come - a different odour from each. Gustation and 
olfaction were involved in a test in which the subject is offer~ 
ed a pill and asked to report on its taste. Then a second pillr~ 
different in shape, of the same tasteless ingredients, is pres-
ented, and the subject is asked to distinguish it from the firs • 
For testing cutaneous suggestion an ivory button was used; for 
thermal studies metal cylinders were employed. 
This experiment by Edwards was not adequate as a reliable 
measure of suggestibility in all aspects. But it was signifi-
cant in that the purpose was not to measure degrees of suggestilj 
bility but to determine by introspective what suggestibility is 
mentally. In all the series of tests, three groups took part. 
One group was unaware of the purpose of the experiments; the 
second understood their purpose; and the third was used to es-
tablish limens. The individuals of both main groups gave in------------L-~. II 
II 
1: 
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trospective reports. In this respect the experiment is unique. 
Edwards concluded that there were two difficulties in the exper 
imental procedure. He used trained observers and such observerJ 
-tend to be less suggestible than naive ones. Also, the duration 
of the intervals between the first and second stimulation had t 
be long enough for the suggestion to work, but not so long as t 
preclude sensory judgment. Four types of suggestion process 
were derived from the reports: 
I 
1. The subject gives a motor response which is influenced y 
the suggestion. The suggestion works directly on the motor re-
sponse. 
2. The effect of the image aroused by the stimulus is in-
fluenced by the suggestion. 
3. Sensory type seems to exist in about 40% of the cases. 
These individuals had only fleeting, if any, imagery, but the 
suggestion influenced the sensation. I 
4.· A mixed group that could not be fitted into any other oJ
1
, 
the three classifications. 
That the methods used were not very satisfactory tests is 
demonstrated by the conclusions. Edwards points out that in ca 
ses of continuous change of stimuli as in tonal pitch and blackj 
and white discs, the observer becomes aware of the object of th 
experiment. Visual extent falls into somewhat the same difficul-
ty, and also these experiments favoured other than sensory judg~ 
ment. The noise intensity and pressure test gave inconclusive I 
results because they favoured imaginable and motor judgments re-
. I 
spectively. "In the sight, taste, smell, and temperature de-
partment tests a verbal suggestion may arouse conscious proces-
117 
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ses which are phenomenologically identical with those aroused by 
an adequate stimulus or change of stimulus." It is also inter-
esting to note that Edwards writes, "We offer no physiological 
theory of the results." Another remarkable finding was that, 
11 
••• Subjects l and 2,; .. the one objective and the other subjectivb 
in type, would both again and again 'accept' a suggestion 
against which they were, in general,; on guard." Edwards further 
II 
reports that "women were 3% more active to suggestion than men.r 
He explained this by remarking that the women were not such well 
trained observers as the men. In his conclusions is another in~ 
teresting statement: "We note ••• the principle that the experi-
menter must exercise great care in phrasing his instructions; 
and must not be wearied of repeating trem.n This study is the 
most comprehensive we find up to this date, 1915. That an in-
terest in the field of suggestibility is developing is reveale 
I 
by the publication the ensueing year of another significant st~i 
li 
dy. However, for technique and purpose, the Edwards' experime~~ 
stands up to the present time of writing. / 
In 1916 Warner Brown published the results of a lengthy ser~ 
ies of experiments upon suggestibility entitled "Individual andj 
Sex Differences in Suggestibility". This is the first compre-
hensive study of suggestion upon individuals and the first that 
has definite bearing upon suggestibility in relation to person-
ality. We have noted that most of the earlier experiments havel 
dealt with the concept •suggestion' rather than rsuggestibilit1'• 
~ ' 
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From this point we shall see that the phenomenon of 
ity is directly studied. 
Brown's several series of tests started with series which 
dealt with "Four Tests Involving a Least Perceptible (Imagined) 
Sensation". The first one dealt with odour. Subjects were of-
fered three quite different solutions to smell. Following this 
they were presented with a series of vials continaing distillea 
I water and asked. the following questions: 
1. Was an odour smelled like one of the three earlier experL 
ienced? 
2. Was an odour smelled different from any of the t.hree ear-/ 
lier experienced? 
3. Was there no ddour at all? 
The second test was for touch and resembled that done by 
Seashore. However, small pieces of cork were used. These were' 
hung on strings and presented to the finger tip of the subject 
from behind a curtain. 
Heat was used in a modification of Seashore's method. The 
I 
suggestion was reinforced by the use of a bulb and indicator j\ 
presumably showing how far into a heated box the finger had gon~. 
The shock was the usual coil method. 
1
1 
Then came "Four Tests Involving the Perception of Change". j 
The first was a change of brightness which was effedted by a 
black and white disc on a colour wheel where a continuous 
change could be brought about while the wheel was in motion. 
The second test was for pitch and used a Stern variator. 1 
I , 
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The third test used an Aubert diaphragm placed between a light 
and a lens so that a projected spot of light could be altered in 
size. For motion, a spot of light was projected and caused to I 
move about on a gray surface from time to time. 
Another series dealt with 11 Two Tests Depending Upon a Series 
of Progressions". Here the conventional method of' progressive 
lines and weights was used. 
A fourth series consisted of "Five Experiments Involving 
Memory; R~cognition; and Imagination". Form was tested by pre• 
I 
senting a checkerboard arrangement with circles drawn in at thel 
intersection of certain lines. The subjects were asked to re- I 
produce the circles on a checkered piece of paper. The paper 
was so arranged that the circles could not be put in the same 
relative positions which they had occupied in the original. I 
A similar test was one for the memory of position. A ser- j 
ies of ywelve letters arranged in three lines of four was offer·,: 
ed. Later a similar set was presented but although in consis- I 
I 
ted of the same letters, they all occupied different positions~·( 
Subjects were asked to tell which letters had appeared in both I 
the first and the second arrangements. I 
Memory for size was measured by showing a white square on I 
a black background, then immediately a series of squares of 
sizes all differing from the original. The subject was requir-1 
ed to indicate which of the series was the same size as the or-J 
I 
iginal. I 
I 
I 
I 
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The fourth of this series was a test for memory of pictures! 
The subject was questioned concerning what he had seen in the 
4t picture. The questions started out by asking the obvious but 
ended regarding material not in the pictures. 
The final test of this series involved imagination. As 
usual in tests of this type~ ink blots were used. The results 
of previous use of the ink blots had standardized the usual re-
sponses. The subject was allotted two minutes in which he 
might write all he had seen in the ink blot. The experimenter 
suggested animals in giving his directions. 
A fifth series by Brovm covered "Two Tests Dealing with the 
Effect of Suggestion upon Normal Illusions 11 • The size-weight 
illusion consisted of a regularly graduated series of weights 
and two large weights to be fitted into their pl'aces in the ser~ 
ies. The Mdller-Leyer illusion was used for the second test and 
the observer was required to arrange one position of the illu-
sion to correspond with the other. 
The sixth series studied 11 Two Ex:fe riments Dealing with the 
Effect of Suggestion upon the Estimation of Magnitude." The 
first; that of distance, consisted of a long piece of rope sus-
pended from a high point. The rope had two markers on it. The 
subject was requested to judge the distance between the two 
markers. The request was accompanied by the suggestion that I 
most people tend to overestimate the distance; but sometimes th' 
opposite suggestion was given. Another experiment consisted of 
judgment of the difference in weight between a jug of water and1 
I 
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a one-pound weight with suggestions. 
The final series was called "Four Exre riments Dealing with 
.. ) the Effect of Suggestion upon Simple Esthetic Preferences in 
the Matter of Proportions of Geometric Figures". All four parts 
of this test were similar. The subject was presented with ad-
justable rectangles, atriangles, and a cross, and a line. He 
watched while the experimenter adjusted each figure until the 
observer thought it the most esthetic size, when he was to say 
"Stop.". The suggestion in all four cases consisted of there-
mark by the experimenter as to what most people considered the 
best proportion. Standards for observers without suggestion 
were obbained; so that it might be noted what effect the sugges~ 
tiona had. The results and criticism of the various tests just 
described will be considered in a following section. 
In 1916 Town published "An Experimental Study of the Suggesll 
tibility of Twelve and Fifteen Year Old Boys 11 • Here is a care-
fUlly limited study, The method, with slight variations, was ! 
an old one. Binet's progressive weights and progressive lines I 
were used. In addition to these methods, Town introduced an in 
novation by presenting lines of the same length accompanied by 
suggestions regarding their comparative lengths. Another in-
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He al-,1 
so used a series of progressively longer lines as a standard. 
equal series the left line was reported as the shorter. 
~' Then he had three lines of varying length shown to the observer 
who was asked to indicate their relative positions in the ser-
ies. Then Town made suggestions that the lines should be put 
elsewhere. 
From his experiments he concluded that boys from twelve to 
f'if'teen are highly suggestible and that the difference between 
these levels is negligible. He found that repdition had but 
slight effect upon suggestibility. 
r
l 
At this point experimentation in suggestibility suffered a 
distinct decline. The war probably caused the abandonment of I 
I 
study.in this field. However, during the war, particularly dur• 
I 
ing the latter part of the war, other testing was brought into I 
I 
prominence.A 6hief' subject of wartime testing was intelligence.!~~ 
In 1916 Muscio made a study or some interest to us. He 
called it: "The Influence of the Form of a Question". This a+ 
ticle appeared in the British Journal of Psychology and it cor-i 
roborates many of the things which we have learned regarding jl 
suggestion. It is, however, of special judicial value. Musci I 
I points out~ for example, that if a witness declines to deny a 
thing and does not answer, the jury assumes it to be so. I I 
I 
1919 saw the publication of Gault's "Suggestion and Suggesij 
t1bility". He wrote, "We shall think of suggestion then, not !1 I~ 
li d 
as a direct appeal such as a command issued by one person to 
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another, nor as a sensory stimulus other than a com.'Tland which 
immediately awakens a reflex and a response, or a mental reac-
~- tion~ but as an indirect appeal which awakens a determining ten 
dency in such a way that the subject has more sense of acting o 
his mm initiative than of responding to external influence." 
Another practical use of suggestion is revealed in the arti• 
cle by Myers published in 1921 called "Control of Conduct by Su -
gestion: An Experiment in Americanization". This study illumin 
ates methods used during the war to improve the education and. I 
morale of enlisted men. Men were taught to write letters home 
under supervision. Courses of public speaking were also given. 
All the vocabularies and instructions dealt with such things as j 
health, the meaning of the flag~ etc. Through these inst~~entsl 
the men were taught to be self-expressive in English. By means ! 
of the words through which they were taught they were not only 
trained to speak English but also trained in matters of health~ 
discipline~ etc. 
Let us consider next a well-knmvn experiment curried on in 
England and published there in 1921. The aut.hors of this study j 
are Aveling and Hargraves and the~ have called it "Intelligence I 
and Suggestibility". Actually each other performed a separate lj 
experiment but the age level or the subjects and the method or J 
the tests was quite similar. Bows and girls with an average ag 1
1
1 
of twelve and one-half years were tested. Seven tests were giv-
1 
en. 
,I 
The subJ·ec·t ji The first employed the method of hand rigidity. 
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was told to extend his hand and gaze fixedly at the extended 
hand of the experimenter. He was then instructed to note the 
~ feeling of rigidity in his hand, and told he could not move it. 
This procedure has been referred to as a manifestation of waking 1 
hypnosis. The second test dealt with progressive lines. The 
third test created the illusion of warmth. The fourth test re-
sembled the first one, and involved pre3tige suggestion, during 
which the experimenter suggested that the subject's hand would 
rise. The fifth test used progr.essive weights. The sixth dealt 
with fidelity of report where the subjects reponded to questions 
regarding a picture which had been shown. The seventh test was 
not satisfactory. It involved the judgment of lines with sugges-
tions from the experimenter.· 
The study concludes: "There is evidence which points to a 
general :ractor of suggestibility complicated by group factors." 
The authors further state: "General suggestibility is greatly 
modified by the specific conditions and elements of the whole 
situation, which vary in individual cases according to experi-
ence of it and knO\vledge about it." Although they found that sug-
gestibility tends to accompany commonsense as estimated by teac IL 
ers' ratings o:r the subjects: - "There is no ascertained tenden-
cy to go with other general factors.n The experimenters point 
out an interesting fact; that since it was war time all the 
teachers were women and that the sex of the experimenters and 
similar factors in environment have perhaps influenced the re-
sults. 
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From 1916 comes another gap in our chronicle until we arrive 
at the remarkable work of Margaret Otis. She published her re-
I 
{_ 
- rsults in 1924 under the title: . "A Study of Suggestibility in 
Children". Miss Otis developed a test patternned after Test I 
of the Army Alpha Scale. This modified test measured suggesti-
bility in school children. Hers is the first real paper-and-
pencil test for suggestibility. It is disguised under the titl 
of "Follow Directions Test". She made up a test in two forms 
and tried to standardize them. She checked her results ~ with a 
fidelity of report test; revised her test; then published it af 
ter carefully checking and standardizing it statistically. She 
finds her test correlated .7 with intelligence. Miss Otis re-
fers to a "Trait to Resist Suggestion" which she believes can 
be measured. In her test she finds no significant sex differen 
ces. She pointed out that the fidelity of report is really wea 
as a measure of suggestibility because there is a considerable I 
memory factor involved. J 
In this same year, 1924, a new phase of suggestibility-test11 
ing made its appearance. Tests of suggestibility suddenly as~ 
sumed new importance as indices in diagnosing abnormal cases •. 
The chief piece of work along these lines is that of Sherman en 
ttitled: "Suggestibility of Normal and Mentally Defective Chil- I 
I 
dren11 • Sherman used nine tests, many of which were original wi h 
l 
., him, and belong directly to the field of perception. The first I 
test resembled Seashore's test for hallucination by means of a I 
l 
I 
i 
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I 
!i 
bead~ Sherman presented a card with a dot on it. He shoed thi 
card ten times, then alternated the showing of the card with a 
~ dot and the showing of a blank card. 
His next test was a modification of progressive lines. The 
third test resembled Warner Brown's test for memory of 
of letters. The fourth test involved showing pairs of 
quares, etc. In each fig1we was a number. The problem was 
the observer to report which figure was the larger figure. Ir 
the figure containing the larger number were so reported, it 
was taken as an indication of suggestibility. The following 
test was the Muiler-Lyer illusion, and children were directed 
to reproduce the length of the line. The next test comprised 
the presentation of a figure with arrows designating a given di 
rection. The subjects were invited to reproduce part of the I 
rigure. The part to be produced might follow the direction in-
dicated by the arrow, or the reverse. 
A test called "The Effect of Poirttng Hands on Aesthetic 
Judgment" followed. First a checkerboard pattern was shmm, 
and the child asked to place a dot in a square where he thought:! 
ll 
it would look well. Later the same checlrerboard was shovm, butj 
I in addition there were two hands pointing to a given square. 1 I 
The next test involved the arra:gement of two pathways made of II 
blocks. The observer was asked to chose and trace the one comi 
posed of the smaller number of blocks. One path, actually conj1 
I! 
taining more blocks, was so arranged that the child would thi4i 
it contained fewer. This test was eliminated because of diffil: 
'I 
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I 
~ulties in scoring. 
I Pigures, each containing a different le.tter. 
The final test used a series of geometric 
The subject was 
I ~sked to designate the figure that was similar in a second ser- I 
~es in which the same letters were used in different. figures. 1 
~he point of the experiment was to see if the subject would indii 
pate the figure containing the same letter as in the first serie~, 
or another and actually similar ~igure. All of these tests were 
presented to both normal and abnormal subjects, " •••• For their 
~elative suggestibility depends upon two variables, namely, the 
[type of test used and the stage of development attained." 
Travis interested himself in suggestibility as a factor in I 
~iagnosing abnormal cases and differentiating among those cases. 1 ~e developed his own technique. He used both normal and abnorm- I 
~1 subjects and tested them for both suggestibility andncgatnvis~~ 
I 
lHe discusses his methods in an article entitled "Suggestibility I 
~nd Negativism !B Measured by the Auditory Threshold during Rev-
ery". 
His technique included a large crystal illuminated by a blue 
light. The subject in the case of revery was instructed to gaze 1 
! 
~t the crystal and let his thoughts wander. As a control the I 
~est for threshold was made not only during revery, but also fol1 
~owing instructions given in the normal state. Subjects were rei 
I 
luired to listen carefully through their earphone for the buzzer
1 
·signal that the experiment was to begin and to attend nothing but 
the sound. Travis found " •••• That the lo\vering or raising of th~ 
threshold during cry~tal gazing is a funct~i:n o~,su~~~~tibi~ity, L~~ 
·j'i ~· I 
.:~ . 
. ,
I 
I 
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ease. 
In another,.article called "The Measurement of Suggestibilit 
and Negativism" Travis discusses the application of his method 
for distinguishing between schizophrenia and psychoneurosis.· 
In 1924 Morgan adapted Travis' method of auditory stimula-
tion and added to this the measurement of the cutaneous thresh-
I 
hold under similar conditions. He also tried these tesmunder 
hypnosis. In his article called "The Nature of· Suggestibility" 
he concluded that there are individual differences in changes 
in sensory acuity in daydreaming. In hypnotism the threshold 
is lowered according to the degree of hypnosis obtained. Those I 
subjects whose threshold was lowered during reverie are hypno-
tixable while those whose thresholds were raised are not. Ther -
fore, a suggestible person is one whose limen goes do,vn. 
In relation to hypnosis and suggestibility - a subject 
will not be treated in any detail in this paper - it seems 
I 
which 
prop! 
er to mention the work of Wells in what he calls 'waking hypno-
sis'. He uses this method for classroom demonstration for sev-
eral reasons which he details in his article "Experiments in 
Waking Hypnosis for Instructional Purposes", printedin this 
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~arne year, 1924. He gives many examples of experiments done in 
the classroom with this technique. By waking hypnosis he means 
4lt a behaviour on the part of the subject which is similar to that 
pbtained in the trance state. But Wells, in his demonstrations; 
~d not use the trance or sleep. He demonstrated automatic writ-
1 v 
ng and other disassociated states. 
McGeoch used the Whipple size-weight and progressive weight 
ests in 1925 on delinquents. and published his report as "The 
elation between Suggestibility and Intelligence in Delinquency" 
, e concludes, "The girls appear more suggestible than the boys •• 
,,n the group studied the relation between suggestibility and in-
[
elligence is inverse." 
In 1925 Cason's study appeared, called "Influence o:r Sugges-
l
l ion on Imagery in a Group Situation". Cason gave stimulus 
such as lemon waves etc and asked his subjects to report the [~agery thus :roused: He•found, u •••• WoMen on the average to be [~out one fifth more suggestible than men, but the individual 
ifferences in the same sex are the most striking feature." The 
torrelation between the results of this test and class standing 
rere of course practically zero. 11 The influence of suggestion o 
r
agery was small." 
The following year more interest appears in the relation be-
rween suggestibility and insanity in the wo~k "Suggestibility in 
ormal and Insane Persons 11 by Naumov. Working with a group of one 
undred and twenty-five insane persons, he found them four times 
ore suggestible than a control group of fifty normal adults. 
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He also found children intermediate in suggestibility. Among 
the tests used was the Binet-Simon progressive series and a 
• series devised in Russia testing sight, smell, taste, and pain. 
Again in 1926 comes a significant experiment. This was per~ 
formed by Penrose and reportedna.s "Some experiments Upon Inhib-
ition and Suggestionn. He presented to the subjects groups of 
drawings: There were usually about five different ~igures in 
each group, all of which were similar but non identical. The 
subject was asked to reproduce the last drawing of the series. 
If a drawing represented a composite of the series that subject 
was considered to be s"flggestible. Penrose writes, 11 There is a 
tendency· to increase the number of similar elements in a figure 
when it is reproduced ~rom memory, yet this tendency is augmen-11 
. I 
ted either when a group containing more or these elements has I 
been previously seen, or else when the reproduction of some I\ 
part of the group in close relationship to these elements is in7l 
hibited. n 1 
I 
Also in 1926 Lodge published "The Illusion of Warmth Test 
I! 
~ound ~emales more suggestible than males and children more sug~ 
f!or Suggestibility". The title indicates the content. He 
gestible than adults. The Seashore apparatus was used. 
I 
The only experiment reported in 1927 was that by Heron cal-l 
'
I led 11 The Group Demonstration of Illusory Warmth as Illustrated 
I in the Phenomenon of Suggestion11 • He also used the Seashore 
method applied to a group situation. Heron writes; "Some of ,I 
.;·"··.~.····· .. ----.. -. -l 
========·=· ........... . ·===== .. =·· = .......... . 
the ~actors assuming a high degree o~ suggestibility are strik-
ingly illustrated in this demonstration. 
1. Prestige o~ the instructor to the college sophomore. 
I 
2. Ignorance of the college sophomore of the fundamentals of 
electricity. 
3. Women are more suggestible than men. 
4. Social pressure, for the average individual hates to 
make himsel~ conspicuous by deviations in his ~ehaviour ~rom 
that of the majority.n 
In 1928 the field of suggestibility is unproductive. The 
only publication which we find is one by Teylor, 11 A Demonstration; 
o~ Suggestion and Involuntary Imitation ~or the Classroom11 • 
According to Taylor, great success has attended these demonstra 
tions. He illustrates suggestion by the suspension of a weight 
on a thread. The weight when held by the string behaves accordll 
ing to suggestions made to the one holding it. For example, the! 
I 
suggestion may be made that the weight will swing from le~t to 
right, or in a cifcle, and without the deliberate, voluntary di 
rection of the one holding the weight, it swings according to 
the suggastion. 
Taylor's favorite experiment for demonstrating suggestibil-
ity has been used often in his own classroom in psychology. It 
consists of asking members of the section to raise their hands 
and imagine how it would feel to bring their hands down hard 
.~ upon their desks at the sound of a sudden, loud noise. Having 
inculcated this suggestion, Taylor diverts attention of the 
group to some other subject while the hands are still aloft~ 
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Then suddenly he contrives a loud noise, whereupon most of 
the hands resound upon the desks. T di t• i h o s ~ngu s this as sugge -
It tion not imitation he takes the class into his confidence and 
repents the demonstration with the group, including several un-
initiated subjects. The experienced group1 acting upon instruc-
tions, fails to bring do\nl its hands, but nevertheless the nov-
ices respond to the suggestion and bring theirs down. Thus he 
proves that the demonstration does not involve imitation. 
In 1929 Herbert Barry, Jr. wrote his thesis entitled "Meas-
urement of Individual Differences in Group Suggestibility". Thi 
thesis represented the author's graduate work at Harvard Univer 
sity. It embodies a technique patterned after that of Moore wh · 
published in 1921 a study called "The Comparative Influence of 
Majority and Expert Opinion". We have already referred to Moor 
in the preceding chapt~r, for his work on the Moore-Gilliland J 
test of Aggressiveness. Moore's plan allows the exercise of in 
dividual judgments in a series of situations; many of which em-
body ethical problems. He tested suggestion by eliciting what 
proportion of opportunities to change his mind was accepted by 
each individual in response to 'majority opinion' or 'expert 
opinion'• Barry modified this technique by permitting subjects 
to indicate not only their judgment or preference between two 
alternatives,_but also the degree of their confidence in their 
own judgment. He. sha.ed that even when the opinions o£ the sub-
jects were not reversed through learning the majority opinion, 
their self-confidence was impaired or strengthened proportionately. 
===r-====----=-=-==--=--'""='--=--=-=--===~-~--- ~------------·------~ 
In 1929 and 1930 vte find a number of tests making use of (· 
classical apparatus and procedure. The most t~ough of those 
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(t corded for 1929 was that by Estabrook entitled 11 Experimental 
Studies in Suggestion11 • He used an electric shock, the bob test, 
a series of wooden weights with a tin one, a series of questions! 
I 
starting with obvious truths and diverging into wrong statements~ 
I 
and the skin reflex method. From his results he concluded that ! 
no test measures suggestibility and that each works differently I 
in every individual case. He used one hundred and fifty sub- 1 
jects and makes reference to 'illusibility' when the suggestion I 
does not embody emotion. Furthermore, he found, " •••• In sugges-
tion tests one tends to get an 'all-or-nothing' type of reactioru 
I 
when strong emotion is concerned." I 
Paul Campbell Young made a study which he called "Intelligenle 
and Suggestibility in \'Vhites and Negroes". He used a modified 1
1 
method of progressive lines and series of sentences after which 
was to be checked tyes' or 'not. The first half of the latter 
test contained questions that were answerable by 'yes' and 'no' 
alternately and then a group to be answered no; followed by a 
group to which the answer was yes. jl 
,I 
without reading the stat~~ 
intelligent than the ne- 'j 
The suggestible children 
maintained the same pattern of answers 
ments. The whites appeared to be more 
groes and the negroes somewhat more suggestible than the whites. 
I 
nine to tell! 
I 
Young found that intelligence increased greatly from 
I 
years but that suggestibility did not. The value of the study I 
is limited and Young confesses, "The author does not give too I 
I =====lt=======================-=-==-~~=======~-=-..::.=---==-M-' .::::::-:=:=-~-===--~--==--= 
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much credit to this study." 
Farnsworth and Beaumont carried on a somewhat different kind 
of study in which they presente~ to a group of students repro- / 
I 
ductions of pictures which were not well-known by artists who I 
likewise were not well-lrnown. Beneath each p.icture appeared a I 
I' 
paragraph relating to the merits or faults of the painters' 
and the works. The student was directed to rate the aesthetic! 
value of the pictures on a scale of five judgments. He was in~ 
structed, also, not to read the parag~hs. From the ratings I 
it was npparent':that the subjects rated the pictures largely j 
upon the suggestive influence of the paragraphs. Another study 
of a similar sort will be referred to later in this paper. 
A study entitled "The Ef.fect of the Order of Printed Re-
I 
sponse Words on an Interest Questionaire 11 by Mathews might wel' 
be mentioned here. Although Mathews does not employ the term ~~ 
suggestion, he points out that the arrangement of words does 
I 
I 
I 
have an effect upon the results of the questionaires. 
Most of the studies of 1930 attempt to establish a relation-
The experiment by /1 ship between suggestibility and hypnosis. 
Hurlock in that year is an exception. She 
tibility in Children" by means of the otis test already dis- ! 
I 
cussed. She found that children are not as suggestible as ha ' 
been previously though~ •. Coloured children, she concluded; 
were more suggestible than white; and the boys of each race 
I She also found that 
II 
slightly more suggestible than the girls. 
suggestibility correlated vnth mental age .65 and that the 
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As many others have also noted, she, too, found individual dif-
tt ferences among the various parts of the tests. 
Let us consider first in the field of relationship between 
suggestibility and hypnotism that of Williams' study called 
"Suggestibility in the Normal and Hypnotic Staten. He used 
five tests: the Hull sway test which we shall consider later 
among other of Hull's experiments, the least perceptible amount! 
of heat, }regressive lines, progressive weights, and the least 
perceptible touch. This latter method included the suspension ' 
of corks on a finger tip. Williams used two groups: one for 
the normal and another for the trance state. In the trance he 
found 33-1/3% increase in suggestibility in the postural sway 
test; but a lesser increase in the tests with lines; warmth, 
and touch. The normal control group showed a much smaller in-
crease in suggestibility under the same tests without trance. 
(In 1932 Williams made a study of suggestibility in relation 
to abnormal conditions which he called "A Study of the Respon-
1
1 
ses of Three Psychotic Groups to a Test of Suggestibility". 
Another experiment of 1930 worthy of attention is that of I 
Stein. It was called "A Critical Review of an Investigation iJI 
the Psychology of Suggestion and Hypnosis". He 'lvrote: "In in-
vestigating with suggestion, due to numerous noncontrolled con-I 
tingent factors, a high degree of validity in the results can i 
not be assured without the following predeterminations: 
I 
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"1. The definition of suggestion as an event and the defin-
ition of suggestibility as a quality of a continuum of events, 
not including suggestion, but determining the possibility of 
suggestion. 
2. The determination of indices for the state of suggesti-
bility based upon the working definition. J 
Stein concerned himself chiefly with an arrival at a satis 
1 factory hypothesis for suggestion and suggestibility and he con-
1 
eludes: nThere seems to be some certainty that suggestion fol- ' 
lows a stimulus-response pattern ••• ".· 
In 1930 White made a study titled "The Physical and Mental 
Traits of Individuals Susceptible to Hypnosisn. He tested the 
McDougall theory of submission as the basis of suggestibility 
by taking into account the height and weight of the subjects in 
relation to their results on suggestibility tests. His findingf: 
tend to support McDougall, he says, for he discovered that ex- I 
traverts are more readily hypnotized. In attempting to correla,e 
suggestibility with intelligence he found, "Hypnotic susceptibil-
ity bears no relation to grades or mental alertness. n But he I 
I further reports, "A high coefficient was obtained betv;een the 
amount of extroversion ••• measured, and the depth of hypnosis." 
I 
And further, he condludes: " ••• There is a high degree of rela- I 
tionship between •••• ideomotor activity and hypnotic suggestibilj 
ity." 
Not all the experiments and studies pursued and published I 
in 1930 have been described. There is a wealth of material, and 
from it have been selected only those articles of particular in~ 
terest to the purpose of this paper. Let us, then, consider I 
. I I ====#==============~=·=-~=~=~~====~~==~-=-=~=~---'~~=-=,======-1 
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the product of 1931 in our particular field. Interesting among 
the articles of this year is that by Baumgartner called "Corre-
- lation of Direct Suggestibility With Certain Character Traits". 
She makes some comments which are particularly pertinent to the 
question of suggestibility as a trait of personality. Among 
her conclusions we find: "Sympathy, sweet temper, tactfulness, · 
and suggestibility seem to for.m a fairly homgeneous group with 
little to distinguish one from the others." Her linking of char-
acter traits with suggestibility was afhieved by the ratings ofJ 
student nurses by nurse supervi~ors. However, the correlations 
seem to be too low to be of significance and 'the rankings are 
unreliable, as a strong personal bias is likely to have entered 
into the relationship of superior-subordinate~ 
Davis and Husband are the joint experimenters and authors 
of 11A Study of Hypnotic Susceptibility in Relation to Personal-
ity Traitsn published in 1931. For testing personality traits 
they used: 
Laird's introversion test. 
Watson's fairmindedness test. 
Pressey X-0 affectivity test. 
Psychological Examinations of the American Council on Educa~ 
tion - for measuring intelligence. 
They concluded, "The correlation between intelligence and 
suggestibility seems reasonably valid. A subject who can not 
fix his attention on one thing for any length of time can not 
I be successful. either ~n a time-performance test or as a hypnot-~ 
as much ic subject. The difficulty is probably in both cases 
emotional as intellectual, but since the extent of emotionality: 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
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as measured by the Pressy test correlated only .19 with intelli-
gence, we have no objective evidence for this opinion." They 
·- found distinct sex differences. The affectivity scores were 
seen to decrease with intelligence for the men, but with women 
they accompany lack of intelligence. They find a slight corre-
lation betvreen introversion and hypnotic susceptibility, but al-
most negligible and remark that this refutes the hypothesis of 
Bernheim. A correlation of plus .34 between susceptibility and 
intelligence was also obtained. 
Wells carried on a similar study published in the same year 
under the title "Hypnotizability versus Suggestibility". · Thl::~ 
study used the A-S reaction study of Allport, to which we have 
referred in the section of this paper which discussed personal-
ity traits. Wells says, "There are no satisfactory tests of sugo. 
gestibility. Many of the usual tests involve so obviously the 
factor of untruthfulness or of trickery that they can be given 
successfully only to children." 
Also, in 1931 Farnsworth and Misiemi carried on a study en-
titled "Further Data on Suggestion in Pictures". College psych-
ology students acted as the subjects of the experiment. They 
were asked to compile a list of best-known artists. Then a 
series of prints was shown, each labelled with the name of a 
well-known or less-known artist, irrespective of the actual au-
thorship of the print. "Artists' names have some potency in the 
preference value of pictures", it was found, but the students 
were not sufficiently versed in art to suspect fictitious names.-! 
=====11===========================----~==-~=~-=-=·-==,=*=··-·=·· '=··---~·"'··=---=--~="'" 
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In 1931 Paul Campbell Young was the author of two articles 
fn suggestibility entitled "General Review of the Literature on 
~ypnotism and Suggestion" and "Suggestion as Indirection". The 
former study is explained by the title; we need not waste time 
ere with a resume of what it contains. The latter study has 
already been considered at some length in our section dealing 
with definitions of suggestibility. Let us quote from his work: 
"Suggestion is definitively a method of coll1Illunication of meaningt 
or attitudes, so imparting the 'idea' as to elude rational crit-
icism. It is a· method of indirect appeal to the person to be ini 
fluenced. Suggestion has a negative and a positive aspect. The) 
negative aspect consists in inhibiting the action of the more 
strictly critical intellectual functions ••• : The positive aspect. 
has two sides: the trend may be awakened by the communication; 
or it may be merely freed by the inhibition of other motives." 
Young used the method of deductive reasoning in his Depenrches; 
and entirely omitted both the consideration of previous experi-
mentation, or development of experimental technique ·of his o\vn. 1 
Nevertheless, his study has a place here, for he has through I 
deduction introduced a novel concept of suggestion and suggesti_l 
bility as indirection. 
This same year White wrote on "Influence of Suggestibility 
on Responses to Ink Spot Test 11 • This test used the ink blot 
method and dealt with very young subjects - their average age 
was four and one-half years. A correlation of .40 obtained be- I 
tween suggestibility score and intelligence age confirms other 
=====t==============~=-~-=-=-~==···======--=----··---=------=~""'olL~=~-~'=""·-
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Earlier in the paper it was promised that Hollingworth's ex-
periment called "Diurnal Variations in Suggestibility" would be 
considered. He used rifteen students and measured their sugges-
tibility at five different times during the day by means of the 
size-weight illusion. The experiment was carefully controlled 
against practise effects, etc. He concluded: ""In so far as our 
results are concerened the indication is that when a difrerence 
is present evening is a more suggestible period than morning ••• 
Furthermore, the indications are that. individual differences ex-
ist along with the average tendency •••• It must, however, be no-
ted that such diurnal changes as those found in the present ex-
periment are so slight and so unreliable that the results may be 
said only to raise the question, not to settle the issue." Cer-
ltainly this is a very frank analysis of' one's own experiment. 
In 1931 Higginson published a book called "Fields of Psycholf 
ogy" .-:~ He writes, "Suggestion is a mean:;1by which behavior may be 
directed, and modified and controlled without appealing necessar~ 
ily to the 'intellect', without causing an individual to consid- 1 
I 
er long and ~arefully the advisability of acting in some manner.! 
It is, in short, a way of initiating responses without resorting 
to reasoning or argumentation •••••• or the various conditions at 
the time of recall; which affect the reliability of known 
mony, no one is more important than suggestibility." 
testi-
1 
I 
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Also, in 1931, we find a very complete report on "Studies in 
I ersonality - Hypnt~zability as a Personality Trait and Its Typ-
logical Relations" carried on at the Harvard Psychological Clin• ~c by Herbert Barry, Jr., Donald W. Mackinnon, and Henry A. Mur-
' ay, Jr. The actual experiments desdribed were performed in 192 
lnd 1929 with seventy-three Radcliffe and Harvard students 
ects. The suggestive technique of hypnosis was the usual meth-
1 d in which the subject is invited to relax on a comfortable 
nd receives such suggestions as: "You cannot open your eyes -
I 
vou can not raise your arm - you can not separate your fingers 
tau can not speak your name." The article contains a table of 
fhe hypnotic indices found, and of it the authors write, "Examin-
ltion of this table will reveal that there is a more or less uni 
!orm distribution of scores over the entire range. This is not 
that is to be expected in the measurement of a trait, for a nor-
fal distribution is characterized by a definite aggregation in t~ 
kidzone." They found no significant sex differences in this fa, 
!f suggestibility. The Hull sway test was used for another serie 
lnd the authors state, "The correlation between hypnotizability 
lnd suggestibility in the daydream state is positive but hardly 
Jignificant. The reason for this may well be that the daydream 
Jtate was rarely obtained •••• Standing blindfolded in a psycholo-
Jical laboratory is not, to be sure, the most auspicious condi-
1ion for unleashing phantasies." They also found that prestige 
Jad no perceptible effect when studying the need for submission 
! heory in relation to suggestibility. 
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In 1932 Jeness made a study to which we shall allude but brief-
ly. He called it "Social Influences in the Change of Opinions". 
fe used the questionaire method on a group of coHege students be-
[ore and after they had completed a course in general psychology~ 
ris results showed that there had been a change of opinion in sev-
eral respects, which might be attributable to the suggestive in-
l;:.luence of the material comprising the course. 
In the work of Caster and Baker in the same year we have aga:iln 
fl.n interest in trance work. Their research was called 11 Compara-
:Give Suggestibility in the Trance and Waking States - A Further 
~tudy11 • This work was based upon an earlier experiment by Hull 
r~nd Huse which will be described when Hull's work is considered. 
faster and Baker used the arm sway technique and found that prac-
. l(tise has some effect and that the trance state facilitates the 
esults of suggestion in the arm sway. So also does the practise 
II f eye closure in the trance state. Thus they concluded that su -
i/ estibility tends to increase under hypnosis. Williams continued the use of the Hull technique with his 
l
body sway method. His study was called 11 A Study of the Responses 
of Three Psychotic Groups to a Test of Suggestibility". We have 
already made b~ief reference to this work. Williams used only I 
waking suggestion. He found in general that catatonics give negl 
1
ativistic results, paranoids are suggestible, and maniac-depres-
l
lsives react very little either way. Howaver, some cases did not 
respond, so that the author asks, 11 Vfuat is suggestion?" 
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Landis made a ·study which he called "An Attempt to Measure I 
I 
I 
otional Traits in Juvenile Delinquency". He used Hull ts test I 
Ln his series and writes; "Hull's test of waking suggestion gave 
clear differentiation between individuals, but this difference 
I bore no relationship to other tests or ratings of character trai s." 
Let us me:i:l:b.ion next the work of Stevick on a large sampling Jf 
ndividuals from the Ozark highlands. The results of one of thiJ 
'Series of tests he describes in "The Progressive-Weights Test of 
ruggestibility with Adults". He used ninety men and ninety-sev-
~n women with ages running between seventeen and fifty-five. T e 
average age was thirty. His result were not particularly satis-
ractory. Although the .sampling of subjects came from many differ-
ant economic levels, with a representation variation in educa-
ion, sixty-two percent showed signs of a suggestion of progres-
sive increase. He points out that his observers were untrained. 
Stevick concludes: "The results correlated with the measure of , 
eeling of conformity of opinion in religious belief was -0.007~ 
This is in line with recent researches which point away from 
a general trait as suggestibility." 
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In 1933 Jeness made a different type of study from that he 
described earlier. It merely corroborates the findings of oth-
ers. He called it "Facilitation of Response to Suggestion by Re-
sponse to Previous Suggestions of a Different Type". It resem~ 
bles the work of Caster and Baker. The arm sway method was used! 
in both the trance and waking states. Eye closure suggestions I 
were found to facilitate arm sway suggestions. Practis~ ~~~=:r _, , -- --"" 
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~d the effect. Results were intensified under hypnosis. The 
author pointed out that habituation was an important factor. 
Let us now consider the important work done by Hull. Many 
of his experiments were carried on and published before 1933 
~ut are now grouped together in one volume which appeared in tha~ 
year under the title of "Hypnosis and Suggestibility - An Experil 
mental Approach". This work contains thirty-two papers which 
have already been published, as well as original studies. It 
r~presents the authorf:l research in the fieldof suggestibility 
for a period of more than ten years. His experiments have been 
carried on with such exactness that they represent one of the 
most important contributions on record to the data of suggesti-
bility.· Hull was especially interested in establishing whether 
hypnosis represented hypersuggestibility: He found some evidence 
in the affirmative for this hypothesis but says, 11It is particu-
larly to be noted, however, that the hypnotic hypersugsestibilit~ 
I 
revealed by these experiments has not an absolute, but onll a 
relative, significance." * 
Among the methods used for these studies is that called the I 
postural sway technique. A pin with a tiny hoolt: on its end is 
attached surreptitiously to the subject's coat collar at the 
back. From this pin runs a black thread backward through a 
black screen to a sensitive recording apparatus. This apparatus! 
I 
* HYPNOSIS AND SUGGESTIBILITY - AN EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH by~ I 
Clark L. Hull, Appleton Century Company, New York, 1933,,p.331. 1 
I 
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traces exactly on smoked paper at one-third of their actual mag-
nitudEL the subject 1 s forward and backward postural movements, 
without the subject's knowledge. Sometimes the subject is blind-
folded, while other times he is permitted to watch. One experi-
ment using this apparatus involved suggestions on the part of 
a co-operating individual who took up a position near the sub-
ject and went through a variety of posthral tgropings•. There-
cording apparatus attached to the unsuspicious subject recorded 
his mimetic postural movements in detail. Hull writes of this: 
"There can usually be seen in the tracings evidence of a tenden-
cy to reproduce in his O\vn body the gross postural movements of 
the person under observation. 11 i~ 
In another experiment Hull used a phonographic apparatus for 
transmitting the suggestions. It consists of an electrically 
driven phonograph which is provided with an electrical pick-up, 
a seven-tube table-model radio set for amplifying the sound, and 
a dynamic loud speaker which has been mounted on a heavy baffle 
board. For the production of sound there is placed on the phon-
ograph turn-table an aluminum disc upon which have been recorded 
various suggestions. The whole is mounted on a carriage which 
is noiseless, and brings the sound of the phonographic voice at 
the height from which a normal speaking voice would come. This 
{} Hull as before; p. 43. 
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method is used in conjuction with other apparatus such as the 
postural sway recording device already referred to. 
Another method described by Hull uses what is known as Chev-
reul's pendulum. A subject is asked to hold in his extended hanf 
a thread about a foot long to the further end of which is attacht 
ed a small iron 'bobt. Below this is a short steel bar. The sub-
ject may be told that the magnetic properties of the bar are suet 
that the pendulum will swing in the various directions suggested~ 
This is similar to the weight-on-string method which we .have des! 
cribed Taylor as having used in a simple classroom suggestion 
demonstration. 
Still another technique for studying suggestibility which 
Hull has devised is known as the arm sway method. The subject 
~s seated in an ordinary, comfortable chair. Fatigue of thO ex-
jtended arm is avoided by placing it on a specially contrived 
~reely swi~ng platform of light wood suspended from the ceiling 
~e hnig~t of this arm rest is adjusted by means of a pully. Th~ 
lhole connects with a recording device by a thread and the var- 1! 
I I ~ous oscillations of the arm are minutely recorded. 1 
I 
There has be~n interest from time to time in the effect that 
I 
rarious drugs play in heightening suggestibility. Hull studied i 
:this problem by administering thn drug scopolamine hydro bromide. 1
1 tull found that the subjects of this study were not mrely neutra] 
II I 
rr passive in their acquiescence to suggestions but actively ac- I 
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It is quite impossible to do justice to Hull's work in a pa- I 
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per wl1ich is subject to restrictions of space; as this one is. 
However, we shall have occasion to refer again to Hull's work in 
more detail. · l 
To conclude this brief survey of experimentation in suggesti 
bility let us consider a study, as yet unpublished, described to 
the Society for the Advancement of Science at its recent annual 
meeting. The paper was presented by Sherif to the psychological 
group of this organization at a meeting held at Harvard Universi-
ty. Mr. Sherif carried on a study quite similar to that o£ 
Farnsworth's, but Sherif used literature rather than paintings 
for his experiment. Students were presented with a list of ten 
authors' names to be judged in rank order as to the rater's pre.f-, 
erence. A month later the same students were presented with a 
set of ten paragraphs. To each paragraph was attached the name I 
of one of the previously presented authors. These subjects l 
were instructed to arrange the paragraphs in rank order as to lill -
erary merit. Actually, all the paragraphs were from the works of 
but one authorJ It was found that the ratings of the paragraph~ 
I 
and of the authors correlated, showing the judgments were based II 
upon the authorship ascribed to the paragraphs. Thus the students 
reaoted to the suggestion o~ the name and did not give disorimin~ 
a ting judgments. I 
- I 
From this rather lengthy discussion of various investigations 
I 
and their results, many conclusions may be inferred. However; I 
in the succeeding chapter an attempt will be made to evaluate ! 
the more important studies, and point out which conclusions seeil 
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to be valid, upon analysis of the experiment. Some of these stua-
ies may have seemed irrevelant to the reader, but an efrort has 
~ been made to offer a brief resume of every experiment that might 
have some bearing on our problem. Some are presented because of 
technique employed, while others have been mentioned because 
their conclusions and deductions are of interest. En masse they 
represent a historical review of the work in this field and thus 
serve as an indication of what may be expected as the future 
trend. 
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CHAPTER FIVE. 
A CRITICISM OF EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES & RESULTS. 
Having reviewed the history of the methods used for measuri 
suggestibility, and their results, it is now necessary to evalu-
ate the work that has been done in order that we may have an in-
dication of the futur_e of this subject. This chapter will deal 
only with laboratory methods such as have been measured, and all 
comments will be limited to this type of study. Methods of ob-
servation, rating scales, and the like that may be used for the 
• 
study of suggestibility have been discussed in the second sectio 
of Chapter Three of this paper. Throughout the paper thus far 
the historical approach has been used. In this chapter the same 
method will be used where it is feasible; in other words, the 
various types of experiments will be discussed chronologically 
according to the first appearance, but similar techniques will b 
considered at the same place. The results of such tests or stud~ 
ies will also receive attention, as well as the techniques which 
brought them about. Inasmuch as all the references for the ex-
periments are presented in some detail in the appendix, footnote 
I 
will be appended only when the material therein embodied does no_ 
occur in the appendix of this paper. 
In reviewing chronologically experiments in suggestibility, 
lthe first we have recorded was performed by Scripture. His ap-
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paratus was very simple and created the illusion of warmth. How+ 
ever, although Scripture's studies were not especially valuable II 
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n hems l'cs , they provided. a ba..,is for apr ced re wh ch ha 
ince become very pop la:r . Scr pt·re ' s init"a.l warmth llusio 
ppa atu:J • as gr ~+-1~- DnPl'O ed b Se· shore . Inst-ead of using a 
imple 'lire , t ough 'r ch clectr · c cu:.. 'e +- p sned to create 
. ar i..r , '1e sore u.z C. an elLborate set-up t a ba of i can-
descent ~ 1bs, a co 1 for heat , r eo~+-o. , and a cret S\'7 ~ch 
1hich cut off the current to t e co 1 i. t out n e""'.fer ... ng w th 
he iJlum natton of t e bulbs. The set-up waa pur osely ela or-
te · n order to i pr sr, the subjects . Seoshore 1 s method ·: s usee~ 
gain by Vhipple and reported in h ~ ' 'an~~J of entcl and Phys -
cal Tests" . ',l . D . Scott used the same ethod but Edv. ards used 
a r~erent nanner of produci eat w ch involved t e use of 
c l i nders . "farner Brown employed a. tee nique resemb ng that of 
ee. ... hol~e but ir his experiments only one bulb waa usod a d the 
subject l.serted his finger wit in abo against a mo?able pad . 
n/Ucr tor she 1ed ho1:. f r n-o the box t e finger had one . 
A e i g and l argreo.ve also u"'ed tho i lu.sion of warmth met 
oa :r the r st d e ; az ~id Lodge Heron used a tc,,T.ni e sim -
ar to that of ~eashore , a d Sma. 1 used a ox arrangenont resem-
ling t'.h_at devised by 'V rnor Bro ~n Sma 1 co cl1 ed t at th ' s 
retlod apparen ly meas ed s go~ ibili t som ogre • Sc tt 
ound whe usin only t ·1o tests f t e llus on of warmth thAt 
~here was a dif'ferenc in the restlts of .lese . Tbe suggest-i 1 ... 
ty tested 0 e 1 1 W 0 ~ -of-~nr.mth e t differed from tat tried 
e U us · on-()f-wal'r.1t1 test . Thie/-•esult w· ., ir. vi able , as 
:11 e demon tra ed in the conclud'ng emarks i rega d to the 
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t e s ne as t_e others w o ad sed ·t Heron has also oted re-
~ ed factors that e1 ter in o t e "'it 'cltio • Amon· these , he 
ci es t e 1 ow·ng lassi a. i nd j, g'"· ... women are more s g ·esti 
e tha"1 me i !'est ige and igno ance as a.ttendan .. ctors .I. 
c.r ' s vmr t o,~ ace in t e group s·tuat "on, the desire to 
c nfor was d ubtless a. s "lnv ved 
T ere are several cone] io that may e dr~ m from he fo_ e-
[;<' ,.... ~ :rr.a ter a * e me bod of e 1 usion-of-warm see s o 
. t;,ld resu • B thi-"> s me -r:t ~hat experimenters have found 
verio ~ peo e react differen to t e e. per 0 t. -one a· y 
of' t e ex erimenters has adv cated. vhe metho as an exa t ne . 
'o en ad chil .,...en seem to be ore s t;GeS "b e . Of course, bot 
women an ch dre on 0 w ole no con" dera.bly less Ci 0 0 .. 
t an yo t ~ and men; and ·o ably .. ...., r co siderably 
oro n a c noeq ence . e situation of the experimenLer, t·1e 
a ra y , !ln cho a:. para s i volved, all onh::...nc : e prest i 0 -. 
the co .. . ~ 1 . ..- :::! J. de., .. • w ch t' e exreriment is carried on . A ... 
.1- ign ranee f t' e pr pel"t · e~ nf' e ec ' ... t zre .t.. . a.:v-
" 
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of the current until the point when heat may be felt is usually 
R:ept constant. Here we have the possibility of a conditioning 
6 process. The su:),iect may become conditioned to any one or all o 
these factors;- the amount of illumination,-the location of the 
indicator,- and the length of time from the start of the proce-
dure until heat is felt. The result is that when the current is 
finally cut out of the coil where heat is felt, the subject re-
sponds that he feels heat because he has become conditioned to 
a secondary stimulus which may be one or all of tge three just-
mentioned possibilities. The variability among individuals for 
such conditioning is great, as has been shown in studies of the 
conditioned reflex. 
Two other factors in the organism may affect the results of 
illusion-of-warmth tests. The sensation of heat is slovr to 
reach consciousness. The length of time it takes to become awe. e 
that one is experiencing a heat sensation may vary even in the I 
same individual, and furtl1e1~ore, individuals show great varia-
tion in their receptivity to heat sensations due to experience. 
Persons accustomed to handling warn1 objects soon lose their sen 
sitivity and the threshold goes up. Also, the fact· that the 
hand actually generates heat must be considered. Vlhen one has 
held a coil for some seconds, the heat of the hand will warm th 
coil and this may call forth a response that heat is actually 
felt in the coil. 
The writer has been severely critical of this method. The 
results seem to warrant the further investigation of this tech-
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, ique in order to learn if all of the factors which have been 
ribed actually enter into the illusion-of-warmth situation. 
ay be done by trying to control them. If a simple set-up is 
sed and an average subject undertakes the experiment the fear 
de -
I 
This 
I 
esponse of the individual may be eliminated. The experimenter, 
rom conversation, should remove all fear and factors of prestig, 
rom the situation. Also, by the definite elimination of a ligh1 
r visible indicator, and by the variation of the time element iJ 
bhe trial tests, the experimenter would avoid the conditioning jf ~~fhe subject. The limen ~or any given subject could be determine1 
Jn these trials by the use of a hidden device for the recording 
f the a~oung of electricity necessary to elicit a response. Th s 
~stnblishing the threshold, the factor of experience in reaction 
to warm objects is cared for. The effect of the handling of the 
toil can be controlled by waiting for adaptation to take place t ' 
'that amount of heat before each trial, or noting whether that I 
l
lbmall amount of heat is reported during the trial tests. Time 
~hould, of course, be allowed between trials for any adaptation, I 
bccurring during each test, to be eliminated. From the necessity 
~f such careful control it is obvious that the method is not sati ~sfactory ~or a group situation. Prestige ~actors may be measuri 
led in other tests. Thus to be satisfactory the illusion-of-warmth 
lethod must be used in a simple and very careful way. Verbal s~­
~estions must, of course, be carefully guarded against. 
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The method which seems to have been the most popular 
t
uring suggestibility, and one that has existed from the first ex 
~\ erimenting up to the present, is the technique of weights. They 
I 
ave played a large part in psychology since the days of 
! t is only natural that they should appear early in this 
I he size~weight illusion is tho oldest, and probably the 
"sfactory method of this type. Gilbert used in in 1894, and the 
same general method is still in vogue. The usual procedure of 
he test is to present the subject with a series of weights equa: 
in size and shape, but varying in weight. Also, the subject is 
given one or more weights differing in size, shape, or material. 
The subject is instructed to locate the place where the odd weig4t 
elongs in the series. Gilbert reports that by this method he ~ 
has determined that suggestibility decreased with age as the "nm~­
cle-sense learned". Dresslar tried a different angle of this 
problem. He used a series of weights constant in all but size, 
and he found that intelligent children were more suggestible be-
cause they had "built up stronger associations 11 • Dresslar's 
findings are not surprising for this method, and others similar 
to it, are revealed through literature as embodying a method ex-
cellent for deceiving even mature subjects. It is without doubt 
due to the experiences during life in which the larger object is 
the heavier, that we develop a habitual response, so that when-
ever we compare two objects equal in all save size, we judge the 
larger as the heavier. 
·----- ============ 
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1 Seashore carried out an extensive study, using weights in va~-
11 I tous ways. He combined the two methods which have already been 
~entioned by having two series; one where everything was constan ! 
tut weight, and the other where the variable was size. From thesle 
ltudies he arrived at certain laws which we have alre~dy stated. i 
II The result o:f all this interest in weights caused Scripture I 
II 
ro :formulate .. law :for the size-weight illusion which is built u~ 
bn the relationship of the dimensions of the weights used in relJ-
rion to their weight. Wol:fe carried out a number o:f experiments I 
[long these lines and his conclusions, which have been cited in I 
hn earlier chapter, contribute a great deal to this type o~ expe :-
jl I fment. Of course, in all weight experiments, there are many £ac 
~ors which influence judgments. The history o~ weight judging ~as contr~buted many interesting :facts to psychology. There is 
If he stimulus error, place error, the influence of. imagery, etc. 
rhe details constitute a literature within itself, so that the 
1
reader who is interested may turn to the field of psychophysics. 
~here he will :find records o:f quantities o:f experimentation and i 
comment. Some of these errors enter in the experiments under coJ-
Isideration here. For example, the use of levers to raise weight~ 
Ls per:formed by Bolton involves such possible error. I 
I Seashore showed interesting results when he used glass ~lask~ 
!and found that the contents affected the judgments regardless of I 
I I 
'!Feight and the extent of the error in judgment depended upon the II 
1
1size of the material used. It is obvious that up to a certain ! 
I 
_l, _____ 1 J 
~ . __ l _________ -'-~--
.111 li 
I! I! 
point the subject, expecting to lift a heavy we~ght, uses 
rumount of energy, with the result that the object is judged as 
light because of the surplus energy involved. Binet's progress-
ive weights series consists of five weights increasing in equal 
steps, but constant in size. There are ten weights which equal 
the fifth weight in all respects. The weights are numbered fro 
1 through 15 and the subject is asked to hold each and to judge 
it heavier, lighter, or the same as the preceding weight. There 
are other methods of using weights, as well as Binet's. Any of 
these might involve the part played by images. It is a well-
kno\vn fact in psychophysics that the longer the time between th 
second judgment and the first, the less accurate is the second. 
The work of Rice with the blind is interesting in that it 
shows the influence of touch as well as weight in making judgments. 
II 
Whipple modified the Gilbert method, b~t he retained the Binet 
technique. The Demoor blocks made their appearance, and this 
seems to be the only attempt to establish!a definite method for 
general study. For the most part experimenters in weights have 
made their o\vn apparatus. or course, Giroud copied the weight 
method of Binet. Brown used the classical weight experiments i 
his series, and Town also used the progressive weights method; 
but his emphasis is line-tests. Aveling and Hargreaves used pr 
gressive weights, also, and McGeoch used the two weight methods 
• I of Whipple and found that something lil{e suggestibility VIas bei ' 
measured. The fact that delinquents were being tested does no 
158 
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help us in concluding that his results are valuable. 
Naumov used these methods, but in order to discern the value 
or his results it is necessary to be a Russian scholar, so that 
no further co~nent may be made about his methodology. Eastabrooc 
used a form of the size or perhaps better called the material-
weight illusion in a battery or tests. He concluded, like many 
I 
others, 
tests. 
that there is no great relationship between the differe1t 
Williams, in his series, used the progressive weights a h 
I 
found much the same as Eastabrook. Sterick used the progressive 
weights with adults and found that method of little v:alue. 
Hollingworth's results with this method are likewise discouragi 
It is obvious that in this method great individual differen-1 
ces occur. There are many factors that enter the situation. Th~ 
I 
method of scoring the test may also have bearing. In the size o 
I 
material illusion we have what seems at first glance to be a goo 
test of suggestibility. It seems to work to some degree in ever 
• 
l
ease. Particularly is it adequate when things like paper bags 
are used - material found in everyday life. Experience has taug t 
us to take for granted that the larger object is the heavier, ana 
this does hold up to a certain point. Beyond thio point, judg- 1
1 ments are influenced by the amount of energy used in lifting the 
object. All objects to be judged should, of course, feel exact-! 
ly the same in texture and size, so;: that the judgment will be · \ 
made solely upon the weight involved. i 
As has already been mentioned, time should elapse between 1 
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judgments to allow for adaptation to take place. The only da~~e 
here is that if the time is too long, the judgment will not be e~­
rlt act because the trace of the first experience has been effected.ll_ 
If two hands are used in making judgments there mav be the effecl 
of greater muscle development in one case causing :n effect. I 
In spite of all this, weights may be satisfactory. 1 believl 
that the progressive weights are valuable in that any person coJl 
tinuing to judge them as heavier through the ·whole series of fift· 
teen is being influenced by something which may be suggestibili-
ty. This should be checked by seeing if in other progressive 
tests as in the progressive-lines test the same thing results. 
Also, the weight of the objects must be considered. All of the 
may be so closely grouped to the differential limen that the re_j 
sults will be affected, therefore this possibility should be in-
vestigated. The writer reels that the ¥/Ork in the illusion or I 
size in relation to weight might be checked with illusion in pe 1 
ception of size. It is surprising that no test of illusion of 
size, and by this of course the size of volume is referred to, 
has been devised. Simple cardboard boxes of the same or varyi]! 
cubic content, and either all open at one end, or all closed, 
might be used. Our everyday experience should tell us to judge 
1 these differently, but we do not. vVhen purchasing a package of 
1 goods in a store we seldom consider the weight or cubic contentJ 
Here, we believe, and hope sone time to substantiate as a fact, I 
all people show suggestibility. 
=====<#======================- -~--- . -------
The matter of hallucination was investigated by Seashore anc 
a similar method is found in the work of Sherman. It is appar-
,. ent that to be successful the stimulations must be barely super-
liminal. The person is conditioned to make a positive response 
to a given signal when an object is present. The result is that 
upon. the signal the positive response is given even in the abser'-
ce of the object. This type of investigation has not been used 
I 
extensively, and we feel that there is little to warrant such u~~e. 
Far better is the work with illusions. Sherman's work should bel 
more thoroughly investigated and in so doing it would be impor-
tant to learn whether the introspective reports of the subjects 
would fall along the lines of the subjects of Edwards. There is 
need for the introspective method in these studies to validate 
them as measures of suggestibility. If suggestibility v1ere fourd 
in a group of subjects, then they were told the purpose of the 
tests, and finally the t~sts were repeated, the results would bel 
extremely valuable. The work of Penrose needs amplification ald:ng 
these lines. Here we have illusions created by past experienceJJ 
There is a tendency to full completion of even the last stimulu+ 
::::::::
0
::: :::t~:::i:::sw::: :::::tt:a::;ro::::o::ea:::: :e::Jr 
object. Would the detail increase or decrease? \'v'hy? Again in 
11 
i 
trospection is needed to clnify and interpret the results. 
The ptthballs of Seashore and the cork 
Brown are examples of objects in which the 
fragments used by ~ 
question of thresholaJI IJ 
and of conditioning or response may be involved. 
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hou1d be experimented with in order that it may be refined, and 
ts value proven. 
vVhile discussing limens we might Vlell mention the v1ork of 
• C. Travis and L. E. Travis ·which was influenced by Morgan. 
he value of these studies in relation to normal individuals is 
et to be satisfactorily established. There is no telline in whit 
irection the results may lead, particularly for those intereste4 
n abnormal psychology. We shall, however, omit further discus- I 
I ion of this work for the present. II 
The tests of Brown, which deal with the just-noticable-diffe,-
nce or change probably belong here in our consideration of limens. 
f believe that Brown's four tests depend too much upon psychophy~­
lcs to warrant their. becoming practical tests of suggestibility. 
lhe relation of suggestibility may be very important in the field 
Lf psychophysics, for perhaps the limens and points of subjectiv~ 
equality may to some degree depend upon the suggestibility of th1 
bserver. If this be the case, t11e field is worthy of investiga-1
1 
tion. But for our discussion there are moro suitable methods th n 
I 
psychophysical ones f'or measuring suggestibility, we believe. 
The use of electr:tcal stimulus for taste has little to recom 1 
_end it, I think. Electrical devices have been discussed else-
where in the chapter, and as the modality of taste is one which 
has not been adequately studied, it is best omitted. The local-
ization of taste areas is not well enough established as yet to 
warrant using this method. The method of taste employed by 
Edwards, in vn1ich two tablets are used which vary in shape but 
=====-· =- .. -- ·- .. 
contain the same ingredients is an excellent one. E~periments 
this kind are worthwhile. This method could be varied 
(~ suggestions of the possible effects of the tablet. 
Odour tests originated with Seashore and have been made use 
of by others. Seashore devised a series of bottles of colour-
less liquids varying in odour from a concentrated solution of a 
particular odour, and then lessening in amount, until the last 
bottle of the ·series contained pure, distilled water. Here the 
method of measurement and the differential limen might be facto 
After the consideration of a progressive series, the odour tend 
to grow fainter I think, until the subject readily judges the 
last one as odonr.~ess. The method used by Warner Brm·m seems t 
1 
I 
be a better one. He presented three bottles to each subject. 
Each bottle contained a different odour. Then he presented a 
10 
I 
series of bottles containing no odour, and asked the observers 
judge them as smelling like one oc the odours already experien-
ced, like some other odour, or no odour at all. Unfortunately, 
the results of these methods are not very satisfactory because 
average subject is not easily fooled by this method. 
Probably the progressive weights method is the 
fashion of testing suggestibility. But next to it{, 
most popula] 
the progres i 
I 
sive lines method ranks in popularity. The progressive lines 
method is similar to the progressive weights test except that 
the series of lines is not presented in its entirety, but the 
lines are shown one at a time in order of their length. The 
subject may be asked to reproduce the length or 
163 
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I 
ally. Another method involves the presentation of an entire se -
I' 
·es of lines which gradually increase in length, accompanied by 1 
Wt ne or more random lines which the subject is asked to designate // 
n the series. Sometimes, after the position is indicated by thJ 
ubject, the tester gives a verbal suggestion in order to induceJ 
he subject to alter his judgment. It is obvious that the di:ffell-
enceences between the lines would be a factor, for with great di~­
erences between the lines the judgments could not be influenced! 
Brand used the same general method, but he showed the subjec~ 
li 
the distance between two pegs, then exposed a 1motto 1 (a group of 
•ords printed on a card), and then the ""bject was asked to esti:-
ate the distance with two pegs available to him. Some of the mo -
toes attempted to suggest to the subject that he would over est~­
ate or under estimate the distance. The amount of attention to / 
the motto and the possible effect of ideomotor activity enter inj 
to this experiment. The results were not satisfactory. Jones' 
results by a similar method were also valueless. I 
I 
Smith and Sowton used position of lines. This means that th 1 
effect of the position of a line suggested an influence as to th~ 
Pearce had I 
already shown that the space localization of one stimulus influ-~ 
ences the judgment of a second. The only value in Pearce's studt 
is to show the dangers involved in localization, and the trace o~ 
second line. Both lines were not present at once. 
image left by tl1e :first stimulus. Smith and Sowton also presen-
ted the two lines simultaneously, and as a continuum except that 
one line was cross hatched. One knows from a study of perceptiob 
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that cross hatching ai'f'ec:-~~~··::rceived length of' a line. Thj 
also found that there were limitations in the extent to which on[ 
I 
line will influence another. The method has little to recommend! 
it. As usual, Whipple repeated Binet's work in these tests, toof 
Brown also made use of the p~ogressive lines method. I 
Town repeated most of the line ex~riments with sli~ht innoi 
vations. The most interesting result occurred when, aft~~ pres-! 
enting parallel lines with the lef't line always long, he presen-1 
ted.lines of equal length. The left lines was reported as short. 
I 
er. This paradoxical finding should be checked and analyzed. 
It may be due to some over-compensation as in lifting what looks 
to be a heavy weight, and results in an experience of excessive 
lightness of weight. To•vn's conclusion certainly implied that 
he measured suggestibility. Aveling and Hargreaves,who worked 
for several years and finally published their results in 1921, 
used the classical progressive lines test. Their conclusions 
have been noted, but let us take this opportunity of reminding 
the reader what they were, for in conclusion I shall use this 
method in their series of tests along with the results of Tovm 
to make a pertinent point. 
Sherman used a modified form of the progressive lines and s 
did Paul Campbell Young. As in other tests, results seem to 
occur from these tests. I think that the method of verbal sug-
i gestion when trying to locate a line in relation to a series pro.-
ises to be the best method. It would be interesting to make a 
comprehensive study of these 
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on a large number of subjects in order to discover if there is a 
relationship between them. 
The test of electric shock is a better method than the test I 
which has just been discussed involving heat. There are, howev-
er, weaknesses in this method which have been noted by experimen~ 
ters endeavoring to establish a conditioned reflex in the fingerll. 
There are great individual differences in reactions to shock. 
Some individuals do not mind shocks while others react very vio 
ently to them. In some·cases there is a strong emotional facto 
that enters into any experience where electricity may be invol-
ved. There are also differences in adaptation, for some people 
adapt very readily to shoclr, and soon they will not feel it un~ 
less the intensity of the shock is increased. Others adapt by 
reacting less quickly to the shock, although they actually feel 
it, and here on finds delayed reaction times. 
Again, as in the previous experiment, there is the possibil 
ty of the conditioning of the subject to the position of an ind 
cater of the amount of electricity being used, as well as to a 
time interval preceding the shock. Since we find that the shoe 
method is usually employed in a series of tests, as for example 
in the work of Seashore, Brown, Poffenberger, and Estabrook, it 
value as a single test has not been established. It seems that 
we must consider it as we do other classical methods ~ not to b 
discarded until further work has been done, but full of factors 
that may invalidate the results, and which must be guarded against. 
I 
I 
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of ideomotor activity and ·The Strong experiment is an example 
so are tests in which the bob is used. II This latter test is found 
in Brown's series, and also the work of Estabrook and that of I 
Hull. The test consists of presenting the subject with a plumb 
bob on a spring and suggesting to him in what direction it will 
swing. The suggestion is indirect, for exqmple; it is said thatl 
the bob will swing from left to right between two electrical cojt 
tacts, etc. The method tests suggestibility of some sort, with-~ 
out a doubt. It may develop into a very simple indicator of sugf 
gestibility if it is found to correlate with other tests. If 
this should be the case it will lead to speculation as to the re~ 
I 
lation between suggestibility and ideomotor activity. 
Closely related to this is all the work done in waking sug-
gestion, including that of Wells, Hull, Williams, and others. r/ 
feel that for our purpose the±e is rio need to discuss these ex- I 
periments. Although I have included in the history of experi- / 
mentation in this field some of this work, it was done only to I 
show where the emphasis lies today. It may be noted that. t~e ,I 
classical methods are used to check the matter of suggest~b~litYjl• 
I think it is more important at the moment to decide whether or / 
not there exists a personality trait of suggestibility, before I 
one tries to find a relationship between suggestibility and hyp~ 
nosis. When we have established some definite facts reearding / 
suggestibility we may.then approach the abnormal field, i. e. I 
the field of hypnosis, and the waking trance as well as the field 
of serious functional disorders. It is interesting to note in II 
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lassing that whereas the bob test is usually considered to repre-
sent simple ideomotor activity, Hull does not distinguish betwee1~ 
!t and his sway test. Perhaps the sway test is only ideomotor ac 1 
~ivity, and so perhaps is hand rigidity, and other phenomena. 
Iowever, I do not include Wells' automatic writing in a normal i]i II ividual in a classroom as ideomotor activity. Sway tests and l 
tigidity tests are easy with which to experiment and should be uiid 
fi th the other tests or suggestibility, but again with the pl~ovi I 
so that the abnormal should be avoided, for the present. 
I 
The two experiments of Farnsworth and the work of Sherif are 
flf negligible value. 
tow. 
I know that Sherif's correlations ran very 
These methods show indisputably that a person is influence 
py the names of painters or authors, but one has to be quite sur 
II •• 
to assure correct results. It merely confirms the fact 
~ne tends to be influenced by all the related matter in a given 
~ituation. Perhaps we might conclude that almost everyone is s '-
~estible to a degree in any situation. A lot depends, however, ~r 
lhe instruction and interpretation of instructions in a test. ~ 
There is another method which also originated with the proii 
~ic Binet, although few writers attribute the technique to its 
! 
uthor. This is the method of presenting material and later us-
what the subjects saw. The questio 
! re so worded in some of the cases to suggest the answer, while 
J ther questions may deal with material which was not presented. 
,bhe suge;estible person will ans·w·er the latter type of question 
II 
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because·': the question embodies a positive suggestion, which yield~ 
II 
an affirmative attitude in the suggestible person. II 
It is apparent from the work of Muscio in the influence of tlb.e 
:form of a question and also the worl' of Mathews regarding the ar~ 
rangement of material in an interest questionnaire, that questio:9-s 
II 
may be so put aD to brj_ng about suggestions to the reader. Otisll 
used this method to check her test for suggestibility, It is imf 
porta.nt to realize that Otis devised her test for children. To r 
easure the suggestibility of a child she devised pictures which! 
she displayed, and then followed by questionnaires concerning th~ 
II pictures. The first questions in the questionnaire dealt with 
I 
I simple, obvious facts regarding the pictures on display. The 
i 
subsequent questions became more difficult. Eventually they dealt 
ith material not represented in the picture. Those children re 1 
spending positively to the latter group of questions showed that 
they were suggestible. However, no control was made of the J.mt. 
0
' agd'l,-
ery of each child, nor of imagination, nor normal attention ~ 
tail. Those vnLo are f~~iliar with the problems of imagery in 
I 
children will see how important a factor this might be. Brown li 
as used a similar technique, in which the memory factor may alsb 
II 
e involved. Then, there is the que:Jtion which we have posed be~ 
fore - concerning the relation bet·ween suggestibility and imaginl~~~ 
ation. 
As to the Otis test, it seems adequate for children, but ceri 
ainly not suitable for adults. No age level has been set for the 
I' 
test. Hurlock used the test some years later and found the chil~ 
~ .. -- -- ~====~==o~~"==~-~=~=•=Ii•·===-==-~~-·c~.~-=•·:~~= 
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~ren were not as suggestible as Otis had thought. 
==f~~ 
If this test ~s 
~~o be used with children, its validity must be checked, and norm 
and age levels established. 
Let us return to the questionnaire form of testing in the wo k 
pf P. C. Young with Vfhites and Negroes. One of his questiorurairJ 
~ethods involves the old idea of perseveration as in the progresj1 
rive type of experiment. He presented questions where the obvi-
tus answer to the first series of questions alternated regularly j 
lretween the affirmative and negative, and found that the tendenc. 
to reply in this arrangement persisted, and that the subject did 
pot bother to read subsequent questions. But Young admits the 
~imitations of his work. Eastabrook likewise employed this meth 
'od when he studied the relation of suggestibility to emotion. j 
~is conclusion shows the value of his work. He found the skin r -
~lex is not a definite method of studying emotion, nor are the 
tests of suggestibility adequate. As far as the questionnaire l 
method itself is concerned, it is extremely inadequate. It woul 
~ave to be standardized to be use!ul but this impossible, ovdng I 
to great individual differences. 
There is still another technique for studying suggestibility 
which may serve for cb.ildren. This is an ideomotor method. It 
is the type used by Giroud when he presented a colour to a child 
and asked that it be named audibly, then r~itten. 
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xperimenter. This method is wo1•thless. Much depends upon whet L 
r the child attends what the exporimenter says, and how soon he 
~egins to write after naming the colour out loud himself, 
II There are some tests by Brown and others by Sherman that hav 
ot been mentioned. These methods are similar in some cases, bu 
n most of them are unique. I feel that in the case of Sherman 
any of the tests are worth investigating, whereas with Brovm bu 
few seem worthy of much consideration. It is doubtful if one 
I ould use a whole set of tests and for suggestion in each test o 
he series intimate that the subject's judgment does not accord 
j ith the judgment of most people, and have satisfactory results. 
furthermore, there are those vrho have studied and had experience 
~,here lf 
an be no doubt but that some people do try to conform to the geJ-
11 
Lral concept of what the mass believes, but the quantitative re i 
n aesthetics -:.vho know what proportions should be, etc. 
sults are difficult to secure. There have been many studies mad~ 
J f the influence on individual judgment of the judgment. of the / 
aj ori ty. A study of this v10rk might lead into the fields of imj 
! 
J tat ion, particularly empathy, and into the field of suggestion, 
1but for this discussion such material is not essential. 
I 
I Many other studies are scarcely worth discussing. Among 
rhese is the study of the affectivity of colour, However, since 
one has no check upon the affective value of colour in the norm-
J1al state, the results of such a test of suggestibility are with-: 
I 
l
out value. The use of ink blots is another test without value ! 
,J 
ror this relates closely to imagination, The only possible val-lj • 
-- -- - --~l~~~~· 
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1ing measured. In a battery of tests with Aveling, Hargraves, an 
others, one finds that all the tests reveal pronounced individu-
1al differences. Is this an evidence for a trait of suggestibili 1 
ty or not? It proves neither. There are two interpretations thlt 
may be made. The first is that suggestibility is being measureJ[ 
II 
The single type of material tests shows that something is being 
measured. A person may be suggestible to one type of presenta-
tion and not to another. Factors have already been cited 'vhich 
The result is that in a bat-, 
ti 
tery of tests an individual does not have to get a high score ij 
all the tests to prove that he is suggestible. Furthermore, norle 
of the tests has been carefully standardized. Seldom has a sin-~~ 
may bring about ·these differences. 
1 
gle test been exactly repeated. Comparatively few people have i 
J everJ·been studied by the same test. A great deal of work has 
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have been done on child~en, but most of this bus been very poorl 
jorganized. A definite technique - well standardized - which has 
.I 
been checked for validity and relic.bility is needed. Furthermor , 
I 
the tests should be simple and direct. All factors that might 
Jinfluence the results should be eliminated, 
This leads to the other interpretation. Inasmuch as none of 
jthe tests so far used correlates with any other tests of sugges-
itibility, none of them probab:!.y actually measures this phenomena • 
ljNone of the experimenters has carefully defi.ned the ~Pait, yet j 
1! • 
lrrr.any have gone ahead and assayed to moasu1•e it 1 There have been 
!virtually no control methods used. Each experimenter has taken 
the popular conception of the te~n suggestibility and has tried 
to devise tests vrhich he thought might measure this concept. Th 
II 
result has been a hodge-podge of tests. ~ 
Throughout ps:rchology we have this same unsatisfactory situ-!1 
ation of concepts which are not standardized - which vary in meal-
11 
ing and method of investigation from one 'school' to another, an 
Ieven within psychological schools. As the investigation of sug-
lgest~bility and definition of the concept is quite recent,.but 
lli ttle convincing work hao been published. Hence I firi:J.ly be- 1 l J - ~ I 
:?ieve that such work and concepts should be carefully investiga- ~I 
!1 l jted and stabilized and particularized as much as possible. In 1 
!all the investigations, other factors have tended to creep in ! 
-1 I l1with the result that many investigators have adn<itted that their, I I 
I studies are of little value. Then, mlfortunately, work lil:e 
that of Hull has been done. Instead of fixing a definition of 
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suggestibility and then measuring it, he has rather assumed thaf 
suggestibility does exist and that it bears a relation to hypnof 
sis. Consequently, Hull has laid emphasis upon this advanced i)-
terpretation of the concept and its relations, and based the 
whole study upon an arbitrary, vague, unformed basis. One may 
assume that sugeestibility has not been measured by these tests 
. Hull seems to say, but what of that, for we can go ahead an~vay 
I and see if suggestibility is related to other things. 
~ Franl,ly I do not agree with the assumption which I have at-
11 tributed to Hull. I believe that we must get the concept fixed 
\ for the moment at least, and if further investigation shows ths:tl 
the concept needs to be changed, we shall have a workable foundt-
tion for such modifications. Furthermoi'e, with the emphasis in 
daily life that is laid upon this concept, it seems as if it 
\ should be illuminatedj so that practical use may be made of the 
I 
concept and actuality of suggestibility. Further material alone 
such lines may be presented later in this paper. I 
In the following chapter let us conclude with a 
i 
d"Ci.s cus sion o::t 
I suggestibility as a possible trait of personality. This brief 
Ji concluding discussion will be based upon the material which has 
!:already been presented in these several chapters, and will servj ~~ as a recommendation upon the part of the writer of this paper aE· 
11 to the course future studies of suggestibility should take. 
I 
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CHAPTER SIX. 
IS SUGGESTIBI~ITY A TRAIT OF PERSONALITY? 
It is now time for us to carefully summarize the information 
II 
!II which we have compiled which pertains to suggestibility. From 
this material we must reach certain conclusions which will resoJve 
~themselves into a decision regarding our major problem - is sug-~ 
!jgestibility a trait of personality. In our earlier discussion or 
II I 
;I the possible psychological techniques for establishing traits ofi 
II 
IJpersonality, we found there were two main ways for determining 
~their existence. The first method was that of observation; thj 
j second that of experimentation. Let us, then, consider suggest 1-
1 
J bility in these two ways. 
I 
The reader will recall that on page 81 of this paper a. quo-
j tation was offered from an article by Allport in which he refer 
i red to the observational or empirical method of establishing a 
I trait of personality. He told us that evidence in favour of su
1
c, 
1
! a trait might be established by mere observation, or thDaugh th I 
II 
lireading of a case-history, or biography. This is the method we 
I! have employed in the first chapter of this paper. From the his I 
ltorical point of view we have traced suggestibility and we have 
II 
/1 demonstrated irrefutably that for thousands of years phenomena I 
1! resulting from suggestibility have been recognized and recorded •. 
!I There exists only positive evidence on this score; man has al- I 
J! ways been suggestible in some form, and every man is suggestibl~ 
!I 
!j to some degree. History gives us the proof of this. 
'---·--~ --------- -------·---- ------=~=-=-===ll==---=-~==== 
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Not only does the history of the progress of mankind show t~l 
I 
!existence of suggestibility, but man himself has recognized it -1 
hence the concept itself. We have discussed the concept per se. 
There seems to be no doubt but that human beings themselves reali 
lize that this predisposition to act exists within themselves. ~ 
True, the concept is a very broad one, and far from exact, but it 
ldoes exist. That the concept is valid may be proved by another 
/use of the observational method; namely, asking individuals to 
rate others in terms of suggestibility. No one would hesitate 
Ito carry out this assignment. Everyone feels certain that other! 
!individuals are suggestible, and that he may describe Others in I 
!degrees of that term~ Certainly, by means of the empirical meth-
1 
od of establishing a trait of personality, evidence seems to 
point to suggestibility as such. 
· Now let us turn to the second main method of establishing a I 
trait of personality. We have called it the experimental method,~ 
!Allport has referred to it as the statistical technique. The ev~ 
'I , 
'idence here is not adequate; it does not satisfy the standards 
1which we have already established for a trait of personality. Wf 
have traced the history of experimentation, and we have criticizi 
1ed the techniques involved. Some of the experiments have seemed 
I 
Ito prove without a doubt that suggestibility exists, whereas 1 
1 others make is existence seem doubtful as a trait of personality
1
l 
The reader will recall that many of the experimenters have con- J 
eluded that the kind of suggestibility measured by one of their 
tests seems different from that measured by some other test. I 
1'76 
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observe! •Many who have experimented with suggestibility have also 
I 
~hat not only did great individual differences reveal themselves 
in the tests, but also within a single individual's personality 
F::: ;::::r::::sm::ts:~::::~:::~t:ow::: :::::r~o:e:a:::: :esls, 
!
definite possibility to mind - that suggestibility may not be a ,lgenera~ trait but it may be a specific one. Whipple writes, 
in Just as efficiency in observation, attention, memory, and the ~ike has been shown to be specific, not general, so it is prob-
l,able that suggestibility is specific, not general."* Brown is 
!quoted by Murphy to show that suggestibility is a specific rather 
than a general trait. 11 If it be true that suggestibility is a 
l;tnere case of association we should scarcely be likely to find a ~eneral •trait of suggestibility' differentiating one person from 
!anothe~ •••• This is dramatically brought out in Wa:bllrer Brown's II 
rxtensive study, Is it true, he asked, that some persons_ possesj 
i trait which may be called suggestibility, while others are ablJ 
1ro resist suggestion? 11 -lH~ on the same page Murphy also writes; 
I' •••• The generalization we were inclined to make ••• namely, that 
'suggestibility ia general' is a will-o'-the-wisp." ll Hollingworth confirms the theory of specificity of suggesti-
i ility when he writes, 11 The tendencies underlying suggestibility 1 
• t, MANUAL OF J.IENTAT" AND PHYSICAL TESTS, by G. M. Vlhipple, Part 2, 
lthird edition, 1921, p. 588. II l!-lH~ EXPERIMENTAL SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY by Gardner Murphy, Harper and 
~Brothers, New York, 1931, p. 157. /J 
1 seem to be specific to the situation in hand; they characteriz~ II 
the individual under special circumstances rather than the ind1vf 
idual as a person."·:~ I 
The proof of the existence of a general or specific trait ofJ 
personality which is suggestibility does not properly come with-~ 
in the scope of this paper. In the appendix will be found prelib-
inary material for a corroboratory investigation of the theory 
that suggestibility is a personality trait. This material is in~ 
sufficient thus far to constitute conclusive evidence in favour J 
of our conclusion. However, as the object of this paper was to 
present a basis for the writer's conclusion oft his problem, sub-
stantiatory evidence must be deferred. 
Let us note at this time that there has been no evidence to l 
establish a personality trait of negativism. If the trait of su -
gestibility does exist, obviously it must have an opposite. How~ 
ever, this difficulty may be surmounted by inferring that nega- 11 
tavism represents the lower half of a rating scale for suggesti-lll 
bility; in other words the minus of suggestibility. The reader II 
should appreciate the fact that a personality trait is a contin-j 
uum. There is, for example, the trait of ex~roversion and its 
opposite - introversion. It is impossible to say that a person 
who is average or entirely normal is distinctly either extreme. 
~r JUDGING ~~N CHARACTER by H. L. 
Company, New York, 1922, pp. 195-196. 
Hollingworth, Appleton and~ 
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11 There are no normal people who ?-re not both extroverted and ini/ 
I troverted. Those who show a minimum amount or introversion are I 
1 considered as extroverts, and vice-versa; whereas the normal in-J 
j dividual falls in the middle of the continuum. The same thing 
I 
I 
II is necessarily true of suggestibility. It must be a matter of 
ldegree and be estimated in the individual according to its pos- ~~ 
j ition on the whole continuum or suggestibility-negativism. Thi,, 
jj continuum may be thought of as a line with suggestibility repre-1 
i I senting one extreme and negativism the other • 
. I We recall, citing extroversion again as an example, that on 
1
1 a line with extroversion at one end and introversion at the othl 
/er, everyone must fall somewhere along this line. If an extro- ~ 
1lversion-introversion test is given wherein there is an equal n1rJ-
I il 
1 ber of situations, say, fifty, perhaps, an ambivert or nonnal Jl 
!person should answer half these questions affirmatively and tho 1 
I rest negatively. The score is estimated as the number of affir / 
II 
j mative minus the number of negative answers. The continuum of ji 
I
I extroversion-introversion may run, then, from scores of -50 to Ji 
l;so, with zero or normal· in the middle. Now, if a sufficent 'I 
/1 I 
I' number of scores are obtained from a good sampling of individua1s 
! a normal curve of distribution would occur. This is assuming J 
!/ that the ordiante would represent the number o:f cases under an-~! 
II I 
1l alysis, while the base line represents their scores. VIe hllve ij 
I cited this procedure in the case or extroversion-introversion I 
I because we have already pointed out that no throughly satisfac- I j tory procedure ror testing suggestibility-negativism exists. I 
,, --v=7 -- ----
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but the same procedure should hold for suggestibility-negativism ~or a similar continuum is represented by this concept. When vre 
bave perfected adequate tests for suggestibility, it will be pos' 
lkible to apply these srume principles. 
I 
I This paper has not attempted to go into detail in the field 
1
pf suggestion and suggestibility. Practically everything that 
II 
roes not bear directly upon suggestibility has been eliminated. 
lfmitation has been omitted, as has also the possible bearine of 
/b~'11lpathy 1 and emotion. Furthermore, we have not discussed neuPa · 
II 
I 
ljxplanations of suggestibility. It has been necessary to mentior
1 
~association and ideomotor activity, but only insofar as these co -
~epts related to our specific field of suggestibility. The many I 
rorms of suggestibility and sources of suggestion and kinds of 
I elivery of suggestion have been purposely omitted, as has also j 
lent of the concept. To some readers it may have seemed that su -~estibility is closely related to submissiveness, so closely re-
~~ated, in fact, that a test for the latter trait may be a satis-
l~actory index of suggestibility. Regarding this let us observe ~~hat the technique for studying suggestibility is more adequate 
~han that for submissivenss, for laboratory checks are available. 
~~hese laboratory procedures might be checked to find if possibly I ~~suggestibility is now beiug measured by the A-S Reaction Study. I! 
liin addition to these problems, \'Te have defined our position in 
I I 
regard ·to hypnosis in this paper. We feel that this concept has I 
I II 
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I Again let us repeat what vre ourselves regard as a most impor· 
~~ant conclusion. That in psychology it is necessary that it be 
/possible to show evidence of phenor.1ena by experimentation in or-
~ . 
;rer to validate a concept. This has not been adhered to, we re-
·' 1gret, in many cases, among these the field of suggestibility. A~ 
~~e have already mentioned, definitions and much experimentation 
,, 
ihr:. ave developed from concepts which have been casually assumed. 
I -
/
this faulty procedure should be remedied. · After establishing t~ e 
concept one should try to 'quantify' it as ·aell as qualify it. 
lj 
Jlsometimes this may be difficult, but in the case of suggestibili" y 
II 1:it should be possible. All quantifying is merely ad escription 
,I 
·I 
!lin terms of ohher relationships. Preceding pages have already i -
II 
'tlicated some of these relationships. One can quantify suggesti-
j 
'bili ty and negativism in the a•·no1.mt or degree that one indi vidu-~al differs from the mnjority of hunlllns. It should also be pos-
llsible to ar1~1ve at the degree in which an individual varies in 
ljsuggestibili ty within his ovm :personality, accoi•ding to various 
II 
!lsi tua tions. 
11 This su..."TTt11ary is of value if we 1 earn but one thing from it -~ 
,I jjthe direction in which future ps:rchological endeavors should lie 
1
_ 
1
',\'le have pointed out the lilelihood that suGgestibility is not a 
I I 
1lgeneral trai~ of personality, but a specific, and we have sug~es~ 
!Jted procedures for measuring by personal ratings, and t:!'lrough 1 
!I important modifications of existing testing techniques. The wri .or 
i/hopos to do some experimental work along these lines in the fut1.ye 
!lin an endeavor to learn whether some of theoe conclusions may bel 
f --
./ 
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confirmed by the methods which have been proposed~· He will pro-
ceed on the lines which have been indicated in this paper, care-
fully describing his concept before measuring it. He will use 
empirical as well as experimental technique~ for measuring it, 
and he will endeavor to correlate these two methods w~th each 
other, and with tests fol' other traits of personality, in order 
that these methods may be adequately validated. For a diversity 
of test-findings, without any common basis whatsoever, is utterly 
valueless; it must be replaced by experimentation and observatiol' 
which bear some relation to each other in their findings. 
! 
'j 
I 
!I 
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THE RESULTS OF THESE R.A.TINGS ARE ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL 
ReE~,d Carefullv:-
1. Look at the first rating ecale (that of intelligence). Rea 
it over. 
2. From the accompanying liet of namee select the man whom you 
think, according to the definition heading the list, has the 
highest intelligence. Place his name on the blank ouposite the 
highest on the ecale. · j 
3. From the list select the man whom you think, according to the 
definition, has the lowest intelligence. Place his name on the l 
blank opposite the lowest on the scale. 
4. From the liet select the man whom you think, according to th 
definition, is of average intelligence. This man belongs halfway 
)between the two other men whom you have just rated. Place his 
name opposite the average on the scale. 
1
5. From the list select the man whom you think belongs halfway jbetween the highest man and the average. Enter his name opposit~ 
that nlace on the scale. 
!16 • From the list select the man whom you think belongs halfway 
~etween the lowest man and the average. Enter his name opposite 
jthat place on the scale. 
l
iT. Beside each specific definition is a number ( 5-4-3-2-1) whic 
;represents the score for that specific definition. Enter this· II 
1
;score opposite the names of the five men whom you have rated, un-
der the column headed 'Intelligence'. I . . ~. Comnare each of the remaining men with these five whom you 
have already rated. Determine which of the five he is most near-
)tl.y like. Place the score ( 5-4-3-2-1) of the man whom he is most II 
nearly like in the appropriate column for intelligence beside hia 
lhame, on the sheet containing the list of names. Every name on II '~his list should have a score bes~e it, under the heading of in-~ 
relligence, when you have done this. 
1
9. Turn to the other rating scales, and proceed 1n the same mani 
her. When you have finished~ the ratings, every name on the 
I 1st should have ~ scores beside 1 t. 
(Turn to next page) 
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SCORING SHEET FOR RATING SCALES. 
INTELLIGENCE EXTROVERSION ASCENDANCE SUGGEST! ILITY 
NAME OF SUBJECT . STUPIDITY INTROVERSION SUBMISSION NEGATAVISM 
Etc. · 
Etc. 
I 
I 
li -!'1>===================-=-==-===-~=-==--=t=""""' "''·· 
~ . 
II 
INTELLIGENCE RATING SCALE. 
The intelligent person adapts himself to new situations. He 
r•_. ~ reasons well, and makes quick and adequate judgments. He has a 
~good memory, and general knowledge; he knows how to express him-.self. An intelligent person is a composite of all these quali-lies. His direct· opposite is a a tupid or unintatigent person 
rho can not adjust himself to his environment, who lacks reason-
lrng ability, has poor memory, and is unable to express himself 
~ell.. The unintelligent person tends to make poor judgments and 
he is deficient in general knowledge. 
s. .. 
3. 
2. 
1. 
Extremely intelligent (brilliant) 
person. He makes quick and r elia-
ble judgments, reasons well, has a 
good vocabulary, and adjusts him-
self well to his surroundings. 
Moderately intelligent person. He 
makes slower but sound judgments. 
He has good reasoning powers and 
speech; he maneges well in hid& en-
vironment. 
Average - neither particularly bril-
liant nor especially stupid person. 
Rather unintelligent person. He 
may have poor or very slow judgment, 
may not reason· well, or may find it 
~ifficult to get on in his surround-
ings, or to. express himself. 
Extremely unintelligent person. He 
lackA faculty of judgment, has poor 
general knowledge, and memory. He 
expresses himself poorly and can not 
get along in his surroundings. 
======r============================~ 
·--------~,- r,·-~------------------------
• 
l 
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0 
EXTROVERSION AND INTROVERSION RATING SCALE. 
i 
i 
' 
I 
lhe extrovert is the person who tends to be objective; his interf 
1
ests are outside himself; he enjoys the company of others and is I 
~apt to be restless and uncomfo:t•table when alone. His. behaviour I ronform~ to that of the majority. He shuns self-analysis. His I 
,direct opposite is the individual who likes to be alone; who •I 
rears the criticism of others; who d ay-dresms; who is given to 1 
:intros~ction or self-analysis. He is likely to possess what isj 
'I j, 
known as an 'inferiority complex'. 
I 5. 
I 
Extremely extroverted person. Very 
socialble - he likes to be surround-
ed by people. He never analyzes him-
self and dislikes having others do 
I 4. 
so in his presence. 
Moderately extroverted person. He 
tends to prefer the company of oth-
ers and dislikes bet ng alone. He 
likes to £2 things. 
'I 
! 3. Average - neither especially extro-
verted nor particularly introverted. 
I 2. Rather introverted person. He tends to prefer the intellectual to the soc-
ial life. He likes to be alone, or 
may be embarassed in company. 
1. Extremely introverted person. He 
tends to imagine people are laugh-
ing at him, or critimizing him un-
favourably. He day-dreams instead 
of doing things. 
II 
=l==== 
I 
-------------------------------
ASCENDANCE AND SUBMISSION RATINGS CALE. 
'\ 
J 
The ascendant person is one who tends to take an active role in ! ~~y situation. · He tries to dominate it; to assume leadership, \ 
I . II 
:He is an organizer, and tries to ccarry out his plans to the full7 ~ ~ \lest extent. He is very executive, and likes to direct the a ctivT 
lit1es of othe7-a. IUs direct opposite is the submiaaive person~ I 
~~ho never assumes an active part in a situation unless compelled 
II ' II fo do so. ~he submissive person needs to be forced to carry out l 
~-is ideas. He tends to postpone action; he is passive on all ocJ
1
1 
II 
casions, and rarely or never expresses his views. He has to be 
\1 I II 
led, or even driven, and is likely to prefer routine work to exeo-
!l I utive work. 
I I 
\ 5. Extremely ascendant person. He is I\ 
a finger in every pie and show people ~~~- domineering - the kind who must have ~ 
how to run things. 
l 4. Moderately ascendant person. He tends \ 
t to prefer an active role of responsi- 1 
I bility to carrying out the orders of \ 
another. 
3. Average - neither especially ascendant 
2. 
I 1. 
nor particularly submiaaive. 
Rather submissive oerson. One who tends 
to defer to others~ and to take orders. 
A person lil{ely to be imposed upon. 
Extremely submissive person. 
can be bullied, or who enjoys 
sed. He shuns responsibility 
be driven. 
One who 
being boa-
and has to 
====J~===~===-====-==-====================~==-·1>;,'; -~------==--·· -
==~===~==============r==·"== 
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SUGGESTIBILITY AND NEGATAVISM RATING SCALE. 
rhe suggestible person is one who tends to accept and act upon 
rny idea uresented to him without careful analysis of the_ propo-l~ition.· He acts promptly upon receiving an idea, and usually · .... ~ostponeS reflection. He is particularly responsive to ideas pr,-
jented to him by people in authority. He is _apt to be influenced . 
ty what he reads in the papers, and by advertisements. His exacJ ~ . Jl 
opposite is the negatavistic person who is skeptical of ideas pr 
1
-' 
II I 
rented to him. The negatavistic person tends to act upon the op- • ·· 
rosite of an idea, or to accept it only after a great deal of re-
flection. He is hyper-critical, and likely to be. suspi"e.ious of ew 
II ideas. 
I 
• Extremely suggestible person. He believes 
and acts unon almost any idea presented to 
him by a source of some consequence. 
~. Moderately suggestible person. He accepts 
and acts upon any idea that does not conflict 
outrageously with his common-sense or ax~ri­
ence. 
2. 
I 
• 
Average person - neither especially sug~es­
tible nor particularly negatavistic. 
Rather negatavistic person. He tends to 
disbelieve ideas and not to act upon them 
unless thoroughly convinced. 
Very negatavistic person. He tends to dis-
believe every idea or to do. just the oppo-
site of what is suggested to him. 
~ ! \ 
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